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Preface

Most

of the essays contained in this collection are written versions

few years to various groups of
few have been modified somewhat to incorporate
certain reactions or at least deal with them. Essays One and Three
are entirely new.
There is a measure of overlapping in some respects because of
of talks delivered in the past
Spiritans.

A

the request to treat related topics for different audiences. This is
almost unavoidable in a collection; one cannot cut out the repetition without doing an injustice to the topic under consideration.

Henry

J.

Koren, C.S.Sp.

Founder's Day
(Homily delivered

Modern
working

its

magnets,

is

it.

PA., Oct.

2,

1989)

by the wild unpredictability of
The apparently rather simple motion of a body

scientists are fascinated

natural events.

late

at Bethel Park,

The

way through

four or five fields of forces, such as

so complex that no super-duper computer can calcutiniest

neglected influence can

make

a

mockery

of

all

predictions.

As one

scientist

expressed

it

only half jokingly, at a

critical

moment a butterfly somewhere beat its wings and thereby set off a
chain of events leading to Hurricane Hugo. Or reversely, a bumble
bee flew blindly into a wall and thereby saved California from a
horrendous tidal wave.
What physical science affirms today regarding natural events
has its parallel in the realm of spiritual forces. A moment of
loving consent to God's grace by a long forgotten great-greatgrandmother may be transmitted through the generations and
leave behind a trace of kindness that makes a cruel dictator hesitate
to commit genocide. It is rare, however, that we can point to a
moment of history which saw the first stirrings of such a grace.

A few years ago a Jesuit historian wrote about "the most extraordinary history" of our Congregation which provides such a privileged moment of understanding. I'd like to spend some minutes
with you in exploring this moment of grace, tracing back our
charism to what we may call its deepest specific roots, which
remains also our most radical commitment, some 300 years after
our founding.
We have to go back to the 16th century Jesuit Louis Lallemant
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whose teachings became one of the most important
modern time. In his footsteps some of his
followers worked especially in Brittany, where they strongly fostered devotion to the Holy Spirit among the clergy, and through
them among the people. These preachers did not just insist on the
recitation of some prayers, but stressed that we should seriously
(died 1635),

sources of spirituality for

our everyday life guided by the desire to remain
promptings of the Holy Spirit. Lallemant's influence
was enormous on both his confreres and Brittany's clergy. Following the Spirit, without confusing self-will with the attraction of
grace, became a strong movement. And to keep the movement

endeavor

to live

faithful to the

alive, these priests, Jesuits

knit Congregation of the

"The
It

Jesuits of the

was

Holy

and secular clergy, constituted a loosely
Holy Spirit, which is sometimes called

Spirit."

particularly flourishing in the late 1600s at the time of

Claude Poullart des Places's youth and permeated the various
schools he attended. Virtually all his teachers were "Jesuits of the
Holy Spirit" and fervent promoters of total faithfulness to the
Spirit. Young Claude soaked up the desire for this faithfulness as a
sponge soaks up water. In the light of this, is it surprising that
when in 1703 some fellow students in Paris asked him to constitute
them into a community, he spontaneously dedicated it to the Holy
Spirit?

Like the Jesuits of the Holy Spirit, this new Spiritan community
remained more movement than institution. It acquired so few
structures that it could barely qualify as a moral body in the legal
sense of the term. (Even 200 years after its founding a government
lawyer, charged with examining the Congregation's legitimacy,
concluded: you have barely statutes deserving the name.) There
were no vows, no oaths, no distinctive garb; nothing but a small
group of directors meeting annually to fulfil corporate legal duties.

The charism of the Spirit with which Claude endowed his
nascent congregation may be described as evangelical availability
which remains always attentive to the movements of the Holy
Spirit manifesting himself in the concrete situation of life, or if you
wish, attentive to the voice of the Spirit speaking through the
voices of other human beings.

A

true Spiritan simply places himself (or herself, for

there are also

Lord, here

I

women

am. Send me." He

is

nowadays

God's disposal. "You called
detached from material posses-

Spiritans) at

FOUNDER'S DAY
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he says: "Having food and clothing, let us be
is even more detached on the spiritual level.
That is to say, he does not cling to the past and its outlook, but
remains wide open to what life shows to be the real needs of
sions. Like St Paul
satisfied."

And he

human beings in

today's situation.

good news only when

He realizes

that the

Good News

speaks to people in a language and in
images they can understand. He does not hesitate to drop cherished traditional views and ways of acting in favor of new ones
that show themselves more effective. In Libermann's terms, he is
an instrument which offers no resistance to the movement which
the Spirit wishes to impart to it.
is

it

moment on what it means to be such an instruno resistance to its handler. Did you ever hear the
crack of a whip? Not of an ordinary wishy-washy dime store whip,
but of a large bull whip that needs a real man to handle it. Being
long, supple and slim, it offers but little resistance to the motion
the handler wishes to impart to it. Grasping it by its handle, the
man gives it a motion which accelerates constantly till the thin tip
of the whip cracks at last with a sharp thunderclap as it smashes
the air before it. In the 15 or 20 feet that the motion travels along
the whip, it reaches a speed of over 600 miles when the tip strikes
the air. What you are hearing is a miniature version of the breaking
of the sound barrier.
Another example. An eager but still uncoordinated ten-year old
baseball player, may manage to throw a ball in the general direction of the plate, but his muscular system is still so full of resistance
to the motion he plans to impart to the ball that it barely manages
to get there. But in the superbly trained body of an athlete all
possible resistance is eliminated. He does not just throw with his
hand, but begins to impart motion to the ball from the tip of his big
toe in his forward foot, accelerates this motion all the time while it
travels over his heel up his leg, up his torso and up along his
Let us dwell a

ment

offering

outstretched

arm

right to his fingertips.

When

these at last release

speed of about 100 miles an hour toward the
desired goal. Now we may understand Libermann's saying that if
there were any fiber in his body resisting the Holy Spirit, he would
tear it out. He wanted to be a perfect instrument in the hands of
the Holy Spirit.

the

ball,

it

travels at a

This docility to the Spirit

bestowed on us

his followers.

was and is the charism Claude has
Throughout the 18th century it gave

SPIRITAN CHARISM
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thousand extraordinarily zealous and compethem are known to have died "in the odor
of sanctity." For us Americans (and even more for Canadians), it
is, moreover, a source of humble pride to know that in our part of
to the

a

tent apostles; a score of

the world, the faithfulness of these 18th century priests sent out to

North America has determined the world-wide history of the
Congregation until the present time. They worked so well and so
harmoniously together that it was proposed to replace all religious
orders in the colonies by Spiritan priests, thereby giving our
Congregation its primary impetus toward missionary work. And a
few years later, when the USA became independent, the Holy See
spontaneously suggested that the nascent Catholic Church of the
USA be fully staffed by Spiritan missionaries.

When in
tion,

1848 Libermann and his followers joined the Congrega-

the venerable charism received even a

new

impetus. Al-

though Libermann was a convert from Judaism, he never gave up
the traditional piety of the true Jewish believer. The pious Jew,
says Martin Buber, "lives in the consciousness that the proper
place for his encounter with

God lies in the ever-changing situation

Again and again he hears God's voice in a different way in
the language spoken by unforeseen and changed situations." He
does not silence God on the pretext that He has already spoken
before in a different way, but remains always unconditionally
available to God for whatever here and now appears to be God's
voice calling him away from old tasks to new endeavors.
Without going into details here, throughout his life Libermann
gave examples of this listening to the Spirit when he became a
Christian, entered and left Stanislaus College, stayed with the
of

life.

Sulpicians,

Eudists,

left

left

them

to

become

assistant novice master of the

these to venture into the

"work

for the blacks"

and

when nearly all the original instigators of
work abandoned it. He succeeded beyond the wildest dreams

stayed there in charge
this

and then in 1848 unhesitatingly gave up the little society of the
Holy Heart of Mary to enter our Congregation. In the four years of
life that remained for him, he restored that Congregation to its
original fervor in obedience to the Holy Spirit and evangelical
availability.

What

good did his followers become
example, they concentrated their combined efforts on
bringing the Good News to Negro Africa, to the neglected slaves

when,

a splendid force for the

for

FOUNDER'S DAY
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in the colonies, to the despised blacks here in the

States, especially in Louisiana.

He gave

us the impetus to continue

to trust in the Spirit.

Let me terminate this brief sketch by mentioning one of Libermann's most daring innovations. Unlike other founders did sometimes, declaring their rule to be definitive and unchangeable,
Libermann made a supreme act of confidence in his followers of
future ages by declaring in the 1840s the time when churchmen
were centralizing power that among us the "supreme authority
lies in the will of the majority of the members." The voice of the
people, this pious Jew-and-Christian must have thought, is the
voice of God.
May we live up to his great expectations and to our precious

—

heritage.

—

Our

Spiritan

Charism
(A conference given

In this talk
spiritual
3)

I

life;

will

attempt to integrate

2) theoretical principles

1)

the apostolic

and our

life

in

1982)

and the

lived spirituality;

the tradition coming from Fr. Poullart des Places

and

that

Libermann; 4) the past and the present or, differently expressed, our historical situation and contemporary views.

coming from

Fr.

The French philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty reminds us that
understand the principles which animate a society it is
not sufficient to read the texts chiseled in stone on its monuments
or inscribed in gold on its illuminated parchments. One must pay
attention above all to what really lives in such a society. Translated, to discern Spiritan spirituality, it is not enough to look at
what our rules say that we ought to do nor solely at what our
founders have written. Above all, one should try to discover what
really has been and is the driving force of both founders and
in order to

followers.
It seems to me that our lived spirituality can be best described as
an evangelical availability, which remains attentive to the
Holy Spirit manifesting himself in the concrete situation of
LIFE. Let us consider the various elements contained in this de-

scription.

Evangelical Availability

This availability contains two aspects. First of
before

Our

Lord:

we

fully available for

all,

availability

place ourselves before God, desirous of being

Him. This

is

our personal holiness, which simply
15
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says to God: "Here

I am, Lord." Secondly, availability before our
which makes us add to "Here I am" the words "Send
me." This is our apostolic life, based on our availability before
God. The two aspects are facets of one and the same availability in
the same way as love for God and love for human beings are one.

fellowmen,

This double availability implies two elements.
life

of union with God, that

ration of the

two aspects

is

First,

to say, a life of prayer.

an

interior

The compenet-

of availability contains, in principle, the

key to the eternal problem of how to reconcile the apostolic life
with the religious life. If the two constitute one and the same
reality, then our personal holiness, our continuous presence before
God in an attitude of availability, is the very essence of a life that is
really devoted to the evangelical service of our fellowmen. Vatican
Council II confirms this view, for in its Decree on the renewal of
religious

life

it

stressed that "the entire religious

life

(of active

by an apostolic spirit
(even) as their entire apostolic activity should be animated by a
religious spirit." Documents of VC II, Abbott ed., no. 8, p. 427.

religious communities) should be penetrated

The second element of evangelical availability is evangelical povwhich also implies two elements: material poverty and spiritual poverty. The former can be expressed by the words: a moderate
attitude with respect to the so-called necessities of life on the material
level, both as individuals and as a community. We cannot have a truly
evangelical availability before God and man if we are rich in material
goods or desires for riches. In such a case one will do what the young
man did in the Gospel when he heard Christ's answer to his question:
"What else should I do?" He ended up by leaving Christ's company
erty,

sadly,

it

is

true, but, in the final analysis, attached to his

many

possessions.

On the spiritual level evangelical poverty demands constant openlife in its ever-changing evolution, openness to the world. One wishes to remain always open to the true
needs of our fellowmen in the historical and concrete situation of
life. When time changes and people become different, those who

ness to the experience of

announce the Good News of Christ take these changes
words and examples would no
longer speak to people. Consequently, the Spiritan must remain
open to life, as it is experienced in his time by those who are

want

to

into account, for otherwise their

entrusted to his care.

OUR SP1R1TAN CHARISM
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He Manifests Himself

in the

Life.

This openness to experience

demands our

detachment from the

becomes a museum of
what life used to be. It no longer speaks to man, except if he is
motivated by antiquarian interests. But even the antiquarian does
not wish to spend his real life in the past: when in Williamsburg

As soon

past.

as the past

really past,

is

the tourists are gone, the natives

who

it

acted as

if

they lived in

amusement, return to the 20th century as
their real life. The past becomes meaningless as soon as it no
longer speaks to human beings to indicate to them the meaning,
the direction of their lives. If the Spiritan does not wish to preach
to the dead but to the living, he must base himself on what lives
among his hearers. Consequently, it is in what is alive today that
he will find the whisperings of the Holy Spirit.
colonial times for their

While being open to the experience of concrete life and detached
from the past, he also knows that he should be listening for what
the Holy Spirit says because he must practice what is called the
discernment of spirits.

Not everything

antiquated and deprived of

all

Similarly, not everything that lives

comes from the Holy
of

life.

what

No

That's

is,

that existed in the past

evangelical

meaning and

among people

is

strength.

in the present

harmony with the true direction
discern what comes from God and

Spirit or is in

why we need

to

in the final analysis, only a

road that leads nowhere.

and concretely the
what comes from the Holy Spirit and what
has its source elsewhere. For instance, who would still dare to
affirm today that the directions indicated by a Karl Marx or a
Nietzsche were wholly and entirely against the direction willed by
God's Spirit? In many respects these two men, who used to be
rejected totally because they were atheists, were sometimes closer
to the spirit of the Gospel than were some of their opponents who
attacked them in God's name.
one, of course,

is

able to indicate a priori

dividing line between

It

stands to reason that, no more than other

human

beings, a

Spiritan can be certain of not being mistaken in his attempts to

discern the spirits. He, too,

knows

that his mistakes can cause

which he can only deplore when it is too late. St. Charles
Borromeo thought he was doing the right thing when he called the
people of Milan together for three days and nights of prayer in the
disasters

SPIRITAN
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had struck the city. He did not
was an even faster contagion
of all who had listened to his appeal. With the best intentions he
caused a disaster, of which, however, he remained guiltless. Like
him and others, Spiritans are exposed to mistakes when they try to
discern what the Spirit wants. But the mobility of mind that should
characterize him demands that the Spiritan give up the position he
has taken, the direction in which he has spent God knows how
many years of hard work, without regret and without clinging to
the past as soon as experience shows that he was on the wrong

cathedral to stop the plague that

know

that the net result of his appeal

track.

Our Model in all this is Mary. She was always faithful to her divine
Spouse in a wholly evangelical attitude. I hope to say more about
this at the end of this talk.
Historical Witnesses of This Spiritan Spirituality,

Testimonies of

i.e.,

Our Founders and Other Lived Testimonies

Let me begin by pointing out that our founders never spoke in
an absolute fashion. They do not resemble a Saint Dominic, of
whom it is said that he prescribed his rule with an absolute
authority that allowed no modifications ever to be made in it; at
most, his successors would be allowed to grant temporary dispensations from its perfect observance. For us, Libermann was bold

enough

to write in 1844 that "in the final analysis" the

authority in the Congregation

but "the majority of

its

is

supreme

neither the rule nor the superior

members." (N.D.

4, 191).

1703-1839
Fr. Poullart des Places wrote only a house rule for Holy Ghost
Seminary. We may note in it "the special consecration of all
students to the Holy Spirit." Likewise, they "will have a special
devotion to the Blessed Virgin, under whose protection they have

been offered to the Holy Spirit." (Writings, Rules, no. 1) And
throughout his rules one finds an affirmation of prayers expressing
this double consecration.
The first officially approved rule of 1734, which was largely
based on a tradition going back to the time of the founder, repeats
this consecration and indicates the purpose of the Congregation as

OUR SP1RITAN CHARISM
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who will be ready for everything, to
poor and even to unbelievers, ready

with preference the most abandoned and most

difficult

positions in the Church. (Le Floch, p. 586). Historians bear witness
that the apostolate of the Spiritan

was based on

a

mystique of

poverty: poverty not for the sake of deprivation but for

its

value as

a witness to the gospel.

Let us cite a few lived examples and testimonies. The Spiritan
Charles Besnard, 3rd superior general of the Monfortists, wrote in
the 18th century that the Spiritans are ready "to go

where there

work

is

to

anywhere

be done for the salvation of souls. They

devote themselves by preference to the work of the missions,
whether foreign or domestic, offering themselves to go and live in
the poorest and most abandoned places, those for which it is
candidates" (Writings, 289).
same century the Abbot of Isle Dieu wrote to the Duke of
Choiseul in 1763 that to fill the position of vicars apostolic in the
difficult to find

In the

colonies
carefully

"what

is

selected

is not men chosen haphazardly, but
outstanding men, men endowed with the

needed

and true apostles, men, if possible, educated in
such seminaries as that of the Holy Ghost." For in this seminary the
students are educated "for the most difficult, the most laborious, the

evangelical spirit

and the most abandoned positions" (David,

least lucrative

Missionnaires

To

who

.

.

Les

.,57, 53).

individual Spiritan testimonies, let us begin with Fr. Caris,
died in the "odor of sanctity" in 1757 and who was known
cite

—

throughout Paris as the legendary "poor priest." His tomb stone in
the crypt of our mother house in Paris carried this inscription: "He
lived for God and his neighbor, never for himself." (Le Floch, 401)
Fr. Allenou, who entered Holy Ghost Seminary in 1703 and who
became a canon in Quebec. He was also the founder of the
Daughters of the Holy Spirit, gave his entire benefice to the bishop
for the poor and died in "the odor of sanctity." (J. Michel, Poullart

—

des Places, 289ff.)

who

spent his entire patrimony for the relief of
all personal compensation for his
services by the government. His death certificate also reads "died
in the odor of sanctity." (Koren, Knaves, 85 ff.).
Bishop Kerherve, of Indo-China, whose episcopal wardrobe consisted of an old cassock and a worn-out pair of shoes, and who set
Fr.

Le Loutre,

exiled Acadians

and who refused

SPIR1TAN CHARISM
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out on a

trip to restore

peace without a penny in his pockets.

(Michel, Poullart des Places, 310
Fr. Maillard,

1762,

whose

who

AND HISTORY

f.)

died "in the odor of sanctity" in Halifax in

secret of success

among

the

Micmac Indians

is

ascribed to the fact that he totally identified with his Indians. For

meals he was satisfied with sharing their stinking seal soup. At
he left only a few sticks of furniture and his Micmac
manuscripts, which for more than a century preserved the faith of
the Indians without a priest (Koren, Knaves, 78 ff.).
Bishop Pottier, of China, who wrote: "The fewer needs we create
for ourselves, the richer we are. Food and clothing, yes, but any
other desire is unreasonable." (Michel, 311).
Fr. Lanoe, Indian missionary in Guiana, who died "in the odor of
sanctity" in 1791 and who wrote: "My sole ambition is to work in
God's service even if it means having to beg my bread in my old
age." He wanted to see the missionaries in Guiana observe the
same principles followed in the Seminary of the Holy Ghost: "I
would like to see us here 'one heart and one soul'" without that
"wretched 'mine and yours' which causes so many disorders."
(Letter of Fr. Lanoe to Fr. Becquet 7 Nov. 1784/Arch. C.S.Sp.
his

his death

4-B-III).
is the witness of the heirs of the tradition coming from
des Places who worked in the USA and the last of whom
died in 1839, just before Libermann began the foundation of his

Then

there

Fr. Poullart

"work for the blacks."
One of them was Fr.

John Moranville. A former missionary in
Guiana, he took the schismatic constitutional oath of the clergy,
repented his error and came to the USA in late 1794. He became the
first American citizen (in 1804) who was a member of the Congregation. For 30 years he did severe penance for his sins. He got up very
early each morning for three hours of prayer, never lit a fire in his
room at Baltimore's St. Patrick's rectory, and spent his entire income
in the service of the poor. A few months before he died "in the odor of
sanctity" in 1824, his archbishop wrote to the bishop of Boston: "I
would consider his loss a greater calamity than that of 20 ordinary
priests." And the archbishop said this at a time when 20 priests were
about 10 % of the entire clergy of the USA. (Koren, Spiritan Who Was
Who, no. 24).
Fr. Matthew Herard, likewise a refugee from Guiana, who worked in
the Virgin Islands, in Martinique and in the USA, including Pitts-

OUR SPIRITAN CHARISM
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burgh. Although placed in poverty-stricken positions, he made
considerable gifts to the Sulpicians, the cloistered Carmelite nuns of
Baltimore and Holy Ghost Seminary. He gave Fr. Bertout the money
which enabled him to open the first mission junior seminary in
France, next door to the motherhouse. He must have lived in a very
frugal

way

to

make such

gifts.

He

died in 1839. (Koren, Knaves or

Knights, 149, 160 if.).

One can see in these examples, which could be multiplied by many
how the Spiritans of yesteryear lived their apostolic life on the

others,

basis of a mystique of evangelical poverty
ity

before

God and man.

listened to the

Holy

superiors and then,

and with evangelical availabil-

In the concrete situation of their lives, they

Spirit, first,

by

listening to the voice of their

when

they were dispersed by persecution, by
seeking in their various situations the evangelical appeal addressed
to them by concrete history.

Since 1840: Libermann

While

Herard, the

surviving Spiritan missionary of the
World, was in his death agony, Francis
Libermann, who was then novice master of the Eudists in Rennes,
was visited by Maxime de la Bruniere. He had come to speak to
him about the proposed new congregation for the blacks. Eight
days after Herard closed his eyes in death, Libermann had a first
Fr.

18th century in the

last

New

showing him his future role in "the work for the blacks." A
few months later, he began to write its provisional rule in Rome.
In this rule we find expressed the evangelical availability before God
and man: The members of the Congregation "consecrate themselves wholly to preaching the Good News (of Jesus Christ) and
establishing his kingdom among the poorest and most abandoned
vision

souls." Consequently, they

must begin with evangelical

God and "establish (his kingdom) most
perfectly in their own souls." (N.D. 2, 236).
ity

before

solidly

availabil-

and most

Regarding material poverty Libermann says in this rule: "The
Congregation in general and each of its members in particular shall
practice as perfectly as possible evangelical poverty in all things."
(N.D. 2, 260). "They shall suffer gladly the privations which would
come from this poverty"; "Their food must be ordinary and poor
and as close as possible to that of the poor people at whose service

AND HISTORY
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Our Lord uses

us"; "Their clothing

and poor";

quarters shall be simple
to find lodgings

.

.

.

they serve." (N.D.

and the furniture

of their

When travelling "they shall try

closely approaching the

poor peoples

whom

2, 261).

After the merger of 1848 in the Constitutive Rules, which he

added

to the

Rule of the Holy Ghost, Libermann said that the

general purpose of the Congregation
special object of

its

care

souls." (N.D. 10, 450).

it

He

"to consecrate

wholly apostolic

a

its

members

life"

repeats there also that "the pursuit of

must have

religious virtues

is

and that the
"the most needy and most abandoned

by

to the salvation of sinners

purpose and a direction that

for (the Congregation's
specifically apostolic."

is

members)

He saw

a

little

use in the pursuit of poverty for its own sake and added that
therefore the members of the Congregation "will avoid in the
external practice of poverty everything that could appear excessive
to outsiders." (N.D. 10, 559 f.)

Regarding poverty

of spirit,

which

is

translated as openness

to the

world and to the experience of concrete life, everyone knows Libermann's famous letter about the people's revolution of February
1848.

quote only a few

I'll

When

lines.

other priests were afraid of

"Tomorrow morning I am going to have my name inscribed on the
electoral list, and also the names of all who are here with us ....
We should not forget that we are no longer living in the system
the democracy introduced by the revolution, he declared:

established in the past. The misfortune of the clergy has always been
that they remained stuck in notions of the past. The world goes for-

ward, but we,

we remain

behind.

retaining the spirit of the Gospel
evil in the state

the world lives

and according

to

We must follow the world while
and we must do good and fight
the mentality of the age in which

Any

attempt to cling fearfully to the 'good old
times'
nullifies our efforts .... Let us therefore frankly and
simply accept the new order and bring to it the spirit of the Gospel."
(N.D. 10, 151).
.

.

.

.

.

.

Libermann

also impressed

upon

his missionaries the absolute

wide open to the African cultural environment and
he forbade them any attempt to replace the local culture by that of
Europe: "Strip yourselves of Europe, its customs and its mentality.
Leave them in their own way of
Become black with the blacks
being. Adapt yourselves to the customs, mentality and habits of
(the blacks to make of them) a people of God." (N.D. 9, 330). Let us
necessity of being

.

.

.
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passing that Libermann uses here also

the

very

—and scriptural—expression "people of God" in speaking

about the

local church.

He showed

the

same poverty

of spirit or openness

respect to the formation of priests,

world with

to the

assigning only a relative value to

systems in vogue at a particular time or in a particular country.
Regarding time, he declared frankly that the old rules in vogue in
Holy Ghost Seminary, with their constant supervision, which the
Holy See had still highly praised in 1824 as a system that should be
followed all over the world a copy was sent to Baltimore's
Sulpicians was out of date: "In this era the way seminarians are
educated must be entirely different from what it used to be before the
Revolution of 1793. Experience shows that the old methods are now
no longer applicable." And he does not hesitate to add that the old
system has become "odious." (N.D. 12, 525).
With respect to the methods in use in a particular country, such as
France, which was strongly inclined to view its system as universally
valid everywhere, he bluntly declared that if the French system is
good for Frenchmen, it is not good for others: "If Irishmen were
educated in Ireland or England, their priestly education would be
much better than the one they get in France
And it would
safeguard them from the many vices which sent so many of them to
their perdition." (N.D. 3, 135; cf 125). He emphasized the same even
for the Belgians, who had a greater affinity to French ways than did
the Irish: "To secure the success (of a foundation in Belgium), the
establishment must be made and directed by Belgian priests ....
(For) foreigners would not sufficiently understand and empathize
with the Belgian way of doing things." (N.D. 8, 94 f.). If Libermann's view had been followed, instead of presenting the Congregation to the Flemish as a French congregation, the Belgian
development of the Congregation could have been quite different
from what actually happened.

—

—

.

.

.

.

Regarding openness to experience, Libermann strongly insisted on its
He calls his first rule "provisional" because it can be "fixed
definitively only after several years of experience." (N.D. 2, 153). He
distrusts "plans that have been completely conceived and well conceived" from the very start, because "they always contain speculativeelements
.and experience is lacking." (N.D. 4,210). He wants
his men to avoid measuring everything by fixed ideas
(because)
one does not acquire any true experience" in such a way. (N.D. 8, 47).
necessity.

.

.

.

.

.
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He "recommends with great insistence that they do not become fixed
and set in their ideas
.We must remain supple enough to modify
and change" our plans. "Experience will be our guide." (N.D. 9, 43).
His confidence in experience was so great that he wrote: "It is
not enough to form a vague and general idea of things. To conceive
matters exactly, they must be considered practically." (N.D. 7, 82;
cf.8, 36). Here the principle of practical experience is raised to the
level of being the criterion of truth
an attitude of mind which
Libermann shared with his fellow-Jew Karl Marx.
.

.

.

—

Example of Libermann practicing what he preached. Let

example

small

illustrating

that

Libermann

preached. In his Provisional Rule written in
restricted the
1)

"The

2)

Some

community

me

practices

Rome

present a

what he
he had

in 1840

library to just the following works:

Bible with a

few pious commentaries, but never any

scholarly commentaries";
of the Fathers of the Church, those

most capable of

inspiring fervor;
3)

4)
5)

Not too many theologians, but only some of the best and
most solid;
A small number of writers on canon law;
A few books of sermons, chosen from the most fervent
ones;

6)

Some

of saints,

lives

especially those that can inspire

fervor;
7)

And some

ascetical

works which are inspiring and main-

tain devotion.

"Any

other type of book must be banished from the library." (N.D.

2, 263).

Incidentally, without casting

any

reflection

on the

scholar-

ship of the Sulpicians themselves, one can see here the influence

he had undergone

at St. Sulpice.

When around 1845 priests and seminarians who had been formed
at the

seminary of Strasbourg told him that he went too

far in his

aversion to scholarly books, he was not yet quite convinced of their
usefulness; nonetheless, he modified the rule and allowed "scholif they are really needed" and even the other
kinds of banished books "for which there exists a real need." (ibid.)
Then at the merger with the Spiritans in 1848 he met the scholar
Father Gaultier, who had enriched the Seminary with a famous

arly (commentaries)
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Migne, the editor of the patroloof the well-known Gaultier
Circle of scholars meeting regularly at our motherhouse. Libermann's first evaluation of this theologian was: "a rather harmful
man," but experience made him change his view very quickly.
Acquaintance with these scholars must have opened a new world
to him and in his Constitutive Rule of 1849 the library question was
regulated very reasonably as follows: "Luxury and refinement
must be avoided in the acquisition of books. Each house, however,
shall have a library in keeping with its needs." (N.D. 10, 560).
library

He had

gies.

also

Listening to the

J. P.

become the soul

Holy

Spirit Manifesting

Himself

in the Concrete

Situation of Life.

and even long beyond it listening to the Holy
was easily understood in the concrete situation of that era as
blind and absolute obedience to superiors. It was practiced heroically and defended theoretically without beating around the bush
by the Spiritans of that time. When, for example, Fr. Becquet
became a professor at the seminary of Verdun, he had his students
defend the thesis that absolute obedience is due to the Pope in
everything. (See the Lettre a M. Becquet of 1741). Similarly, when Fr.
In the 18th century

Spirit

many years of service as the poor bursar of Holy Ghost
Seminary had obtained permission to follow his attraction to ministry by joining the Montfortists and was already bidding a last
farewell to his confreres, Fr. Bouic, his superior, changed his mind
and retained him forever with a single glance.
Nonetheless, this principle of blind obedience on the part of
subjects was mitigated by the concrete situation of the superiors
Caris, after

themselves. They could not argue: "How marvellous! Now my will
is automatically God's will." If they wished to obtain results, they

had

of course to take into consideration the aptitude

and

disposi-

Moreover, they had to ask themselves: "Is
intend to give really what God would want?"

tions of their subjects.
this

command I

Libermann disliked the notion of blind obedience. When Fr.
Blanpin spoke to him about the system of corpse-like obedience
popularly attributed to the Jesuits, he replied: "Our age no longer
favors such an organization and that rigorous obedience does not
suit the mentality of the present time .... Forget about the
Jesuits. Let them do what they think proper. Let us, on our part,
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do what we think we ought to do, and let others worry about what
they ought to do. Let us not become intolerant." (N.D. 10. 231 f.)
He likewise deplored the excessive tendency toward centralization
of authority which in his time grew strong in the Church: "The
spirit of God will never be where this tendency exists to a marked
degree. The inclination toward it is dangerous for whoever introduces it. It imprints a false mentality on the souls and on the works
which such a person directs. I say 'a false mentality', that is, a
mentality which lies outside the spirit of the Gospel." (N.D. 11, 97
f., Libermann to Schwindenhammer).
For Libermann, in the Congregation "everything must be done
and by the light of the Holy Spirit." (N.D. 2, 312). But it is

in the light

background that Libermann always saw
and that he assumed the attitude of
"a sentry" before God. "The believing Jew," says Martin Buber,

characteristic of his Jewish

God's finger

in concrete history

"lives in the consciousness that the proper place for his encounter

God lies

ever-changing situation of life .... Again and
Jew hears God's voice in a different way in the
language spoken by unforeseen and changed situations." He does
not silence God under the pretext that He has already spoken
before and in a different way. He does not try to hide from this
voice behind a model of life and works which he had undertaken
before in obedience to that voice, but he always remains in an
attitude of unconditional availability before God. He abstains from
assigning to God a place fixed by himself in a system of serving
God based on the religious past. (Martin Buber, Der Glaube der
Profeten, 1950, 104 ff. and J. Heijke, "Jude und Christ," Geist und
Leben, 1963, no. 1, p. 43).
This Jewish attitude, profoundly ingrained in Libermann, imposed on him the greatest reverence for the way of being proper to
individuals and for the way God's grace moves them. He did not at
all try to impose himself. "If we allow everyone to act in accordance with his way of conceiving things, his character, his turn of

with

in the

again, the believing

his whole way of being, a considerable good will
.... We must always be on guard against seeking ideal
perfection .... So leave everyone in his state and his way of
being. God has made people as they are; they are disposed to do
everything for the good; we must encourage them, and then each
one of them will act as it will be given to him from on high."

mind and

result

(N.D. 8,111

ff.).
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Such principles made Libermann "the greatest spiritual director of
and at the same time also the
ideal religious superior. Rather than imposing his views and his
needs on them, he wished to respect each one's particular vocation.
That's why he left his confreres the choice between foreign missions
and ministry in the homeland, between African mission and colonial
mission, between social work, naval or prison chaplaincies, and even
educational work. With respect to the latter, he even insisted that
those who joined for the purpose of teaching should devote themthe 19th century," as experts have said,

selves wholeheartedly to their task, without too much ministry of
another kind. (N.D. 9, 52 f., 114, 290; 10, 202, 451; 11, 323; 7, 281; 6,
115; Notice sur

la

Congregation, p.

8).

One can

see this openness to the Holy Spirit also in Libermann's
toward the poor and neglected in the homeland. His
original foundation had been for foreign missions, but when he
heard the cry of the poor he did not say: "They are not our
business; we are a missionary society." To the contrary, he saw
their cries as an appeal coming from on high inviting him to
mobility of the spirit and to make his missionary congregation also a
center of social work. "The old religious institutes," he said, "do
not undertake this task because originally their societies did not
concern themselves with it." They had become immobilized in the
past. "It is true," he added, "that in the beginning we did not
think about such works (either), but this does not prove that God
did not want it." Although many priests and laymen busy themselves with these works, "not a single society has been set up for
this purpose." He wanted his congregation to fill this void. We will
begin in Bordeaux and spread from there to several other cities, he
said and concluded: I will try "to give this work the greatest
attitude

extension possible according to the resources in personnel and

funds which divine Providence will place

at

my disposal."

(N.D.

9,

288, 275).
Similarly, one can see this openness to the Holy Spirit speaking
through the world of human beings in the question of educating
future priests for Germany. The ink with which he had written his
provisional rule for a congregation consecrated to "foreign and
distant missions" had barely dried, when at the seminary of
Strasbourg he heard the voice of God in the voices of men speaking
about the German clergy. He thought that he could see there an

—
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combine the formation of priests with
He had already rented a house in
Strasbourg to serve as the cradle for both when a blunt letter from
Fr. Le Vavasseur told him crudely to come and "bury" himself
with his novices in the solitude of Amiens and to limit his concerns
to them alone without busying himself with anything else. (N.D.
invitation of Providence to

the

work

of the missions.

Considering the favorable conditions offered at Amiens
of dissension at the very start, Libermann gave in
"although it cost me very much because I thought that God's will
was rather clear" (N.D. 3, 65): "Our Lord has not judged me
worthy of such a great task." (N.D. 3, 192).
After 1848, he would no longer give in. The task of educating
future priests, pursued by the Holy Ghost Congregation, was an
essential element in its rule. By merging with it and accepting its
rules, Libermann's group had a clear indication of God's will. In
1850 Libermann made an appeal for candidates attracted to teaching as their almost exclusive task. (Notice sur la Congregation, p. 8).
In 1850 he accepted the offer of Archbishop Purcell to staff the
seminary of Cincinnati; in June 1851 he named Fr. Schwindenhammer its director (and according to the German historian Joseph
Rath, three other Fathers were already in a port ready to embark
when the affair fell through. It seems that the archbishop was
suddenly threatened with bankruptcy: his creditors were talking
about selling his cathedral.) In January 1852 Pope Pius IX, on his
own initiative, charged Msgr. de Segur to ask Libermann to undertake the foundation of the French Seminary in Rome although no
one had mentioned Libermann and his congregation among the
societies considered for this work. Although Libermann was dying
when de Segur reached him, we have here the beginning of the
Congregation's resumption of clergy education outside Holy
Ghost Seminary.
2, 423).

and the danger

After Libermann.

of Libermann,

before his death

—the unforeseen successor

Schwindenhammer

who

did not yet think of

him

as such eight

Father. But he lacked his religious genius

the authoritarian spirit of the age.

and thus

fell

uniformity

appearance

spirit,

of

—in

he argued,

thought,

back into

Schwindenhammer was ready to

respect each one's personal vocation, but in his way.

Libermann's

months

—executed these various plans of our Venerable
we must

speech,

absolute obedience,

will

and even

down

To preserve

practice uniformity
of

external

to the last details, to
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done by the

Jesuits.

each confrere to disclose his internal
That's
dispositions and even his conscience in writing to be preserved in
his files. Then, viewing himself as "the brain and the conscience"
of all
the formula was also used by the Secretary of the Communist Party in Russia he made his decisions for everyone.
Libermann's spirit was not entirely lost in the process but it had
become an excessively institutionalized spirit. In keeping with the
mentality of the era, this institutionalization continued till about the
time of Vatican Council Two. Respect for the person, which was so
essential in Libermann, did not perish altogether but was shackled.
For example, the needs of certain works lowered the weight attached
to each one's personal vocation. Some Spiritans argued that we have
only one vocation: that of blindly obeying the orders of our superiors;
they refused to accept candidates with a specific vocation to either
missions or works at home, to pastoral or educational works and
directed such people to other congregations. And when one reads
the biographies of confreres of that time, one finds Spiritans "condemned" to remain teachers for all or most of their lives, even though
everything in them drew them to the missions or pastoral work. It is
only in our time that reverence for the personal vocation has been
rediscovered and put back into practice.
However, let us not blame Schwindenhammer too much. He was a
man of his time and his view was shared by most of his confreres and
contemporaries. Moreover, several not all of his successors and
various provincials not all again showed themselves much more
flexible than he in their lived approach than in their theoretical

—

—

—

—
—

—

principles.
Evangelical Availability.

in the

Congregation

It

has always been preserved,

in general

and

I

in the majority of its

Evangelical Poverty of Material Goods.

It,

too,

think, both

members.

manifested itself rather

constantly. For example, in Libermann's time, in the Blessed

James
Congregation before
sailing for distant Mauritius. Many of Libermann's immediate followers belonged to well-to-do families and did the same. We can also
see this evangelical poverty at work in his first missionaries in Africa
when they adapted themselves rather recklessly to an African
alimentary diet. Later, we find it, for instance, in one of the Fathers
who, on the way to Africa, reproached himself severely for having
bought some "useless oranges" at an intermediary stopover. One
Laval,

who

gave

all

his possessions to the

—
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can hear it in the voice of secular authors who praise this poverty
which they observed in the Nigerian missionaries before the war of
1914. One finds it before World War Two in Holland when the 150
men in the senior seminary of Gemert in the 1930's managed to live on
no more than a quarter a day per person for all expenses.

World War Two, however, our life style in the countries of
world has become much richer than used to be the case in
the past. Undoubtedly, one could point to Fathers and Brothers for
whom evangelical poverty does not seem any longer to be a reality.
They live more or less as the fairly rich and have fallen, perhaps
without even noticing it, into the consumerism of our era.
There are, however, phenomena which modify that impression.
Now that we are no longer "absolved" from our lack of evangelical
poverty by offering the excuse that we "complied with the rule" by
Since

the

first

getting
sibility

the

makes many

of us

from the Gospel's

at

ideal.

It

life-style that

and

deviates too

much

begins to go against our conscience, and
life-style.

Secondly,

we notice a new
we develop a

of evangelical poverty: as a group,

social conscience of Spiritan poverty.

desire

coming from the poor

to the cry

ease with a

more simple

this leads to a

phenomenon

ill

our sense of personal respon-

consent,

superior's

—of our response-ability

in serious efforts to

It

manifests

itself in

the

make our common possessions

serve the poor.

The Role of Mary
Let us

now

evangelical

consider the role of

Mary

as

model

of our Spiritan

Poullart des Places' foundation contained this

life. Fr.

role, in fact and without explanation. What was a fundamental
devotion of his seminary, consecrated to the Holy Spirit and the
Blessed Virgin, faithful and immaculate even in her conception,

later

became more

1828, the Spiritans
of

Mary

explicitly formulated.

made

Before Libermann, in

Most Pure Heart
They consecrated
the Holy Spirit and the Immacu-

the Confraternity of the

a kind of novitiate for their associates.

themselves in a single formula to
Heart of Mary. Libermann merely confirmed that singular
consecration and underscored Mary's apostolic role.
In his provisional rule he offered the Holy Heart of Mary "as the
perfect model of apostolic zeal." (N.D. 2, 238). In the constitutive
rule of 1849 he said: "Penetrated by that truth
which the Holy
late

.

.

.
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apostolic heart

and soul of the apostolate are generosity
and the spirit of sacrifice, (the members) shall consecrate their
souls to the Holy Spirit." (N.D. 10, 507 f.). And he adds: They "will
consider the Immaculate Heart of Mary as a perfect model of the
religious and apostolic life," because that heart was "filled superabundantly with the fullness of holiness and of apostolate by the
Holy Spirit." (N.D. 10, 568).
of Mary, that the very

life

Where do we find the theological foundation allowing us to see
Mary as the perfect model of the apostolate? Today there are many

who

see in such expressions nothing but one of those pious

exaggerations so

common in a

century given to marial devotions.

It

me, however, that there is more than that. Christianity is
not a religion of laws and legality but a religion of faith, faith in
Jesus. To find a basis for our devotion to Mary, especially as a
model of the apostolate, we must look at Mary as having faith in
Jesus. It is the faith of the Christian which gives a new meaning to
everything that touches him or her. So, we must ask: what about
Mary with respect to faith as a giver of new meaning?
To see this faith at work, nothing appears more appropriate to
me than an attempt to look at Jesus through the eyes of Mary,
beginning with Mary as a pious Jewish mother, but a Mary who
does not believe in Jesus. Let us try to do so.
At the age of 12, this son did what many adolescent sons do or
would like to do: he made use of a visit to the big city to run away
from home and parental vigilance. And when after three days of
anxiety his parents found him in the temple, he did not show
much repentance. To the contrary, he asked why they were looking for him and complained that they did not understand him.
When he was 30, this village carpenter, who had never gone to
school and who was the sole support of his mother, abandoned
her to become a roving preacher announcing the coming of a
nebulous kingdom of God. This cult leader had no more time for
his mother and publicly announced that his followers were his

seems

to

mother.
to criticize the authorities of the synagogue and
them hypocrites. One may compare his conduct to that of a
priest who, before the Council, would become embroiled with his
bishop by such language. A simple pious mother of that time
would have hung her head in shame over such behavior on the

He went on

called

part of a priest-son.
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Finally, Mary's son was arrested by the police, condemned to
death and executed together with two other criminals. The cross,
so venerated later, was then the equivalent of the gallows or the
electric chair. And thus the life of this son ended in infamy like that
of a black sheep in an otherwise upright family.

would have shown to the eyes of
she had been a traditional pious Jewish mother, deprived
of the light of faith in him. But Mary did believe in Jesus and for
this reason that picture is wholly wrong. All those events took on a
new meaning through her faith. Because Mary believed in Jesus,
That's the portrait which Jesus

Mary

if

his stay in Jerusalem at the age of 12

was

for her really the

expression of his mission to become occupied with the

affairs of his

heavenly Father.
Because he had been sent for the salvation of all, those who
became his disciples really were closer to him than an ordinary
mother is to her son.
Because he had to preach God's kingdom as a reign of love, it
really was his duty to denounce hypocrites, even among the
leaders of the synagogue.
Because he had to leave us a peerless example of love, his death
really was for Mary not the execution of a criminal but the beginning of man's redemption from the reign of sin, from indifference
and hatred toward all those who are called to become children of
God.
In this way faith transformed the whole of Mary's life. She was
the first human being fully and unreservedly to believe in Jesus
and it was as such that she became the mother of all believers, the
model par excellence of all those who consecrate themselves to make
her son's Gospel a living reality by total faithfulness to the light of
the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of Jesus. Mary was apostolic because she
preached by what she was.

Final

Remarks

In conclusion,

I

would

we

like to

draw

attention to

two

things.

The

should beware of becoming fundamentalists.
A fundamentalist refuses to budge unless one can show him in
black and white that a certain concrete way of acting or a certain
type of work has been literally proposed by our founders. Or
reversely, he refuses to give up something because that is the way
first

of these

is

that

—
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a certain concrete type of

may

them, he

work

Even

or

if

way

he

is
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right in claiming that

of acting

was advocated by

disregard the openness to the world and the

still

Holy Spirit stressed by our founders. The proper question to ask is:
what would our founders wish us to do today if they were still
around? To answer that question one may have to appeal to their
not to their

spirit,

laymen

at

was

Canada this past winter giving conferboth Montreal and Toronto pointed out that our

Secondly, while
ences,

letter.
I

in

eminently practical also for lay people today. Why,
we
hiding
our light under a bushel and why don't we
then, are
disseminate it more in the world at large in suitable ways? Couldn't
they associate with us precisely on the basis of faithfulness to the
Holy Spirit who speaks through the voice of our fellowmen in
concrete life to anyone who is willing to listen with the necessary
spirituality is

mobility of mind?
In reply,
of

I

fully

agreed that our spirituality

—the

that both Poullart des Places

life,

ented son

who

gave

is

suited to any walk

millionaire's very tal-

—

up for the Gospel and Libermann are
and that greater efforts should be made to
the "new forms of membership" now permitit

all

attractive figures today,

include lay people in

As

as long ago as 1895 the Generalate
Bishop Le Roy to allow married laymen
to become associates of the Congregation. They could continue to
live with their wife
whose consent was required for association
participate in community life, would be maintained by the Congregation and take part in its works. (B.G. 18, 463 f.).
Thus the notion of married associates is nothing new, save that
now the request comes from the laity. To make it a viable proposal,
however, there should be a local center where lay associates can

ted.

a matter of fact,

approved the

initiative of

—

either share in religious

community

life

on a

daily basis or at least

gather frequently to renew their fervor and stimulate their commit-

ment.
In concluding

—

for the

second time

—

let

me make a final remark. A

Dominican priest recently pointed out that in the history of religious
life there have been only four epoch-making figures. They are:

who

stood at the cradle of the feudal era;
who called the church back to the Gospel
the desire for wealth began to permeate the towns of free

St.

Benedict,

St.

Francis of Assisi,

when
men;
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who saw the dawn of the new age; and
who witnessed the birth of the new

Francis Libermann,
sal

itself, is
It

us a universal spirituality which, like the Gospel
not marred by the time and place of its origin.*

may be worthwhile

more

it

univer-

man and gave

in detail.

We

will

to

pursue these four

do so

trail-blazers a little

in the next paper.

* The speaker, Fr. Roger Tillard, considered Libermann's understanding of what
means to be a Superior in a democratic fashion a revolutionary notion, announc-

ing a

new

success.

area.

My

efforts to find a

copy of

his lecture

have remained without

Four Religious Rebels
(A 1988 paper)

1.

SAINT BENEDICT

Fifteen centuries ago Saint Benedict
religious order of
officially

all

times, both in

recognized virtuous

life,

founded the most successful
number of members and in

for his order

has a historical

membership of five million, of whom 50,000 may be venerated as
saints
one for every hundred Benedictines. (Nearly all these
saints predate the rigorous screening process which came into

—

existence in 1588, 1,100 years after the founding of the order.)

Rebelling against both the excessive severity and the unrestrained slackness of religious

life

in the fifth century, St. Benedict

gave his foundation several striking features.
may name:

Among

these

we

Borrowing from the reform introhe stressed the community
aspect of monastic life. Note here what happened: the word
"monastery" comes from the Greek monos, alone; originally monks
were solitaries, hermits, but the novel approach made them live
together and the words "monk" and "monastery" began to mean
exactly the opposite of the original sense. The pitfalls and dangers
of a solitary existence, of individualism, were thereby avoided.
1.

Stress on

duced by

2.

St.

Family

community

life.

Pachomius

spirit

The

in Egypt,

fraternal togetherness of a

monastery under

common rule had as its focus a leader chosen by the community.
He was appropriately called "Abbot", Father of the religious fam-

a

ily,

3.

and not Superior, which term
Non-clerical.

Neither

St.

refers to a juridical structure.

Benedict nor the overwhelming
35
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majority of his followers were priests. His rule speaks about priests
only incidentally as exercising a function within the community

and says nothing about exercising ministry outside the monastery.
At least originally, the prayer life of the community centered on
the singing of the office, not on the daily attendance at Mass. The
monks attended Mass only on Sundays and holy days. Later,
however, the Eucharist became the center of Benedictine liturgy,
thereby laying the foundation for the predominance of the clerical
element in the community.
To do away with the evil of "vagabond monks," so
4. Stability.
widespread in his time, St. Benedict imposed the obligation of
remaining attached to the same monastery for life.
5.

Moderation.

and

In opposition to the severe penances

common

monasticism, St. Benedict urged "discretion,"
the moderation which encourages the weak without hampering
the strong, provided that everything be done for the glory of God.
in Eastern

Irish

Autonomy. Each monastery is fully self-governing. While all
vote in important matters, the abbot is not bound to follow
the majority; he can decide issues as he sees fit. In this way it
would be possible for an abbot to prevent the ruin of religious life
by a slack majority. Interestingly, St. Benedict also foresaw the
possibility of an abbot being elected because of his lack of religious
spirit: he expressed the hope that if this came to pass the bishop,
neighboring abbots or even the faithful of the area would step in to
oust him from office.
6.

monks

A few words may be added concerning some of these points. Let
us begin with autonomy. Since each house is self-contained and
self-sufficient, different interpretations of the rule are possible in

different communities, especially because the rule

or vague in
spirit of

what

guidelines;
tails;

many

respects. St. Benedict

meant
only some
it

to

be a

monk and

wanted
serve

remained

to lay

God

in

silent

down

the

some broad

he regulated in great dechapters of his rule concerned with the

practical matters

e.g., there are 13

singing of the office. In consequence, the rule's interpretation can
vary widely, from almost wholly contemplative to almost as apostolic as a religious community can be. As an order, a group of
like-minded religious communities, the Benedictines were so flexi-

resembled a movement rather than an organization.
when individual monasteries
began to "congregate" around an outstanding monastery, such as

ble that they

Orderlike organization features arose
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that of Cluny (931), establishing a greater bond among themselves
by subordinating their local abbots to the one of Cluny. The
organizational factor was further emphasized when in the 14th
century such congregations of monasteries decided on common
chapters and on the visitation of their monasteries by the abbot
heading the congregation.

Because each monastery is autonomous, the decline or demise of
one does not per se affect the fate of the others. A monastery is not
a branch of a tree but itself a tree. Having a life of its own, one that
flourishes also has the

power

to reproduce, to give birth to other
strawberry plant can produce new plants
by sending out runners. This feature gives the order an unparalleled power to grow and develop.
The same autonomy also means that the individual monastery is
unhampered in its efforts to participate in the life of the local
church. It finds itself there in its natural habitat and shares in the
strength of this church, even as conversely it imparts its own vigor

monasteries,

much

like a

A disavantage of this local rootedness,

without
even
international
bond,
is
wider
and
the correctional
weakness
shares
the
and
prejumonastery
also
individual
that the
dices of the local church; for example, in France the Benedictines
could more easily imbue Gallicanistic and Jansenistic views than

to the local church.

power

of a

did the less localized Jesuits.

autonomy was fully in keeping with the
age in which Benedictinism was born. Within the
church, authority was still decentralized to such an extent that
Pope Adrian I could write to Charlemagne: "We have never and
we will never intervene in the election of a new bishop." Centuries
before him, Pope Leo the Great (4 <4 Q-461) had expressed similar
feelings (M.L. 54, 634). All this is far removed from the centralized
ruling of modern church law which states that the pope freely
appoints the bishops throughout the world. Interestingly, as the
church's general organization became more centralized, the Benedictine order followed suit by establishing the above-mentioned
"congregations." The title "prime abbot," however, of the whole
order still remains largely a matter of mere honor.
Let us note that local

spirit of the

Missionary work. Benedict did not explicitly envision any partici-

work

or even in pastoral

He spoke

about the opus Dei,

pation of his followers in missionary
ministry outside the monastery.
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spiritual reading,

but mentioned

priests only as functionaries within the monastery. Nonetheless,

by enjoining his disciples to live for the glory of God, he had given
them a motive which would inevitably lead to mission involvement. For the earthly side of living for God's glory is living for man
and his happiness. One who really loves God cannot fail to love
those whom God loves his fellow human beings. Above all, he
will try to let others see in us what it means that God loves us, and
we can do this only by letting them see in us and in our way of
treating them a reflex of God's love. Thus, by implication, the
Benedictine life style was also meant to appear as a model: "Let
what we are preach the Gospel." Although this living the Gospel
had priority over preaching it, only a small step was needed to

—

add: "Let what

we

are saying preach the Gospel."

of priests among Benedictines became more
numerous, they also undertook foreign missionary work, gradually becoming leaders in this form of ministry. (The move may
have been influenced by the "peregrinatio," the pilgrimage, which
Irish monasticism had introduced as a form of penance and which
soon developed into missionary fervor.) It may suffice to mention
here the names of St. Augustine in England and St. Boniface in
Germany.

As

the

number

One notable feature of Benedictine missionary work was that it
always involved the founding of one or more monasteries in the
region to be evangelized. As exemplifying the Benedictine life, the
monastery invited the people to share that life either to some
extent, as Christians, or
tines did not

more

fully,

by joining

undertake their mission in the

things going, get out," as

their order. Benedicspirit of

"Get

in,

get

some modern missionaries have advo-

"Get in, get things going by taking root and
an
integral
part of any local church that is to be
flourish" as

cated, but rather as

established.
it is interesting to compare the attitude of Benedicand Libermann's missionaries in their participation in Bishop
John Brady's mission in South West Australia in the 1840s. The
Benedictines suffered just as much or even more from the irrational
and despotic behavior of that unfortunate prelate. They had just
started their part of the mission in what was to become the Abbey of
Nurcia. Disagreement with the bishop led to physical fights between
the prior of the Benedictines their future Abbot and the bishop.
The two were practically rolling over the floor when the police had

In this context

tines

—

—
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hand combat. While Libermann's
and left Australia, the Benedictines stayed, outlasted the opposition, and their Nurcia Abbey
became the mother of the order's houses in Australia.
to intervene to stop the

men shook

to

the dust from their feet

rule. Much of what St. Benedict wrote in
wholly antiquated today even more so than the
1703-1707 rule of Poullart des Places for Holy Ghost Seminary. To
the previously mentioned request that outside authorities should
dislodge the accommodating abbot elected by a lax monastery, we
may add the rules that prescribe physical beatings for boys who fail
to correct their mistakes in singing the office and whippings for
recalcitrant monks; also endless instructions about singing the
office and detailed customaries for monastic functionaries. Of the
entire 73 chapters composing the rule only the prologue (about 900
words) is a document that needs no updating; in addition, there
are a few fine chapters about silence, obedience and humility.
Successive generations of Benedictines have added their supplements and interpretations in customaries and constitutions to
adapt the rule to their time and place. Nonetheless, the original
rule remains a honored document that is read each year.

Reverence for the original

his

2.

rule

is

—

SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI
St.

West

Francis (1181-1226) also lived at the

—the one which saw the

dawn

rise of free

of a

new

towns and

in

era in the

them an

unbridled quest for self-indulgent luxury with but little social
conscience. As it had in the primitive church of ancient Greece,
this tendency provoked a strong rebellion among thoughtful
Christians; they demanded a return to the poverty of apostolic
times and to Christ's appeal: "Give all you have to the poor and

Vaux (or Waldo) and the better elements among
and Cathari of the time represent an answer to that
appeal which went mostly outside the church; St. Dominic and St.
Francis are the prominent exponents of that answer within the
follow me." Pierre
the Albigenses

church.

Both envisioned preaching as their task, but the emphasis was
Dominic saw preaching based on scholarship, intellectual competence, as primary, but he stressed also that evangelical
poverty was needed as a means to practice what one preaches:
agere (action) must be based on esse (being), or in Libermann's
terms: the apostolate is the goal, religious life the necessary means.
different.
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on the other hand, wished above all a life-style of
poverty barefooted, no money, no goods, not
even a second garment, no walking stick, as Christ had said in his
Gospel. One who follows this rule shows thereby what is the
Gospel's meaning; he preaches by what he is and can easily find
the few words needed to preach this meaning to those who still do
St.

Francis,

total evangelical

—

not understand; esse is agere, living the Gospel
the Gospel, except for a few words.

itself is

preaching

One might be inclined to think that this is a mere quibble about
words since both Dominic and Francis wanted evangelical poverty
and preaching. But the difference is important. In an era which
placed perhaps too much emphasis on truth as a domain different
from that of goodness, the Dominicans were intended to be primarily a community of well-trained preachers of the Gospel, and
this meant they needed houses of study, libraries, professors and
all

the paraphernalia attached to this life-style. Thus, while requir-

ing rigorous poverty,

St.

Dominic did not

hesitate to allow his

order ownership of such things, but he forbade the ownership of

which was then traditionally the only source of wealth. St.
on the other hand, at first insisted primarily on a community living the Gospel of poverty; as such, it would preach by
what it was rather than by what it said.
land,

Francis,

who still do not see the
Two young members of

For those

may

help.

director

difference the following story
a religious order

asked their

whether smoking and praying are compatible. The

first

smoke while I am
praying?" "Absolutely not," was the indignant reply. The second
formulated his query: "May I pray while I am smoking?" The
answer was: "Certainly." The two are compatible, but whether it
ought to be done does not depend on compatibility but on primary
couched

his question in these terms:

"May

I

emphasis.

Unlike

St.

Benedict, Francis did not require stability of place; his

would roam around caring for lepers while living and
preaching the following of Christ. They literally did not have a
place of their own; so there could hardly be question of stability of
followers

place.

It

did not take very long, however, before

many

of Francis'

followers insisted that solid preaching requires solid preparation,

and the pope agreed. Because of the brethren's theological ignorance, he had at first allowed them only to give moral sermons.
Some of the rebel friars made use of Francis' absence in 1219 he

—
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—to build a house of studies. When

sided with the "rebels," a very reluctant Francis at last gave
but he would have preferred to pursue his ideal fully with a

very small group rather than water

it

down

in a large order.

Let us note that for years the Franciscan brotherhood also was a
rather than an organization. Francis feared organiza-

movement

it could kill the charism by resorting too much to structuring,
could prevent the brethren from spontaneity in their following of
Christ. However, any movement that remains wholly unstruc-

tion;
it

tured and spontaneous tends to dissipate and resolve itself in thin
air. Rome, in the person of Cardinal Hugolino, protector of St.
Francis,

persuaded him

which

concretely attainable

is

categorical

demand

for

posed and practiced by

all.

St.

impose as a requirement only that
and not to make his integral ideal a
He recommended the moderation pro-

to

should be noted here that

at

were already an estimated 3,000

to

Benedict.

the time of the "rebellion" there

It

When they gathered for a general chapter near
headquarters of the order consisted of a few mud-and-

5,000 Franciscans.
Assisi, the

straw huts.

At the chapter's request, Francis composed a

rule,

which main-

tained the principle that neither individuals nor the order could

own any houses

made

few minor concessions, such
you when you travel"
and no longer banning any books which were not required by the
or land, but

a

as omitting the words, "Take nothing with

But these concessions did not stop the debate as to how
poverty was concretely attainable. It continued for centuries
and led repeatedly to splits among his followers, e.g. Conventuals
and Observants (1517), Recollects (16th century), Capuchins
(1637), to name only the best known.
Less than a century after their foundation, the Friars Minor had
settled all over Europe and counted from 30,000 to 40,000 members. St. Francis himself had added a second order for religious
women and a third order for lay people, which shows that he and
liturgy.

much

viewed their way of life as a model life-style for all
The Franciscan way is seen as an integral part of
Christianity it is what Jesus himself asked and to be fostered as
his followers

Christians.

—

—

such.

The organization of the Franciscans into provinces allowed less
autonomy than the Benedictine system of fully autonomous abbeys. The fate of any foundation within a province was tied to that
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other houses within it. On the other hand,
provinces within a single country, for exam-

all

more than twenty in Italy alone. Each province, however,
enjoyed a large degree of self-determination and was entitled to
make new foundations elsewhere that could lead to new provinces. For example, in 1910, at the end of the fierce ethnic struggle
ple,

among

USA,

Catholics in the

there were five different Franciscan

provinces for Slavic minorities there, and even today half a dozen
Franciscan provinces have houses and works in New York City.

was and is personal, not territorial; provincials did not
view themselves as a kind of immigration officials whose stamp of
approval was needed to stay in a place or as having an exclusive
agency for the Franciscan brand in their territory.

Jurisdiction

number

Obviously, the large
self-reproduction gave

strength in securing

Although

St.

and

its

still

survival

of circumscriptions entitled to

gives the order a great source of

and growth, wherever

it

goes.

Francis did not opt for stability in the Benedictine

sense, the order

knows

a stability of circumscription: a friar be-

longs to his province in such a way that he cannot be assigned
outside it without his consent. While large numbers of volunteers
for outside assignments have never been lacking, this provision
again secures deep local roots.
is

A disadvantage of these

local roots

go unchecked; for instance,
of Serbs and Croats are said to have played a

that local prejudices also can tend to

the mutual dislikes

role in the actions of certain Franciscans against different ethnics in

the concentration

From preaching

camps

World War Two.

of Yugoslavia during

the gospel in the

homeland

to

only a small step, and
had given the example by going off to convert
non-believers abroad

is

announcing

St.

it

to

Francis himself

Mohammedans

in

Egypt and Syria. Many of his followers became missionaries
abroad. They, too, tended to take root there by accepting indigenous people into their ranks and not simply to get things going
and then get out. The world is their home, not the country from
which they were sent.

3.

SAINT IGNATIUS

The founder of the Jesuits, who lived from 1491 to 1556, had
been a military man, bent on a glorious career, before he was
converted to seeking only the glory of God. He was not yet a priest
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he and six companions vowed themselves to caring
Jerusalem and to converting the Turks. If they could
not go to the Holy Land, they would offer their services for
in 1534

for the sick in

whatever the pope wished them

to do.

Ignatius finished the constitutions of his order only toward the

end

of his

This document, which repeats the expression "for
God" about 250 times, defines the purpose of

life.

the greater glory of

the order as not only the pursuit of self-sanctification but also that
is to be pursued according
determined principles, by daily meditation, two daily
examinations of conscience, spiritual exercises and the observation
of religious rules and vows. Nothing is left to chance., although
Ignatius recognized that the Holy Spirit must have priority over
method. The sanctification of others is to be pursued by preaching,
religious instruction, the sacraments, especially that of penance,
and works of mercy.

of sanctifying others. Self-sanctification
to rigidly

Inner

A

circle.

today an "inner

special feature of his rule

was what we would

call

order consists of "professed
members" who take a fourth vow, i.e., who accept unconditionally
any task assigned to them by the pope. These alone are entitled to
fill major functions in the order and to vote in the general chapter
(which he called "congregation"). All others, whether priests or
brothers, are simply "helpers" (coadjutors). Virtually all power is
concentrated in the superior general, elected by members of the
inner circle; he fills the important positions in all provinces with

members

inner circle
cisions in
if

circle": the core of the

all

of his choice,

matters. Elected for

his general assistants

—

all

of

life,

and he makes
he

is

all

major de-

nonetheless removable

them inner

circle

men

—convoke a

general chapter for this purpose.
"Corpse-like

"Company

Organized along military lines, the
under the banner of the cross for God
serve only Christ Our Lord and the pope, his vicar
obedience."

of Jesus" "fights

and wishes to
on earth." Discipline

is

strict

and the constitutions require
do not obey, a better

"corpse-like" obedience. (As plain corpses

term perhaps would be "zombie-like".)

When going to the Holy Land proved impossible,
by opening

large hospitals for the sick,

Ignatius began
houses of refuge for

penitent prostitutes and other social establishments in

men

Italy,

as

preach and administer the sacrament of penance. In 1540, he sent St Francis Xavier to undertake

well as sending out his

to
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mission to unbelievers in the Far East. Francis
saints of missioners; he is credited with 30,000
conversions (which is fewer than the 40,000 well-instructed Mauritian black converts who accompanied our Blessed James Laval to
his grave). Foreign missions became one of the major undertakings
the order's

first

became the patron

of the Jesuits.

The order was neither founded to oppose Protestantism nor to
open colleges and universities. But the concrete situation of the
time drove the Jesuits in those directions. They became defenders
of the faith, professors at universities, teachers of youths, and men
of pure research. In other words, they
of others" to

what they viewed

as

adapted their "sanctification

most urgently needed. And they

were willing to go very far in this flexibility of tasks to be performed and the character of urgency. They did not confuse "urgent" with "having an immediate effect," but saw that even
long-range projects could be very urgent. An example in point was
the urgent problem of coming to terms with the relationship of
faith and science, which was crucial for the survival of the church
as a "credible" institution. The order did not hesitate to create up
to 40 astronomical or meteorological observatories throughout the
world to get the necessary data for making sound judgments in the
matter.

"Pure research" may seem to be a waste of talent from a shortrange viewpoint, while being very "useful" from a long-range
approach. The following story may serve to illustrate the point. Its
substance is taken, if I remember correctly, from the British philosopher of science Professor Hinshelwood.
Once upon a time, an ancient king in Greece complained about
the exasperating slowness of communications with his battlefield
commanders. Calling together his staff of wise men, he asked them

were proposed.
can train our runners to go faster," said the national sports
director. "If we stick to it, they may succeed in running a mile in just

for advice. All kinds of solutions
"I

four minutes."

"We

could catch some of those hippoi, those four-footed longthat have recently drifted down into our country,
animals
legged
tame them and ride them," countered the secretary of husbandry.

"They can outdistance any runner."
"My department could improve the stone wheel invented by our

grandfathers," claimed the secretary of public works. "If we can
make it lighter and join two on an axle, the king himself could ride to
his generals in comfort."
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an exciting idea," piped

"They have a superb homing instinct and could be
deliver messages by air. That would beat runners, horses

old sage.

trained to

and carriages."
The fifth man said nothing. During the whole discussion he had
sat there, absorbed by a stone which, when rubbed, produced a tiny
spark. (The claim that he was a Jesuit caught in a time-warp cannot
be substantiated.) When the king finally asked him, "What do you
think?," the man was startled and stuttered, looking at his stone:
"This is it!" After the roar of laughter had subsided, the king spoke:
"Let us act on the first four proposals and leave poor Sparky to his
pursuit of the totally useless."
Well, anyone knows what happened. Horses and pigeons never
went much beyond 30 miles an hour; the wheel became effective
only with the discovery of steam and gas engines, and it took till the
1960s before a runner could do a mile in four minutes. By then, the
tiny spark produced by that mysterious stone
which the Greeks
called electron
had achieved instantaneous worldwide communi-

—

—

cation.

Although the above-mentioned formulation of obedience like a
corpse could easily lead to the impression that Ignatius wanted the
manipulated as puppets by dictatorial superiors, the
has been quite differrent, barring of course a
few misguided individuals. If we may paraphrase a famous expression of the philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty, if you want to
know the spirit of an institute, do not just look at its charter and
the words inscribed in gold on costly parchment; above all, look at

Jesuits to be

reality of the Jesuits

way how that spirit is lived.
And in this respect the Jesuits are quite conscious of the fact that
human potential reaches its optimum only when it is channeled
into areas of the person's interest. So they try in every way to

the

discover a subject's capacities and inclinations.
settled,

point
to

is

Once

this issue

is

they allow him to develop his talents accordingly. This
usually overlooked by people who want Jesuit obedience

be practised in their

own community.

must be understood with
even a shakerful of it. And this "salt" is not
something superadded to the original recipe by others who wanted
So, that the rule of corpse-like obedience

a grain of salt, or

He

himself has left us examples. For
send ten men to Sicily, he wrote to 36
Jesuits, asking them to pray and examine before God whether they
were disposed to go; he also asked those who were there whether
to soften Ignatius'

instance,

rules.

when he wanted

to
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they preferred study and teaching or working in the kitchen.

one year before

And

in

about superiors and
subjects: If a superior thinks that he cannot grant a requested
permission to a subject because it seems to him to be against God's
will, then he must explain to him why he thinks so. And when a
superior gives an order, the subject is permitted to express his
objections with discretion. Should the superior overrule the objections, the subject must obey, but if the latter is convinced that
something else is better, he can return to the matter a few hours
later. Should the superior still refuse to budge, the subject may once
a letter

more

he wrote

just

raise the issue

some weeks

his death

later.*

This

is

not exactly the popular view of corpse-like obedience.

Rather

it

reveals that for Ignatius the corpse-like attitude applies

—

when God's will is clear which is also what Libermann meant
when he wrote that if he were to discover a single fiber in his body
only

unwilling to accept God's

under

his feet. (L.S.

will,

he would tear

it

out and trample

it

1, 11).

very strong feature of the Jesuits. They have an
de corps that makes them close ranks in defense of each
other. "He is one of ours," seems to be their motto. It can be
overdone of course, but as someone expressed it in connection
with Jesuit writers: "Look at them. They are just like a chicken
coop. When one lays an egg, all the others begin to cackle in
unison." One can learn from their solidarity, but it should not be
overdone.
Solidarity is a

esprit

Centralization.

The epoch

of the Jesuit's foundation

was one

of

increasing centralization in the church. Moreover, Ignatius himself

was a military man, and an army needs a strong chain of command, culminating in one man. Thus, the rigorous centralization
of the Jesuits need not surprise us. The system has the advantage
from the top can quickly filter down throughout the whole body. The reverse is also true: mistakes at the top
can rapidly spread down to the ranks. To prevent mistakes as
that expert guidance

much

an excellent system of information, plus a body
competent assistants backed by a staff of experts in various

as possible,

of very

fields, are

tions to
to

needed. Despite

members

its

rule to reserve

all

important func-

and to limit chapter attendance
order has no guarantee that an election

of the inner circle

such members, the Jesuit

* These data come from an unidentified
van de Putte.

article

by

a Dr. Peters, translated

by

Fr.
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speaking, however, the order

men

to

important functions.

helm among them. Generally
well-run and organized for sur-

at the
is

and growth.

vival

Utterly convinced that they have something to offer to
ples, the Jesuits establish

even

in places

where

it

all peothemselves everywhere and they succeed
might not be expected. Let me give one

example.

The
St.

Society's record

among

blacks

is

not too good, the fame of

Peter Claver notwithstanding. Considering their

their zeal for foreign missions, the Jesuits
little

to the

missions

Some men

among

numbers and

have contributed very

blacks in continental Africa in

modern

Northern Rhodesia and Mozambique plus a
couple of vicariates in the old Belgian Congo was about all. They
did little better in the USA, where they numbered about 10,000 in
the 1960s. Although it is no secret that a Jesuit college in Angola's
ancient missions was financed by selling 13,000 blacks into
slavery any bookstore in that country has works mentioning this
sale
Africa's blacks have forgiven them. A decade or two ago
there were a reported 500 African Jesuits. When around 1835 the
order stopped being a slave holder in the USA, the blacks were not
set free but sold and
despite stringent orders from the generalate
even families were broken up in the process. Yet, this fact
is much less known than that the Jesuits took excellent care of the
times.

—

in

—

—

—

They lost interest in
men. At the time
when a Spiritan province began in the USA (1872), the Jesuits had
only one mission station for blacks, staffed by one man. For many
decades their commitment did not increase, although some of their
writers and teachers showed interest in their cause.
In the Far East, where St. Francis Xavier inaugurated their
missions, establishing local churches meant for the Jesuits, as it
had done for the Benedictines and the Franciscans in their missions, at the same time also establishing themselves solidly by taking
root and prospering. I do not have recent statistics, but some years
ago a survey reported 5,000 Jesuits in India. There must be an error in
the number there often are in statistics but whatever the exact
spiritual welfare of their slaves before 1835.

blacks in the

USA when

—

the slaves

became

—

free

number, it illustrates the point that the Jesuits viewed themselves as
an integral part of the church to be established.
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POULLART DES PLACES AND LIBERMANN
Claude Francis Poullart des Places (1679-1709)

Among

religious institutes,

few "have had so extraordinary a

history as the Spiritans," a Jesuit historian wrote in 1986.

It

was

founded in 1703 by a 24 year old student of Louis Le Grand college
and remained officially non-existent for three decades as either a
religious house or a seminary, while being in reality just what the
Council of Trent had ordered; for 60 years it was ruled by superiors
who had been chosen in their twenties by equally young seminarians in a kind of student republic; its study program demanded
three years of philosophy prerequisites: mathematics and the
then new-fangled Newtonian physics five years of theology with
an optional two extra years of canon law or scripture studies; and

—

—

then these priests opted for the least desired posts of apostolic

works among the poor and the abandoned.
two years after his ordination, just 30 years old;
months later, aged 26; then came the 25 year old
Louis Bouic, who governed them for 53 years a tenure that is
surpassed by very few in any institute. The only one I know of is St
Hugo of Cluny, who began to govern in 1049 and lasted 60 years.
Re the study program, how different was Father des Places'

The founder

died,

his successor six

—

from that of the Sulpician Etienne Mollevault, who advised
seminary director in Libermann's time: "Remember that most of
your students are destined to serve
peasants and in that light
consider what will be most useful to them." Yet, he wrote that in a
time when Felix de Lamennais exclaimed: "Never has the clergy as a
whole been so ignorant as it is today, and never has true learning be
more necessary." Quoted by G. de Sauvigny, The Bourbon Restoraattitude
a

.

tion, p.

For

.

.

309.

many

organization

years the foundation

—one can say

was more

a

movement than an

—and when in 1734
consisted only of a board of
qualify as a
body—directors

for nearly 150 years

acquired a visible structure, this

it

directors required

who made no

by

civil

law

to

legal

commitment by vows

or oaths, but merely
entered into a legal contract to observe statutes which, so said a
government lawyer two centuries later, are barely discernible.

The
lie

religious

strength, however, of Father des Places' foundation did not

in its organization, but in its charism. All its graduates

known

as Spiritans, but they

had no other formal

became
com-

religious
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mitment than their ordination, and their common bond was the
they viewed their priesthood (The brothers probably had
private vows). Being a priest was for them an evangelical availability in obedience to the Spirit for the service of the poor and
abandoned in voluntary personal poverty. If this conception of the
priesthood did not suffice to make them live a truly religious life,
so they must have thought, any additional reaffirmation of their
commitment in vows or oaths would be rather useless or hypocritical.
What des Places wanted was real, not merely formal, identification with the poor through a frugal existence, and for him the
Gospel option for the poor was fidelity to the Spirit. This was all
the more urgent because in his time there was a great shortage of
truly committed priests to serve such people. The same kind of

way

shortage exists also today.
If we wish
we can find

to

compare the

rules of des Places

and

St.

Benedict,

several useful points. Like that of Benedict, our

founder's rule, which he completed around 1706,

was only

a

"house rule," it provided guidelines for certain functionaries in the
house and for spiritual exercises and studies. It presupposed

expounded the spirit of the institute. Since life has
changed very much since then, most of his regulations are as
rather than

antiquated as those of

St.

Benedict.

The Benedictines, however, have continued to retain the original
rule as a venerated document that is frequently read and commented upon, even though all kinds of customaries and constitutions provide for today's needs. Among Spiritans, on the other
hand, des Places' rules have long be relegated to the archives;
there they slept in obscurity till their publication around 1960
(partial reprint in Spiritan Papers in 1980). Our updated 1986 rules
and constitutions do not even contain a reference to this ancient
rule as one of its well-springs, nor to the approved rule of 1734,

which was a revised and updated version of that of 1706. It was the
1734 rule which made explicit the Spiritan charism of evangelical
availability, in fidelity to the Spirit, for the service of the poor.
If

may

we compare

Father des Places' rule to that of

St.

Francis,

we

say that both emphasize evangelical poverty, but our founder

viewed poverty as something subservient to the preaching of the
Gospel, even though it was unconditionally demanded by that
should
preaching the

service: called to serve the poor, his followers' life-style

show

identification with

them. The primacy

lies in
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Gospel, but it is to be preached not only by words but equally by
such a sober life-style.

Regarding St. Ignatius, one can notice at once that the very
program of studies shows how heavily our founder was influenced
by the Jesuits. After all, he had been educated by them for about a
dozen years. For a long time the Jesuits functioned as spiritual
directors of Holy Ghost Seminary. (The house rules nos. 3 and 4
explicitly demanded this, but were later heavily barred, presumably at the time of the Jesuits' troubles which led to their suppression in France.) St. Ignatius' influence is even more noticeable in
the rule of 1734, which was largely based on the regulations and
customs introduced by Father des Places: while the 1706 rule

demanded

"blind obedience," the 1734 rule repeats almost verba-

tim the Ignatian

demand

of obedience "perfect in every respect, in

and will." It does the same for poverty: let
"food, clothing, bed and room be what is suitable for the poor"
and "the same for all." Like the Jesuits, the Spiritans had a rule
that the superior general was elected without a term of office, but
was removable by the majority of his councillors. They gathered
once every three years without him to inquire whether the time
had come to elect a new superior general. If four of the six
answered in the affirmative, he would be ipso facto out of office.
execution, judgment

place. Our history records that in
Schwindenhammer strenuously ob-

Such an ouster has never taken
1865 Superior General Ignatius

jected to being criticized in those triennial inquiries

and

this practi-

them. Another more common way of providing for
checks and balances was later substituted by electing the superior
general only for a term of office.
cally eliminated

Foreign missions. The first specific mention of foreign mission
work did not occur in the rule until 1734 as one of the many tasks
Spiritans would undertake. If the founder himself had not mentioned foreign missions, the reason was not that he was against
them or that he never thought of them, but the peculiar circumstances fo the early 18th century which rendered such work concretely impossible for his followers. The main obstacle was that
they could go there only via the Foreign Mission Society, and that
institute was then contaminated by Jansenism.
It

is

sometimes claimed that the Spiritans have always been

primarily missionaries, but the only argument for that appeals to
the fact that our founder refers to his desire to devote himself to
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the foreign missions at the time of his conversion

(c.

1701).

Such an

not very convincing. Almost any young man with a solid
Catholic upbringing, and especially future priests, used to consider such a vocation, but for most of them it remained just an

appeal

is

ephemeral pious wish. If instead of becoming missionary, the
Spiritans had become a contemplative order, one could appeal
with perhaps even better justification to the founder's equally
ephemeral notion of educating his followers as future members of
a severe contemplative order (cf. Thomas's life of des Places,
p. 271).

What really happened was this. As soon as historical conditions
made Spiritan missionaries possible around 1730 foreign mis-

—

—

poor and abandoned
works. Then, the splendid work done by the few dozen priests
who went to Canada and the Far East induced the chaplain general
of the colonies to propose that the Congregation accept formal
sions were

added

to the

list

of preferred

charge of overseas assignments.
the

new

educators

who

first

This began to be done from about 1775,

clear expression of association

Guiana mission. (Keep
time was the

board of scholars and

legally constituted the institute to accept missiona-

ries as associates.

find the

When this proposal was accepted,

situation induced the governing

in

when we

with respect to the

mind

official title of

that the term "associate" at that
membership: members were listed in

the "register of associates").

After the French Revolution, missionary

mary

work became

the pri-

task of the Spiritans and, at once, incorporation of mission-

aries

was viewed

man

to

as normal, as is evident from a letter of the first
be appointed prefect apostolic, Father Jean Perrin. "All
priests sent out," he wrote in 1807, "will be members of the
Congregation, ... all sick and retired missionaries will be taken
care of in its establishment." Political factors, however, repeatedly
prevented the full execution of this decision, until in 1848 it finally

could come to fruition.

Apart from the acceptance of missionaries into the Congrelittle thought appears to have been given to the institute's
expansion, at least in a formal sense, as a result from a plan to
grow. Whatever expansion took place was the result of external
factors
the requests of the bishops of Meaux and Verdun to staff
gation,

—

their diocesan seminaries

and the acceptance

of missions in the

Americas and Africa. (There was also a puzzling acceptance of a
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seminary in Corsica, which may or may not have been connected
with a possible mission in the Near East; historians have never
investigated this obscure affair.) Not until the generalate of Father
Leguay in the 1840s did the Congregation again envision the
staffing of other seminaries at home or missions outside the French

USA and as far away as New
own he failed in this respect.

empire, in the
fault of his

The Congregation's situation in
showed the weakness of being more

Zealand.

Though no

the post-Revolutionary era

movement than an organipossessed no mechanism for expansion and growth; it did not even have enough juridical
structure for exercising authority over its priests once they had left
the seminary; it had no power to retain the necessary personnel at
home to secure even its survival. Its charism may have stayed
alive, but this alone was not enough to prevent its collapse. The
entrance of Father Libermann and his followers in 1848 saved it
from imminent disappearance by providing the necessary structures, personnel and leadership that could not only preserve but
zation, a structured institute.

even enhance

its

a

It

ideal of evangelical availability.

Francis Libermann

As

a pious orthodox Jew, Jacob

Libermann

lived in the convic-

tion that "the proper place for his encounter with

voice in a different

way

in

God

lies in

the

Again and again he heard "God's
the language spoken by unforeseen and

ever-changing situations of

life."

changed situations" (Martin Buber, Der Glaube der Profeten, p. 104
f.). Libermann did not give up this precious religious heritage
when he became a Christian and assumed the name Francis: from
that time on his was "Jew and Christian" at the same time; he lived
by the light of the Holy Spirit manifesting Himself over and over
again in the concrete situations of life. The past and traditions, as
such, meant very little for him; what counted was unconditional
availability before God and the concrete events that should be
perceived as indications of God's will.
Thus, when he heard God's voice to give up the traditions in
which he had grown up under the guidance of his father, the Rabbi
of Saverne, he unhesitatingly gave up that part of his past to follow
the light of the Spirit and became a Christian, despite the anguish
he suffered from the anathema pronounced by his father. Admit-
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up

the sustenance provided by a scholarship because he did not feel
called to become a preacher of missions in France. On the verge of
being dismissed from St. Sulpice because of his epilepsy, he
answered the question as to what he would be going to do by
simply saying, "God will provide." When he was serving as
assistant novice master of the Eudists, he unhesitatingly gave up
that honorable position when through the voices of men he heard
the Spirit calling him to share in the founding of a community
dedicated to serving the despised black slaves. A few years later,
he gladly accepted the dissolution of this community when he
could discern the voice of the Spirit directing him and his followers, through the voices of men, to merge into the despised
Congregation of the Holy Ghost. And so we could go on with
many other examples.

Libermann made

obedience to the Holy Spirit not only
life, but also wanted others to do
so and the Congregation to adhere to it. "The Good Lord has sent
us his divine Spirit in order that he may be our whole life .... Be
faithful to what the divine Spirit wishes to do in you .... Don't be
surprised if I insist so much on this .... The Holy Spirit is always
but how can he enter if he
knocking on the door of our heart,
finds that heart
filled with adverse sentiments?" (L.S. 2, 407).
"All you have to do in this world is to become docile and flexible in
the hands of the Spirit of life" (L.S. 1, 366). Superiors must see to it
that in the government of the Congregation they proceed "in and
by lights of the Holy Spirit" (N.D. 2, 312 provisional rule). And in
their work his followers "shall go forward courageously, guided by
the Holy Spirit," instructing the people "from the superabundance
of the Holy Spirit" (N.D. 10, 509; 13, 691.). Many other texts could
be added to these few, chosen from the beginning and the end of
Libermann' s writings.
this total

the guiding principle of his

own

.

.

A

.

.

.

.

religious rebel

Libermann's openness to the Spirit and his consistency in drawing the consequences of this leads to results that are revolutionary
with respect to the traditional conceptions of religious life. Let us

name some.
1.

The monastic withdrawal from the world becomes openness
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continues to speak through the

voices of fellowmen.

Religious stability loses

2.

God-anchored mobility
anywhere in the world.

in

its

spatial interpretation to

become

a

answering the appeal coming from

Monastic contemplation, which is beyond the reach of most
becomes practical union with God in everyday life.
4. Romantic love of "Lady Poverty" for her own sake becomes
apostolic poverty for the sake of bringing the Gospel of love to the
3.

active people,

poor.

While repeating about as often as St. Ignatius that ultimately
God's glory, Libermann also stresses that we live for
man's happiness, thereby echoing St. Ireneaus's words, "God's
glory is a person fully alive."
5.

we

live for

own soul, becomes sanctifiand through and for others.
7. Systematic and methodical drilling in holiness becomes flexibility and profound respect for each person and for his or her way
of being. Corpse-like obedience becomes openness to the Spirit.
Let us devote some remarks to these points.
6.

Self-sanctification, to save one's

cation with

Withdrawal from the world. There is only one way to withdraw
from the world and that is suicide. The traditional withdrawal

fully

from the world was really only a withdrawal from one kind of
world into another. One withdrew from the world at large into a
world behind walls a cloister to be alone with God: "Here I am,
Lord." Libermann wants us to complete this sentence by adding to
it: "Send me." Our availability before God should be at the same
time availability before our fellowmen. When the world changes,
"we must follow the world while retaining the spirit of the Gospel"

—

(N.D.

—

10, 151).

Stability.

Religious stability

finement, although that

bond monks and

is

not to be secured by spatial con-

was perhaps necessary

in eras of "vaga-

priests" (For the mentality of such people

one

should read the drinking songs of the ancient "clerici vagantes".).
"The Spirit blows where he wills" and he should not be hampered
by shields. The necessary stability should come from a firm commitment to remain always with the Spirit, and to go wherever he
leads.

Libermann did not deny the importance of local roots both
and for the church one has only to read about

his society

—

for

his
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—on

in the local cultures

the

contrary, he stressed the danger of disregarding one's roots (see

arguments in favor of giving Irish candidates an Irish
N.D. 3, 135). However, he advocated a detachment from
such roots if and when they become an obstacle to following the
Spirit (N.D. 2, 352, art. xv); in principle, everyone is at the disposal
of the superior general to serve in any place in the world. (In
practice, Libermann recognized that respect for the individual's
vocation, his talents and inclinations impose limits on universal
e.g.

his

training,

availability.

Contemplation. It did not take Libermann very long to realize that
few people engaged in an active life can arrive at a contemplative
union with God. That's why he fostered what he called "practical
union with God" for general use. This union consists in faithful
openness to the Spirit in all situations of life and seeing everything
in its relation to God. It is the free and total surrender of oneself to
God. He who gives himself in this way strives in all his actions to
live according to God's will, no matter how this will reveal itself in

the concrete situation of

life.

He is not afraid to give himself totally,

he knows that the God who has created him in love will not
destroy his handiwork but bring it to its full potential. The Holy
Spirit becomes, as it were, the life of his soul (E.S. Suppl., p. 79;
for

L.S.

1,

295).

Libermann was adverse to the common practice of his time to try
to become united with God by performing all kinds of mortifications (N.D. 4, 315; 9, 195). But he insisted that we try to remove
the obstacles to union with God which make us deaf to the voice of
the Spirit, such as our tendency to do our own will and to seek our
own comfort at the expense of others. That is why we must
endeavor to overcome our defects and our sins, not just the great
ones but also the lesser until we live indeed fully united with God.
Living united with the God of love means at the same time also
respecting and loving our fellowmen who are children of God.
(L.S. 1, 347; 2,180; E.S.

298

f.).

our weakness may make us fail to reach
the ideal. But becoming impatient with ourselves is uncalled for.
Only God can make us holy; We cannot do it ourselves. All that
God demands of us is that we put no obstacles to his action.
Despite our good

Religious poverty.

lowers

is

apostolic,

will,

The poverty Libermann demands
i.e.,

of his fol-

directed to the preaching of the Gospel to
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much as possible at identification with
2, 260 f.). He did not
own sake, but only insofar as it has "a

aims as

and furniture (N.D.

the poor in food, clothing

pursue poverty for its
purpose and a direction that is specifically apostolic"; therefore,
his followers should "avoid in the external practice of poverty
everything that could appear excessive to outsiders" (N.D. 10, 559 f.).
Even more than on material poverty Libermann insisted on
poverty of spirit on not being attached to ideas, customs and
ways of viewing things. His men should be wide open to accept
different outlooks and ways of doing things if they foster the

—

He candidly declared that "the misfortune of the clergy
has always been that they remained stuck in the notions of the
past" while the world went forward and they should "frankly and
simply have accepted the new order" (N.D. 10, 151). Not prefixed
ideas but experience should guide us, but one who has no poverty
of spirit is unable "to acquire true experience" (N.D. 8, 47) because
he at once evaluates events according to his prejudices.
apostolate.

While demanding that his followers pursue
from the very start of his congregation, gave
an apostolic dimension to this requirement. He did not ask them to
pursue holiness in order to save their souls, but "in order that
people will be compelled to recognize in them and in their conduct
the one who sends them
their Lord and Master Jesus" (N.D. 2,
237 provisional rule art. 9). He repeated this admonition in 1849 in
the constitutive rules he added to the old rules of the Spiritans: as
Self-sanctification.

holiness, Libermann,

.

sharers in the apostolic

(God's) reign

.

life

first in their

.

of Jesus, they

own

"must evidently

establish

hearts in the most perfect way, in

order that they can, after Jesus's example, serve as models" (N.D.
10, 505, art. 3).

The "general purpose

of the Congregation

to the salvation of sinners
art. 1);

by

a

is

wholly apostolic

to consecrate itself
life"

(N.D.

10, 450,

consequently, the "pursuit of religious virtues must have a

and a direction that are specifically apostolic" (N.D., 559, art. 9).
Even the special consecration of his followers to the Holy Heart
of Mary is "eminently apostolic." Her Heart is like "a perfect
model of the apostolic zeal which should consume us" (N.D. 2,
238, art. 3). And the Spiritans' Marian devotion is directed to the
Immaculate Heart of Mary "as a perfect model of fidelity to all the
inspirations of the Holy Spirit," a model also of "the practice of the
virtues proper to the religious and apostolic life" (N.D. 10, 568, art. 4.).
goal
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spiritual systems.

A

system has the tendency to lock every-

thing within the framework

anything that does not
This feature

is

fit

it

provides, so that there

which can be

real).

is

no room for

in.

so typical of systems that the system of physical

science holds that anything that does not
that
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verified

in

fit

by sense experience

is

is

meaningless: only

meaningful (true or

Let us note that within physical science this principle

God

is

true.

indeed meaningless,
i.e., he is neither a problem nor an answer to any question that can
be raised by physical science. The principle becomes false only if one
extends it to say that whatever cannot be verified by sense experience is meaningless from any standpoint. For by saying this one
limits the realm of knowledge to physical science and declares a
priori that everything else is meaningless: ethics, metaphysics, love,
hatred, the human person, God all these are then nothing but
"nice poetry," words that are perhaps pleasing but empty of conFor example, within physical science

is

—

tent.

Libermann had the greatest reverence for each one's personal
of being and did not wish to put obstacles in the way of the
Holy Spirit's action on anyone. That is why he was averse to
systems which press all into the same mold in order to make them
perfect. "Do not impose too many rules, do not follow a system in
the spiritual life," he said, but "let grace act with freedom" (L.S. 3,
349 f.). "We must always be on guard against seeking ideal
perfection .... So, leave everyone in his state of being (i.e., his

way

"way of conceiving things, his character, his turn of mind"). God
made people as they are; they are ready to do everything for the
good; we must encourage them and then each one will act as it is
given to him from on high" (N.D. 8, 111 ff.).
While recognizing that a method could be of some use for one
who is just learning to pray, Libermann warned against too much
reliance

on any method, whether Sulpician or Ignatian,

in prayer:

"Follow your attraction and do not worry about the method"
2, 168;

He

see also

(L.S.

2, 354; 3, 462).

any spiritual system
one by one until all are
uprooted. Instead, he wants us to remove our self-love, the source
of all evils, by surrendering ourselves wholly to God. At most, he
was willing to concede that one who has unusual trouble with one
or the other defect should pay special attention to getting rid of it.
also explicitly rejected the artificiality of

that advises us to attack our defects
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failures should not discourage us; we should take them
simply as opportunities to renew our surrender to God's love and
peacefully resume our efforts to follow where the Spirit leads (E.S.,
475 ff.; L.S. 1, 315 ff.).

Even our

Universality. Fidelity to the Spirit, we saw, is the leitmotiv of
Libermann's spirituality, and this Spirit speaks through the voices
coming from the world of man. Fidelity means commitment,
availability, openness, flexibility and mobility, it is a dynamic type
of spirituality. It is not rooted in the changing theological and
ascetical fashions of a particular era, but endowed with a lasting
Its usefulness is not limited to members of
congregation or to priests and religious, but it can be

and a universal value.
his

own

practiced by

anyone who wishes

to lead a Christian

life.

One

could object that there is nothing very special about the
charism of following the Spirit. The Gospel demands it and any
leader in the church would be ready to affirm this demand. In
reply, I would answer that others might demand it if they were
questioned about it, but they did not generally make this fidelity
the core of their approach, especially if we are to hear the voice of
the Spirit in the voices

coming from the world

of

man.

It might have seemed too "dangerous" at a time of belief in a static
world the world we lived in till about the end of the 19th
century a world in which it was accepted that in all important
matters the voice of the Spirit had already been institutionalized as
fully as possible. Giving free reign to the Spirit would have been
revolutionary in such a world, it would have upset all kinds of
structures. But Libermann lived in a dynamic, changing world, a
new world, as he himself calls it, and that is why he dared to accept
this world long before others would come around to accept it. One
has only to read his reflections on that brave new world after the
February revolution of 1848 and the clergy's tendency to cling to
"notions of the past" (N.D. 10, 151). Or, one can compare the
attitude of a St. Dominic, who prohibited any changes in his rule
and allowed future generations only to grant temporary dispensations from a particular point but no lasting change, to that of
Libermann who declared unambiguously that, in the last analysis,
the supreme authority within the Congregation was "the majority of
its members" (N.D. 4, 191). St. Dominic's worldview was static,
Libermann's view was dynamic.

—
—

One can also object that Libermann does not appear to have
been conscious of offering a charism for mass consumption and

a
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Abstracting from the

question whether these statements are true, we may say that, even
if they were true, that would not militate against the universal
applicability of Libermann's views. One of the striking features in
is precisely that the most important trailblazing
epoch-making
notions are often but imperfectly understood
and
Such notions are very often understood much
their
originators.
by
better by others who come after them. A few examples may

the history of ideas

illustrate the point.

An

idea with the

most colossal consequences of

invention of counting.

(It is

said that

some

all

times was the

isolated tribes in

New

Guinea had not yet become acquainted with this possibility at the
time of World War Two.) The obscure Mesopotamian or Chinese
hunter who began carving a notch in his hunting stick each time he
a kill invented or discovered counting. He thereby laid the
foundation for mathematics, physical science and technology and
for virtually all of mankind's major civilizations. Obviously, he did

made

not realize the implications of his discovery.

The ancient Greeks had an ideal of science which aimed at sheer
contemplation of the truth, devoid of any usefulness (application)
and to be pursued only by people who did not have to work but had
Taking measurements of land became geometry in
modern sense: "science is knowledge." In time this useless
science showed itself in the expanded form of mathematics

free time (schole).

the

—

—

wished to leave
world: "science is power." Yester-

very useful tool for understanding the world

behind and

for controlling that

it

become school, i.e., training for work in
where almost everything is done "scientifically." Did the
Greeks and those who changed their notion of science really understand what they were saying? They can have had only a dim notion
day's schole (free time) has
the world

of

its

implications.

The Renaissance movement of 15th and 16 century intended to
direct man's attention again to the past (whence its name renaissance). They did not realize that they were really opening him
up to the future.
When Einstein proposed his theory of relativity, he thought that
he knew what he was doing to physical theory, but failed to see all
its implications. Later in life he was quoted as saying that, since the
mathematicians had seized his theory, he no longer understood it
himself.

These few examples show that

if

potential of his spiritual doctrine, he

Libermann failed to see
was in good company. It

the
is

a
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feature of trailblazers not to have a full understanding of

what they are saying. By the same token, others coming after them
and following their paths may understand more clearly what the
trailblazers did not fully see. This

more

intelligent or

more

does not mean that they are

radical than the trailblazers;

where there was more
the light the trailblazers had

it

only means

that they lived in a situation

to see

understand because of

lit.

and

to

What has the Congregation done with its potentially enormous
move large masses of people in the way of the Spirit? Very

lever to
little,

I

am

afraid. Franciscans

have developed widespread third

orders, with or without vows, to foster St Francis' charism,

and

for

untold generations, Benedictines have had their oblates inside or
outside the monasteries to promote their founder's ideals. Jesuits

have

their

much-used

spiritual exercises. All

we have

tried in the

and there the
emphasis often falls on a short daily prayer to the Holy Spirit plus a
small donation for the missions rather than on starting a loosely
organized movement of living by the Spirit.
Today we have also some Spiritan lay associates in Canada, but
so far as I know there is no other determined and sustained effort
to develop a Spirit-moved laity. Yet it is sometimes said that today
the church has entered the era of the Holy Spirit. What an opportunity may lie here ready to be explored and utilized.
A few years ago in 1984 to be exact Fr. Roger Tillard, O.P.,
speaking about Libermann, said, "The Spiritans have made themselves guilty of not doing enough to make Libermann well known.
He had something unique to give to the church. The charism
which he bequeathed was not meant only for you, Spiritans, but
for the universal church" (Lecture in Canada on March 5, 1984).
past

is

the archconfraternity of the Holy Spirit,

—

—

Obedience. In formulating what
obedience, Libermann insisted that

and

is
it is

required by true religious

"not only obedience of will

and submission of the mind,
the superior judges and because he

action, but also a perfect docility

judging whatever is ordered as
judges so, without any other examination or reflection" (N.D. 2,
270, art. 8). One obeys them "not as one obeys human beings, but
as one obeys God himself" (ibid., art. 13). Libermann's formula is
about the same as that of Ignatius, but he does not appear to have
been acquainted with the way Ignatius exercised religious authority in practice. He knew only the "corpse-like" description of Jesuit
obedience so often repeated by spiritual writers. And Libermann
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"Don't blame the rules and constituhe wrote, or "the rigorous
obedience they practice. They have been approved by the Holy
See." But "our age no longer goes along with that kind of organization, and in our time that rigorous obedience no longer sits well in
people's mind. But that is no reason to blame (the Jesuits); they
would need a papal decree to change their constitutions and
cannot do it on their own ... So forget about the Jesuits. Let them
do what they consider proper; we, we will do what we think we
ought to do
Let us not become intolerant" (N.D. 10, 236). And
in another letter to Fr Le Vavasseur, who insisted on introducing a
zombie-like obedience, he elaborated: "You want communitymembers to be so perfect and so renounced that we can yank them
around like puppets. That might be a nice show, but it has never
(The Jesuits) would
existed and will never exist in the church
have to dismiss at least half their members if they were to follow
your principles" (N.D. 8, 38 f.).

was wholly opposed
tions which govern

.

.

to that.

(the Jesuits),"

.

.

.

.

mind Libermann insisted upon refers of course to
judgment as to what is to be done here and now, not
the theoretical judgment concerning what would be more suitable,
effective or proper if one were a free agent. Libermann explicitly
recognized that one can differ in that respect from the judgment of
one's superiors (N.D. 9, 356). Moreover, by declaring that the
supreme authority within the Congregation lies in the will of "the
majority of its members (N.D. 4, 191), he evidently wanted its
members to make judgments in order to arrive at a binding decision.
The

docility of

the practical

It

also stands to reason that the submission

practical matters of the apostolic

and

religious

demanded
life,

referred to

not to theoretical

It would have been a veritable
abuse of authority in his eyes if a superior had claimed that he could
order people to accept his statement that 2+2 = 5. (It is said that one
novice master used to insist on this absurd view of obedience.)

or scientific issues in other realms.

As much

on the subject's obedience to his superiors, Liberon the superiors' obedience to the Holy Spirit and
all that this entails. Superiors are told to proceed "in and by the
light of the Holy Spirit" (N.D. 2, 312) and not to exercise their
function "in a spirit of domination and self-love," but like Christ,
"with humanity, kindness and modesty" and to treat all with "a
fatherly tenderness," to see to their "spiritual and material good,
while making them happy and satisfied" (N.D. 2, 319, art. 18 f.).
Libermann excluded from superiorship those who lacked the

mann

as

insisted
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necessary social virtues or capacities, such as people with "a
strange turn of mind or manners," a "weak or faulty judgment,"
anyone who was "rigid, hard, difficult, surly or haughty"; to be
eligible, they should be supple, docile, flexible, humble and capaff.). Moreover, superiors
with
the talents and grace
should "employ each one in keeping
(ibid.,
324, art. 7). And the
which God's providence has given him"
constitutive
regulations
which he
the
same ideas are repeated in

ble of yielding

added

if

necessary

(ibid., 2,

321

to the Spiritan rule in 1849.

Respect for each one's personal dignity and vocation.

The reason

behind Libermann's stringent requirements for superiorship was
his consciousness of the fact that God does not destroy the uniqueness of any human being but respects it (N.D. 11, 546). If each one
of us has a personal vocation by God, it follows that this vocation
must be treated with reverence also by his fellow human beings,
including his superiors, and not pressed into a common mold. This
is why Libermann was averse to regimentation and uniformity in
the religious

life.

He rarely even used the term "uniformity" and required it only
when indispensable. For instance, he wanted punctuality for meals
against charity
keep others
exercises—
—and the observance of the customary

and other community

it is

to

waiting unnecessarily

local

forms of politeness when one lives in a foreign land. But he rejected
a uniform dress code ("We cannot adopt any one in particular" N.D.
9, 589), and he forbade a distinctive garb for superiors (N.D. 2, 333,
art. 19).

His respect for the human person encompassed not only each
life but also his character and his way of working as
an apostle. "The highest wisdom, even on a merely human level,"
he wrote to a confrere who demanded perfection and compliance
one's spiritual

and
with his own ideas, "is to give up something of your ideas
allow each one freedom to follow his own ideas and to do good in
his own way." For otherwise one would cause discouragement
and do harm. This freedom will lead of course to some mistakes,
but experience will be a good teacher and induce such people of
good will to amend their mistakes and "to do good in their own
.

way"

(N.D.,

8,

111

f.).

He

.

.

recommended that this
They should not be treated as

specifically

respect be extended to Brothers.

underlings or domestics, but in an honorable way as fellow religious and sharers in the apostolate; otherwise one would do them
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injustice and cause them harm (N.D. 6, 120). And beyond the
Congregation, Libermann extended these principles to all people,
including those who reject God. "God leaves these people free to
reject him and act against him; therefore we must not want to force
We should show them
them or become irritated with them
affection, be at ease with them and open" (N.D. 9, 248 f.).

an

.

Of

special interest to us

mann

is

.

.

that within his congregation Liber-

consistently held fast to his profound reverence for each

one's personal vocation, as

it

showed

itself in

the complex of

upbringing, virtues, faults and
desires of the subject: "It is our policy not to run counter to a given
calling" (N.D. 9, 52). While he did not favor admitting candidates
on explicit conditions regarding place and type of their future

temperament, character,

employment (N.D.

Libermann did not
would not be made
He admitted candidates who had "no vocation

hesitate to assure

indiscriminately.

talents,

7,

281; 9, 290; 13, 172),

them

that assignments

missions" (N.D. 6, 115; cf. 7, 305), but possessed "the
and aptitude" for works in the home country"
(N.D. 13, 172; cf. 9, 290) and assured them that their vocation
for the

desire, vocation

would be respected.
At

first,

Libermann had

explicitly rejected

any work

in the

home-

land and specified missions in "foreign and distant lands" as the
only acceptable task, but he quickly realized that this position
fraught with danger and in 1847 he wrote that
interpreted in the sense that at

home

if

this rule

had

was

to

be

the congregation could only

have mission support facilities, "it is important that the constitution
of the congregation be changed" (N.D. 9, 293).

The same

principle applied to the others. It is "an absolute rule
with us," he wrote, "that those who enter with the formal intention and the positive desire to go to the missions cannot be used"
for works at home (N.D. 9, 290; cf. 8, 174; 11, 323), except of course
in a passing way in emergencies (N.D. 10, 201).
Within these two broad categories of "at home" or "abroad" he
allowed further differentiations. He spoke about vocations for
social works (N.D. 9, 53), for naval chaplaincies (N.D. 11, 323) and
for teaching (his brochure about the Congregation of circa 1850, p.
8, Archives of Congregation 581-A-VI); he even indicated that he

would respect someone's change

of

mind

if

his attraction

changed

Congregation (N.D. 8, 201). And with respect to
foreign missions, one could prefer either to pioneer in a wholly
after joining the
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underdeveloped region or
established country (N.D.
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on in an older and better
and be confident of being sent

to carry

7,

281)

there.

Libermann's faithfulness to following the road signs of the
stands out in

Spirit

make it the central
not always make this reference

these considerations and

all

reference point of his views.

He did

point explicit, but also used the expressions "God's will" and

"Providence."
Specialists

have pointed

to other aspects of his doctrine as its

pivotal point; for instance, self-denial, passivity, peace of soul,
trust in

God, abandon,

poverty of

i.e.,

joyful

and

total

surrender to God, and

spirit.

In reply

we may

say that, except for the last-named, these

notions focus on Libermann's "science of holiness" and only
indirectly touch the apostolic dimension of his teachings. "Poverty
of spirit"

is

the term used by

Andre

Retif, S.J.,

but this author

"fundamental cause" was "the action of the
Spirit, (which) made (Libermann) what he was and in particular it
made him poor (in spirit)" (Retif, Pauvrete spirituelle et Mission,
points out that

its

Paris, 1955, 33).

Expanding

the

Congregation.

Libermann warned

his followers

against corporate pride and envy with respect to other institutes.

The members

of the Congregation "must be sincerely and profoundly humble, each one in particular but also all together as a
body .... They must not look for corporate glory or be depressed
if they see (their institute) held in low esteem .... They shall only
do whatever they can to make their congregation a faithful servant
of the church" (N.D. 2, 298, art. 23). While members "shall be very
fond of, and attached to the Congregation" (N.D. 2, 284, art. 22),
envy and jealousy toward other institutes are out of place: they
should "rejoice when they see other religious (bodies) held in high
esteem and respect" (N.D. 2, 298, art. 23).
Re the development of the Congregation, he warned the superior
general to "avoid being overanxious to increase (its) membership ... to the detriment of its fervor and the spirit of our rules"
(N.D. 2, 331, art. 8, and 10, 554, art. 7). Nonetheless, since the
Congregation cannot do its work unless it has the necessary
workers, we must seek to secure its survival and growth: "It is not
enough to do and die; we must do and stay alive in order to do again
and keep doing" (letter written by Libermann's secretary by his
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1849; see Vie du T.R. Pere Le

Vavasseur, p. 206).

In his revision of the Provisional Rule, after the merger into the
Congregation of the Holy Ghost, Libermann in 1849 broadened the
scope of works to make more- room for apostolic endeavors at
home. In the opening chapter of the new "Constitutive Regulations" he declared that the general purpose of the Congregation
was to work "at the salvation of sinners" and especially "those in
the greatest need and the most abandoned." Fidelity to this general purpose requires that it undertake only works to serve people
who are "on the road to perdition"; or "to keep from sin those who
are in danger of falling into sin"; or "to teach the truth of our holy
religion to those who are ignorant." Any ministry which tends to

preserve and perfect the piety of those already "firm in Christian

must be considered as very secondary" (N.D. 10, 450 f. art.
and 2), but may be pursued "if it is of some importance for the
growth and support of the main work" (ibid.). Such a broad
description of purpose obviously excluded only few categories of
people, only those "already firm in the Christian virtues," and
even they could be served if this ministry helped to support the
works for the most abandoned.
This reformulation gave the generalate elbow room "to strengthen the life of the Congregation by certain works which can help it
to expand and consolidate itself." The Holy See "certainly wants
the Congregation to secure above all its existence and development; on these the (future of the) missions ... is perhaps wholly
dependent" (Vie du P. Le Vavasseur, 206).
virtues
1

Concern

for

growth and development of the Congregation had

already been a determining factor in the acceptance of missions in

At a time when Le Vavasseur was still arguing for
French colonies (in 1844), Libermann wrote to
him: "If we had only a tiny corner of the world to cultivate, our
mission would have made but little impression. We would have
vegetated and never succeeded" (N.D. 6, 112).
Africa

and

Haiti.

restriction to the old

In the year before the

merger Libermann expressed his

fears for

homeland were
accepted. Otherwise the mission superiors would dominate it and
the future of the Congregation unless works in the

they tended to place their mission interests above those of the
Congregation, thereby "completely ruining its influence and authority" (N.D. 9, 293). For this reason it was "important to change
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the composition) of the Congregation" and
on another foundation than the present one."
be done at present without much difficulty, but if
or forty years" it would be much more difficult, for

the constitution

quickly "place

This could

we wait
then

it

still

"thirty
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(i.e.,

it

would mean

When Libermann

a "radical upheaval" (N.D. 9, 293).

wrote these lines in 1847, he was not yet
experiencing any great difficulties with his mission superiors and
he did not expect any during his lifetime. But he correctly foresaw
that they would occur after his death, the most notorious case
being that of Bishop Kobes. (N.D. 9, 294).

Unwilling to keep missionary vocations at home, he accepted
social works and intended to give this kind of work at home "as
much extension as I can" in order to "consolidate and strengthen
the Congregation" (N.D. 9, 288). Libermann was confident that
this broadening of scope would attract vocations specifically interested in such works and that it would expand and consolidate the
Congregation without turning missionary vocations away from

and that it would ultimately also produce benefits for the
missions abroad (N.D. 9, 246, 274 f., 313 f.).
He held the same view with respect to the staffing of seminaries
and in 1850 appealed for candidates with a vocation for teaching,
adding that this kind of work would leave them little time for other
forms of ministry (Archives 581 -A- VI: Notice sur la Congregation,
their task

p. 8).

Although

in 1841

he had excluded

theology, he had already changed his

when he planned

all

teaching except that of

mind about

this

by 1844

to take over the college of St. Louis in Senegal,

which the government had

and offered three
290). At home in
France, in 1847 he offered to take over a faltering "open" junior
seminary in Britanny (N.D. 9, 200 f.; 10, 578 ff.); in 1851 he
accepted to staff a senior seminary in Cincinnati (Arch. 411-A-l: Le
Vavasseur a Schwindenhammer, 25 juillet 1851). Then in January
1852 Pope Pius IX, on his own initiative, sent Msgr. de Segur to
Paris, asking Libermann to undertake the founding of what was to
become the Pontifical French Seminary in Rome. The messenger
arrived only in time to make a sketch of Libermann on his deathbed, but the seminary opened the next year under Spiritan direction.
Fathers as

its

just started there

teaching staff (N.D.

Libermann was
tional expansion.

many, Belgium,

also very

He

6,

277, 282

ff.,

much aware of the need for internamade efforts with respect to Ger-

personally

Ireland, England, Spain, Portugal, Italy

and the
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usual, he
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223 of To the Ends of the Earth). As
they were

—

careful to respect national sensibilities

part of the concrete situation in

—

which the voice

of the Spirit

is

heard and foresaw far-reaching decentralization or autonomy for
such provinces (N.D. 3, 233; 6, 199, 205, 426; 7, 12, 245 ff., 374).
In the new mission countries also he looked for vocations and in
1844 wrote about their indigenous clergy that he wanted to "incorporate into our Congregation all those who would like to join us"
(N.D. 6, 276). His Constitutive Regulations of 1849 specified that
the major religious superior there could "admit candidates to the
probation period," and "as a member" at the end of this period
with the Generalate's approval (N.D. 10, 463 f., art. 6). This does
not sound like "Get in, get things going, get out," but more like
"Get in, get things going by taking root, and flourish" as an
integral part of the new local church, He told the Holy See so
explicitly with respect to Haiti (N.D. 6, 135; cf. 144).

The objection could be raised that less than a year before his
death Libermann says nothing at all about engaging in educational
ministry in his letter to the Carthusian Dom Sallier in which he
enumerates the works that are in keeping with the general and
specific purpose of the Congregation (N.D. 13, 170 ff.). In reply
one can argue at once that a well-known historical principle considers an argument from silence a very weak argument, unless the
person in question absolutely had to speak about the matter
concerned. Good friend as Sallier was, he was also an outsider,
and Libermann, in order to avoid possible interference, was always very reticent about affairs of the Congregation with outsiders
until they had sufficiently matured, (cf. e.g. N.D. 7, 106).
In this particular case, his letter to Sallier

inquiry whether the Congregation

work proposed by

would be

was

in

answer

to his

interested in a partic-

Expressing interest, Liberhe could not do so for
"lack of personnel" and begged Sallier to direct candidates interested in such works to the Congregation. He wrote to Sallier on
May 30, 1851, but less than two months later, on July 25, 1851,
Schwindenhammer got his orders to pack his bags and sail to the
U.S.A. with three other Fathers to staff the senior seminary which

ular social

mann added

Sallier.

that for the next three years

Archbishop Purcell had offered him in Cincinnati. As the staffing
of that seminary was already on the agenda when Libermann
wrote to Sallier, he may have judged it more prudent not to
mention it while pleading "lack of personnel."
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Another relevant point may be mentioned here. Early
1840s in his Provisional Rule, Libermann enumerated the

in the

means

to

be employed for attaining the Congregation's purpose of saving
sinners. Two of the four chapters deal with direct means to do this;
they speak of various forms of religious instruction and preaching.
The other two are about indirect means; they deal with ways of
sanctifying the clergy and the formation of candidates to the
priesthood (2, 243 ff. and 250 ff.). Where else is this formation
more properly pursued than in a seminary? True, these texts refer
to the formation of future priests in the missions, but here we may
quote another of Libermann's principles, which he mentioned as
early as 1842: "When the Holy Spirit inspires a work, he almost
never presents at once a blue-print for its development, but guides
it as required when opportunities present themselves. Nonetheless, the whole development is all the time contained in the
principle by which he animates the one in whom he inspires that
work and there is a certain interconnection throughout all that
diversity" (N.D. 3, 158). Who would claim that Libermann throughout his life as a Christian was not vitally interested in the formation
of future priests? Is

it

so strange that Libermann

saw

the Spirit's

guidance in the circumstances that led him to seek to educate
future priests even outside the missions? And that interest in the
education of young people in the mission, where a junior seminary
was "about the same as a college" (N.D. 13, 35), thereafter led to
the acceptance of educational facilities in the home country?
Fundamentalism.

A final note may be added.

Granted that

all this

must we conclude that, because Libermann wanted it in his
time, we must continue to want it today and forever? An affirmative answer would be very much out of line with Libermann's basic
notion of following the Spirit. Mobility and adaptability to go
where the Spirit blows as history runs its course have priority over
any immediate goals proposed in the past. What we should ask
ourselves today, tomorrow and a century from now is, What
would Libermann want us to do if he were still around? That
question cannot be answered by quoting texts from the past but
only by listening to the Spirit speaking through the voices of our
era. Yet one can say that, keeping in mind Libermann's timeless
respect for each one's personal vocation, if no vocations for a
particular kind of work present themselves any more, then the
time has come for disengagement from it. But positively turning

is

true,
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needed would be going
and fos-

against the charism of the Congregation as envisioned
tered by Libermann.
Reader's notes.

The

Reply: yes, but

we do

title

is

"Four religious rebels."

not go by "body count" here;

that matters. Poullart des Places

I

count

it is

five.

the spirit

and Libermann were "one heart

and one soul."
and their missions, you did not
marvellous success in the Paraguay reductions.

In speaking about the Jesuits

even mention

their

good reasons; they were less marvellous than their fame
suggests. In the 150 years of their existence under the Jesuits
(1610-1768), these men did a splendid job of raising large masses of
Indians (the Reductions had about 100,000 people in 1768) to a very
high level of Christian life, but made no attempt to give local roots
to their mission by opening access to the priesthood and religious
life to them. Thus, the missions slowly collapsed when the Jesuits
were dissolved (cf. Libermann, Glose
45). The Paraguay Jesuits
do not seem to have had a clear understanding of what their
mission was for. Yet as early as the 1630s Propaganda Fide had
insisted that the purpose of a mission was not just the conversion
of sinners but the establishment of a local church with its indigenous priests and bishops.
Reply: For

.

.

.

On p. 67, 1st paragraph, you should have mentioned that
Libermann admitted that his provisional rule was "colored by
French customs" (N.D. 9, 251) and therefore would cause difficulties to foreigners unless amended. Reply: Right you are. It may
have influenced his revision of the rule in 1849.

Faith, Science

and Evangelizing

the Poor
(A 1988 revision of a 1979 paper)

A

traditional way of looking at the Congregation's mission to the
poor and the abandoned is to say that evangelization is our primary purpose and that activities which are not directly the announcement of the Good News of salvation are to be undertaken

only as a means to foster evangelization. Economic development
through agriculture and industry, education, liberation from any
forms of oppression, care of the sick, etc. fall into this category as
indirect means for reaching the purpose. This seems to be a very
sensible way of establishing a hierarchy of priorities and in the
1958 edition of The Spiritans I followed it in speaking about the
Congregation's missionary method (Chapter XIX, pp. 454-474).
Unfortunately there is a flaw in that distinction between direct

and

indirect

means

of evangelization.

the sick, teach the ignorant only as a
Christ's salvation

offering

and

them worldly

attain the

If

we

feed the hungry, heal

means

to

make them

happiness of heaven, then

bribes for their conversion.

accept

we

are

We would not be

much different from politicians who buy votes at election time, and
our action would not show true love for the poor and suffering. If
sincere we should tell them: "Your hunger and misery do
not really interest me; I have something else on my mind. I have
come only to offer you comfort after you are dead. But if you are
willing to accept that happiness, I am willing to offer you also some
worldly relief now."

we were

71
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With justifiable anger our missionaries would have rejected such
preposterous accusations. They really were interested also in the
people's happiness on earth. But this merely shows that their praxis

was not in harmony with the traditional theory, not that their theory
was right. If we may paraphrase again Maurice Merleau-Ponty's
famous saying: To find out what really animates people, do not look
at their beautiful theories, but look at what is really their driving
force. In his own way Karl Marx had expressed the same view:
neither ideas nor explicit intentions determine the course of history
but only the internal logic inherent in our actions does.
We may add here that, although Libermann sometimes speaks

about economic and social development as a means of evangelization, he does not say that this development is nothing but a means.
He even implies just the opposite in his admonition that if some
people are "rebellious to the voice of the faith," the missionaries
"must not cease to teach them human arts and crafts with the same
charity and care as (they show toward) those who are faithful"
(N.D. 10, 515 f.).
The debate shows some similarities with that about contemplative
versus active life. Is a life of contemplative prayer more perfect than
an active life? Proponents used to argue that the contemplative life is
of course more perfect because in it we commune directly with the

Most

Perfect Being.

Even

if

the answer were correct,

follow that the contemplative

you, for us;

would be

its

life

would be more

it

would not

perfect for

me,

for

"abstract" perfection does not per se guarantee that

it

me and

you. For example, the Blessed Jacques
Laval did not become a saint until his active ministry kept him
better for

extremely busy in Mauritius; bishops are supposed to live in the
"perfect state of life," but few really are saints: Fr. John Brady was a
model of apostolic virtues as long as he was a simple pastor, but

when he had

the misfortune of being raised to the state of a bishop,
be a miserable failure.
Incidentally, Libermann rejected the claim that the contemplative
life is more perfect. "Contemplative life," he said, "is very inferior to
(the apostolic life). It represents only a fraction of Our Lord's life.

he proved

to

Apostolic

life

which

contains the perfection of the

modeled." But

life

of

Our

Lord, on

should not increase our self-esteem
since "our entire greatness and power has its source in Him who
sends us and passes it on to us." (Glose de la regie, pp. 6 f.)
it is

The main objection

this

to the traditional approach,

the narrow view which underlies

however,

lies in

notion of evangelization. It
suffers from dualism: heaven versus earth, soul versus body,
religious needs versus worldly needs. The opposite of this dualism
its
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one that aims at people as whole human
keeping with this approach, our mission is not just
principally but totally a mission of evangelization. It is not a
mission just to save souls for heaven or to establish local churches
to save souls for heaven, but to announce Christ the Saviour
is

a holistic approach,

beings.

And

in

whose whole

life

was

a revelation:

it

showed

that

it

is

really

human

beings to begin to live together as God's
loving sons and daughters even here on earth, although we will
attain perfect togetherness in love only at the end of our earthly
possible for us

A

heaven of perfect bliss is meaningless unless this
begins to disclose itself here on earth in the lives of
those who claim to follow Christ and invite others to do the same.
That is why in countries or groups of people in a country where
pilgrimage.

bliss of love

social
still

and economic development,

liberation,

inadequate, involvement in fostering

education

etc.

are

them should not be

conceived as a mere allurement or means to aid evangelization
viewed as a spiritualistic mission but as an integral part of evangelization viewed as a holistic undertaking.
At bottom, the difference between the two views appears to be
something arising from a different theological anthropology. Both
sides will of course appeal to Scripture, but it seems to me that the

—

differences originate in the different philosophical perspectives of

Greek and medieval philosophy versus more contemporary "whole
man" approaches. We will come back to this matter after first
mentioning another point.

No one will deny that the Congregation is called to serve the
most poor and neglected and that it was not founded to serve the
rich in the world. However, in the services of the poor and
neglected, the Congregation can and must use the most effective
means, not "poor and abandoned" means. If scientific means
prove more suitable, then they must be preferred. Likewise, if an
indirect approach is likely to be more effective, then it deserves to
be tried; for example, if turning our attention to the rich and the
powerful and changing their mentality, by educating them in their
duties of love and justice, gives better or more widespread results
than addressing ourselves exclusively to the poor in a direct way,
then common evangelical sense dictates that we do this.
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"The Cross" or Science?

The objection could be made that our hope for success in our
is based primarily on "the Cross of Christ," i.e., our
holiness, and only secondarily on using the most effective means,
such as those provided by modern science. The way this objection
is formulated is loaded by its tacit assumption of a fundamental
disparity between the Cross and modern science. It disregards the
mission

possibility that the Cross,

come incarnated

in

i.e.,

modern

Christian holiness,

civilization

and

its

may have

versal of culture," a characteristic

common

age. Of course, no one
become perfectly incarnated

modern world, but we may

to all cultures in

will claim that Christian holiness

ourselves whether

us try to show

it

in the

be-

science as a "uni-

our
has
ask

has not done so at least in a distinct way. Let

this.

the followers of Christ have taken
way, then this bearing of the Cross
If

up the Cross in a significant
must have produced some

on their way of dealing with their fellowmen.
have become a more loving and unselfish
must
way
The accepted
and the minimum of this love the
point,
a
to
at
least
up
way,
Christian community laid down in Christian laws of conduct.
lasting impressions

The process began

in apostolic

times

when

Christians distin-

guished themselves from others by their loving concern for the poor
and abandoned: "See how they love one another" (Tertullian).
Converts were encouraged to give freedom to their slaves and did so
by the thousands. As soon as the church could influence the emperor, laws were passed to protect the human rights of slaves, etc.
When monasteries and convents arose in the Middle Ages, they
became centers of Christian charity, and from there this care spread
to the rising cities. It remained all very primitive, of course, but
nothing better was as yet possible then. Slavery could not yet be
abolished when slavery was seen as a necessity as late as the 16th
century, even St Thomas More could not envision a perfect society
without slaves in his Utopia but efforts were made to soften it. Few
of the sick could be cured as long as effective medicines had not yet
been discovered, but at least the sick were surrounded with care to
alleviate their sufferings. All this helped to form the European
conscience. Then when modern science was born and it became
apparent that slavery was not necessary and that the sick often
could be cured, this conscience demanded increasingly better care of
the sick and the abolition of slavery. The very rise of modern

—

—
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the impetus

this Christian conscience.

demands

of these

of a Christian conscience, e.g., the

and the poor, freedom of
accepted by all civilized nations, at least on
paper. One need not be a Christian any longer to accept them; they
have been "secularized," it is said. But this secularization is only
one way of looking at what happened. Looked at from the opposite direction, one can also say that the acceptance of such demands shows that the world has become Christianized to the
abolition of slavery, the care of the sick
religion,

are

extent that

changed

is

now

it

the church or churches.

means

What has
monopoly of

accepts respect and love for fellowmen.

that such loving activities are

And, obviously,

no longer

a

true love prefers the

most

goes to show that the
simple distinction between "perfect means" and "the Cross of
Christ" does not do justice to the complexity of the issue; these two
perfect

to less effective ones. All this

overlap.

modern

science also has become a universal of
Regardless of their particular culture, all
nations wish to share its obvious benefits and to pursue it to the
best of their ability. Yet only one civilization in history has given

Let us add that

culture in our time.

modern science and that is the one of Europe, which arose
from the encounter of Greek philosophy and Christianity. Christianity, the religion of Europe, played a vital role in the birth of
rise to

modern

science.

We

will see this

more

in detail in the following

pages.

The Old Situation of Science, Work and Love of Fellowmen
It

was on May

tion, that the

28, 585 B.C., according to

Greek philosopher Thales

an astronomical

calcula-

of Miletus stepped out in

the evening into his backyard to observe the

moon

eclipse

predicted. Intently watching the heavens, he did not look

he had

where

he was going and fell into a muddy ditch. On seeing her bedraggled master enter the house to clean himself, his maid-servant
laughed at him and said: "Here is a man who wants to know all
about the heavens and he does not even know how to walk in his
own garden." She gleefully rejoiced at the practical disconfiture of
this famous man of ancient science, but Plato praised him.
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For Socrates one whose mind wants to reach the truth has no
time to waste on "the affairs of the earth," and for Plato those who
devote themselves to "the soul and truth" are not and do not wish
to be at home in the world (Theaetetus 176b). Aristotle echoed these

Man wishes to be happy, but happiness is to be found
only in the contemplation of the truth. That is why one who
wishes to be authentically human and truly free devotes himself as
much as possible to the contemplation of eternal and immutable
truth and he avoids getting mixed up in the everyday world of life
feelings.

(Nic. Ethics,

I,

5).

had another reason for viewing science as limited to the
contemplation of eternal and divine truth. Matter, he held, was too
fickle and changeable to be intelligible
it was the very principle of
unintelligibility
so that there was no hope of ever making any
progress and come to a true understanding of material things.
Moreover, there was no incentive to try to attain a measure of
understanding of matter since everything needed for the necessities and comforts of life had already been discovered or invented;
Aristotle

—

—

so,

why

should a wise

man

bother to devote his attention to

it?

Unencumbered, then, by worldly preoccupations, the authentic
human being is free, he has schole, free time, in which to develop
his truly

human

potential in contemplation.

Because science was neither able nor willing to guide man in
practical world of his everyday preoccupations, the world of work
could only be guided by a crude experience bereft of any understanding; for example, eggs harden and butter melts in a frying
pan, but why this is so remains forever unintelligible. In this way
work could easily become something viewed as unworthy of
human beings desirous of true freedom; it was something to be left
to

subhumans
The

or slaves.

arrival of Christianity did not

fundamentally change

this

preachers were satisfied with "baptizing" this Greek
philosophy and drawing theological conclusions from it, such as
that the happiness of heaven consists in the contemplation of the
outlook.

Its

essence of the most pure Being, God himself. Or, that a true
Christian should not be concerned with his fate on earth but only
with his destiny in heaven. A little patience now with the miserable fate of "the exiled children of Eve" here on earth, and soon
their souls would be enjoying eternal bliss in the contemplation of
God. (Let us hasten to add that Christian practice was generally
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—

thereby showing once
do not always go hand in hand.)
Work continued to be viewed as something humiliating and
therefore practiced by religious orders as a punishment for original sin but, of course, also as a necessity for most people. This
undesirable occupation could be sanctified by forming a good

more

better than this "Christian" theory

that theory

and

practice

—

—

intention, such as offering

it

for the

poor souls or

for the conver-

sion of sinners. There was, however, one striking point of differ-

ence between the Greek and the Christian attitudes. While taking
over the Greek notions of science and work, Christians made a
distinction between work and workers. They demanded that the
workers be loved and respected as raised, like their masters, to the
dignity of God's children, brothers and sisters of Christ. While
failing to develop a theology of work, they did develop a theology
of Christian love for workers; they demanded that their rights
should be safeguarded as human beings, even if they remained
slaves.

Even most people who were not slaves still had to work: "One
does not want to work, should not eat either," said St. Paul.
apart from that, by working they would earn something, so
that they could also give to the poor, widows, orphans, the sick,

who
And
etc.,

words, to those

in other

structures of the

who

stood outside the ordinary

workaday world. They should

practice charity.

Christian charity stood outside the regular world; people pursued

and gave from their surplus goods. And it was
beings in extraordinary circumstances, to those
incapable of providing for themselves any longer. Besides, the
lion's share of such works of charity were performed by people
in their spare time

it

directed to

human

who had withdrawn from

ordinary

ordinary state of becoming

members

ders. Finally, in
to

make

to

embrace the

extra-

cases, the purpose of such acts of charity was
and needs more bearable, not to eliminate
possibility was still beyond the horizon of man's

most

sufferings

them, for that
vision.

life

or affiliates of religious or-

Had

not Aristotle himself told the world that

and comforts

of

life

had already been provided and

all

necessities

that

no prog-

be expected in the future?
For about twenty centuries from the ancient Greeks to the 17th
century the split between man's "head" (intellect), "hand"
(work) and "heart" (love) continued to dominate man's outlook
upon himself and his world. Things began to change only when
the Greek slogan "Science is contemplation" was changed. Then
ress could

—

—
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—The Father's power

these three symbols of the Christian divinity

wisdom (head) and
wondrous unity.

(hand), the Son's

merged

in a

New

The
It

Situation of Science,

was not

the Holy Spirit's love (heart)

Work and

Christian Love

a pure accident, says the philosopher William

Hock-

ing (The Coming World Civilization, 1956, p. 60), that modern science
arose only in Christian Europe. Its "relentless logic" appeared only
there and it was "the religion of Europe which begot the empirical
conscience and thus indirectly all its fruits." Francis Bacon's formulation of the principle underlying the new way of looking at the
world in the early 17th century recalled the "fundamental paradox

he who loses his life for
Bacon of course expressed it in terms

of Christian morals," Christ's saying that

my

sake shall gain

it.

applicable to the study of nature:

"We

cannot

command

nature

To paraphrase it, we must give up the
so-called natural world we are accustomed to, give up reading our
preconceived notions and intentions into nature, give up assuming
that what our environment offers spontaneously is all nature has
to offer, in order to let nature show us what it really can do if we do
not impose such limits on it but obediently listen to what nature
except by obeying

tells

we

us

first

when we

it."

let

it

proceed according to

its

own

inner laws.

If

up nature as conceived by us, we lose our natural way
but by doing this we gain a new and enlarged life. To

give

of living,

is to reign over it. (cf. Hocking, pp. 66 f.)
Bacon and Descartes were among the first to see this possibility,
which is aptly expressed by saying that the slogan, "science is
contemplation" must be replaced by another motto, "science is
power." The new formula foresaw that the practical world of work
could be guided by the theory of things. It brought the "head" and
the "hand" together. By developing theory based on "obeying"
nature, the head can guide the hand in its work because the head
understands how things operate; on the other hand, by creating
new instruments, the hand can help the head to reach an everincreasing understanding. As our understanding of the world
keeps increasing in this way, we also become more and more
capable of "dominating the earth" and making it produce not just

serve nature

what nature

offers

spontaneously but what
it abundantly.

duce, and to produce

man

orders

it

to pro-
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The fact that the relationship between head and hand has
changed considerably is clearly illustrated by the revolutionary
modification of meaning of the words schole and liberal arts. The
ancient meaning of schole was "free time," time not needed to work
for a living and therefore available for the disinterested contemplation of "useless" truth. Our word "school" comes from this Greek
term, but the modern school is not at all the domain of free time
and the pursuit of "useless" knowledge. On the contrary, people
go there to prepare themselves for a position in the world of work.
Likewise, the medieval liberal arts, the "free" arts, have largely
become "servile" arts, which one learns to take one's place in the
world of work. Modern free time generally is not spent in the
contemplation of truth, the building up of theories, but often in
pursuits formerly viewed as servile, such as fishing, pottery,
gardening, carpentry, even in cattle breeding and agriculture.
Work is no longer held in low esteem. (Remember how ashamed
the young Poullart des Places was about the fact that his father still
had to work for a living and how he feared that his fellow-students
might discover that fact?) The very notion of work itself has
undergone a change. Not only laborers work today, but everyone
who is occupied with something which we rightly or wrongly
consider to be a positive contribution to society. The notion of
work has become so broad that we have difficulty assigning an
opposite to it. (The best may be "play" as a freely performed

—

activity.)

While head and hand became united through the formal recogis power, it should not be forgotten that, in a
different fashion, the two had maintained a relationship even in
the earlier situation. From the very start, the Greeks had seen that
in the realm of morality all activity should be guided by reason.
This was judged to be possible because contemplation could view
the eternal and immutable essence of man, society, sexuality,
property, etc. and discern in them the immutable norms of what
man ought to do. Secondly, it was also recognized that without
work civilized society would collapse; no one would be free for
contemplation because virtually all time would have to be spent in
the struggle for survival by running after rabbits for food and
searching for water to drink. Work, then was seen as a necessity
nition that science

unworthy of free men,
and other lowly elements

was

it

possible to slaves

of the group. Inspired

left

as

much

for civilization. But,

as
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by the words and example of Christ and the apostles, Christian
preachers gave supernatural reasons for working, and the monks
who reclaimed Europe showed that ora (contemplation) and labora
(work) could be connected by external or supernatural bonds. The
intrinsic bond between these two, however, and the natural dignity of work remained, as we have seen, unexplored.
The formal reunion of head and hand through the motto, "science is power" in the world of work allowed work to assume an
honorable and natural dignity of its own. It was no longer degrading but a free exercise of man's capacity to understand and handle
things intelligently, to be creative to re-create the world God had
given to the children of man. Or in the terms of Marx, echoed in
the labor encyclical of Pope John Paul II, work was able to humanize man by humanizing the world through the free use of his
powers as a social being.

—

Unfortunately, excesses of

human greed,

justified in the

name

of

an antiquated theoretical notion of sacrosanct private property,
made a mockery of this beautiful synthesis of science and work:
the industrial revolution robbed the worker of the benefits the new
situation should have produced for him and for the rest of society,
and it reduced him to a cog in the machinery of producing goods
for the greater prosperity of the rich. Nevertheless, because of its
tremendous capacity to produce desirable goods, the link between

and work established its character as a "universal of civiliis to say, as an element which sooner or later will
have to be accepted by any nation that wishes to develop man's
potential. For us Spiritans it is something that increases our admiration for Father Libermann to realize that he saw this element and
included the task of fostering conscience of the duty to work and to
understand the working of tools ("how things operate") as integral
parts of a missionary's work. More about this anon.
science

zation," that

Change

in

The integration of theory and
and work, brings about a change in the role of
This love is no longer mainly a spare time occupa-

the Role of Charity.

practice, of science

Christian love.

tion or the extra-ordinary task of extra-ordinary people (religious)

the needs of human beings in extra-ordinary circumstances
poor and sick). No, the whole of ordinary life, the workaday
life, is now seen as being of service to our human brothers and
derived from the
sisters. One's job or profession are "services"
Latin servitium (slavery) called for by love and respect for our
to

fill

(the

—

—
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fellowmen. Work and the practice of Christian love have merged in
order to help others to become more fully human.
In the past, when medical science could not cure leprosy, the
nurse who tended the sick with compassion practiced charity, but
few people then viewed the pursuit of medical research as a
charitable undertaking. Yet, who did more for the victims of such
diseases: the dedicated nurse who bandaged their wounds or the
man of research who discovered a cure for leprosy? Who does
more for the starving poor: the old lady who distributes food
baskets or the biologist who develops a strain of rice that increases
the crops tenfold? Who does more for the underprivileged and
unemployed: the man who doles out one dollar bills or the industrialist who provides them with jobs?
It is

of

some

interest to us to note here that Fr.

Ville d' Angevin,

year of

its

demanded

who

Rene Allenou de

la

entered Holy Ghost Seminary in 1703, the

founding, had to satisfy the prerequisites of theology,
for studies there; they included mathematics and the

new-fangled Newtonian physics. He became the founder of the
Daughters of the Holy Ghost around 1715 and his rule prescribed
not only tender care for the sick but also nursing expertise acquired
under the guidance of competent physicians.

who

Today, one

takes Christian love of fellowmen seriously

builds roads for travellers, erects schools for the ignorant,

dams

rivers to prevent floods, devises irrigation

systems for arid lands,
opens factories to supply needed goods, modifies jail systems so
that they will truly attempt to correct evil-doers, invents ways to
fight pollution, to prevent wars and strife, to make religion meaningful today, etc. He holds a job that is of service to his fellowmen
and helps to remove as many needs as possible from the society of
man. All this means that Christian love of fellowman has now
become part and parcel of everyday life, an ordinary characteristic
of our civilization, a "universal of culture," one which any culture
wishes to accept.

A
and

is no longer needed to make man's ordigood and holy since work itself is an expression

"special intention"

nary workaday
a

way

life

of living the love of neighbor.

It

remains true, of course,
go counter to the

that the worker's intention (the finis operantis) can

innate moral goodness and the loving character of
operis),

but then he does not

imposes on

it

let

work be what

it

work (the finis
and super-

really is

an external intention that contradicts

its

character of

—
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being of service to others. For example, the finis opens, the inner
intention or purpose, of the search for a cure is the eradication of a
disease and therefore it is an expression of love, but the personal
intention of the searcher may be fame or wealth or even hatred of
other researchers any one of the many immoral deviations that
can spoil what otherwise would be a good.
Obviously, there is far more to be said about what being a
Christian and practicing Christian love means, but these few pages
are not meant to be a complete treatise. For example, the committed Christian must also give expression to his love for God; he
must also practice his love for neighbor outside his working hours;
he must help remove structures of society which to many people
block access to an existence worthy of man, etc. There will always
be plenty of room for the pursuit of love outside working hours.
Yet, with science, freely accepted work and love of fellowmen thus
merged in unity in modern civilization, the three symbols of the
Trinity, the creative hand of the Father, the wisdom of the Son,

—

and the love

of the

Holy

Spirit,

—they dominate the

significance

assume a hitherto unexpected
workaday life of a Christian.

entire

Our Founders
The ultimate

criterion of the concrete

forms which the work of

evangelization ought to assume in our time or in the future should

not be sought in the letter of what founding fathers have written or
spoken long ago. One must always take into account that perhaps
they did not transcend the situation of their time and therefore
became antiquated when history entered a new phase. Even the
very spirit of a foundation is not per se immune to becoming
antiquated.

The fundamental guideline remains the gospel, which prescribes
God loves us as the ultimate norm. But what love demands
of us depends on what the situation in which we live discloses as
love as

Its interpretation has varied considerably throughout the
ages and in different locations. No human theology or system
even if it calls itself "sacred" and buttresses itself by anathemas
can encompass the Gospel message once and for all in more
concrete formulas. We must always remain attentive to what the

love.

Holy

Spirit discloses to

people of good will and makes them see in

the concrete situations of history.
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Fortunately for us Spiritans, both Poullart des Places
nos.
ff.)

and

1

have

and Libermann (N.D.

2)

laid

down

4,

104

f.; cf.

fidelity to the Spirit in the

83

(Ecrits, 164,

Blanchard,

I,

199

everyday situations

life as history runs its course as the very heart and soul of the
Congregation. This fidelity was one of the reasons why Libermann
was so averse to a priori theories and made "practice," the way
things work, the deciding factor when one wishes to judge matters

of

exactly (N.D.

9,

42

7, 82; 8, 36; 3,

f.;

The wish

462; E.S. 126).

faithful to the Spirit in the concrete situations of life

made

to

be

Liber-

mann insist on the value of experience rather than on preconceived
notions; "experience will be our guide" (N.D.

9,

42

f.; cf.

2,

153

f.;

4, 210; 8, 47; 13, 318).

many

and bishops, Libermann saw clearly that in
era had dawned for the world, not just
politically but also socially and economically, because of the upheavals caused by the Revolution of 1792 and the Industrial Revolution. The first phase of the latter was in full swing during his life
time. We all know his famous words, "We no longer live in the
established order of the past. It has always been the misfortune of
Unlike

priests

the 19th century a

new

that they remain stuck in ideas that are past
It is
our duty to keep abreast of the world in complete fidelity to the
Clinging to olden times
will make us
spirit of the Gospel
ineffective .... Let us then frankly and simply embrace the new
order
We will thereby sanctify the world" (N.D. 10, 151).

the clergy

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

It stands to reason that Libermann was also in some respects a
"product of his time and situation, but at least he kept an open mind
and was willing to change his views if necessary. Likewise, he did
not foresee all the consequences flowing from his views, but, as we
saw on pp. 59 (., this is typical of people who launch pioneering

ideas.

Anyhow, we may

characterize the spirit of the Congregation
according to our founders as one of total evangelical availability,
attentive to the Holy Spirit in the changing concrete situations of

the times.

—

One item needs to be explored more specifically here Was
Libermann conscious of a role to be played by a scientific approach
to the evangelization of the poor and the abandoned, particularly
in the un(der)developed regions of the earth and in subgroups of
human society? Did he intend to use science as an integral part of
the new approach or not? Let us note at once that Libermann was
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conscious of the fact that he proposed a
for Africa;

f.

N.D.

9,

new approach

275, 290, 314 for social works;

(N.D. 8, 234
12, 525 for

N.D.

education of priests). He wanted to avoid a repetition of the
mistakes which had caused the collapse of more than three centuries of mission efforts in Africa, the neglect of people not covered
by regular parishes and of the oppressed working class people,

and the imposition

of outdated forms of training

on new-fangled

youths.
Evangelization and Civilization. Specifically, with respect to Africa,

Libermann was convinced that the ancient missions had collapsed
because they had disregarded the bond between a securely established local church and civilization. While he wished to safeguard
local cultures (N.D. 9, 330), he realized that they may lack those
elements which can secure the permanence of a local church, with
their own bishops and priests, because a sine qua non condition of
such permanence is a sufficient level of development that has
become rooted in the people.
As long as a people's material achievements do not go "beyond a
rudimentary handling of the hoe" and other primitive tools, he
argued, they cannot secure a society which will last. People must
work, freely accept it, know how to collabowilling to keep it going in a spirit of
unselfish solidarity with their fellow-citizens (N.D. 8, 248). They
thereby become "new men" (ibid.) an expression used by both
the New Testament and Karl Marx constituting a new society and
realize the necessity to

rate in a society

and be

—

—

new local church, in which "spiritual and superhuman happiness" and an "honest well-being on the natural level" go hand in
hand (N.D. 6, 66).

a

In areas of the world where this mentality did not yet exist
Libermann viewed this "advanced civilization," in which the
head, the hand and the heart, i.e., science, work and love, go
together, as an integral part of the missionary vocation. "Civilizais impossible without faith; consequently, it is the task of the
missionary ... to work at it, not only in its moral dimension but
also in its intellectual and physical aspects" (N.D. 8, 248). He
strongly objected to the separation of science, work and formation

tion

in

"religious

would
and in

result

and

social

among

virtues."

Otherwise privileged classes

the indigenous people instead of solidarity,

that case civilization

them." The only kind of

"would not be much of a present to
he wanted to help bring about was

elite
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not an economically privileged class but an

elite

endowed with

unselfish interest, capable of leading the others (N.D.

Libermann

realized, of course, that "in the

85

6, 66).

beginning things (can

be done) only imperfectly" (N.D. 8, 248), and that, in trying to
secure an "honest and natural well-being" one must begin with
the elementary tasks of simple education in arts and crafts. But, in
his opinion, if, like white people, Africans were "well-instructed
from their youth," no one could seriously maintain that they were
incapable of taking their place among all "the different ranks of
society" (N.D. 8, 227 f., 248). Situations could change and when
that happened, his missionaries should be flexible enough to
change in the light of experience (N.D. 9, 42 f.).
As the missionary task extends today to the dechristianized
world also, the Congregation's mission to "sanctify the world" by
"keeping abreast of it in complete fidelity to the spirit of the
Gospel" encompasses also the poor and abandoned "rich" people
of the world, those whom loneliness and the meaninglessness of
their "rich" lives with all their marvellous gadgets drive to despair
and to cry out for a return of the God they have driven out: "Nay

come Thou

Mine unfamiliar God! My pain! My final bliss!"
The only ones Libermann excluded when he de-

back,

(Nietzsche).

scribed the primary purpose of the Congregation in his 1849

Constitutive Regulations were those "already firm in Christian
virtues" (N.D. 10, 450

f.,

art. 1

and

2),

and

that description applies

very few categories. Even they could be taken care of
not cause harm to the primary purpose.

to

if

this did

The above quoted or paraphrased Libermann texts present us
with an overall picture of a man wide open to "keeping up with the
world in complete fidelity to the spirit of the Gospel." He realized
that "clinging to olden times would make us ineffective" and
therefore exhorts us "frankly and simply to embrace the new
order." If, then, more effective means are available or can be made
available to help the poor and the abandoned to secure the honest
"well-being on the natural level" which should go hand in hand
with "spiritual and superhuman happiness," would not he be the
first to advocate that we do not cling to the past but use the most
efficacious

News

means

that God's

though

it

reaches

to attain the goal?

kingdom
its

A

goal which

of love begins here

the

Good

earth,

even

is

on

ultimate perfection only in the heavenly

tri-une intimacy with the

God

of Power,

Wisdom and

Love.
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any kind of work that

fosters the

coming

of

God's

acceptable as a task. However, the extent to

kingdom
which the Congregation can engage itself in helping to begin its
establishment most effectively will depend on the concrete situaof love

is

whom we

address ourselves as well as the
the Congregation has
at its disposal. General chapters tend to give guidelines, but all
such guidelines are "provisional," in the sense that they can be
modified by other chapters, for within the Congregation the will of
"the majority of its members" is the supreme authority (N.D. 4,
191). It stands to reason that Libermann did not wish the majority
tions of the peoples to

—funds,

resources

talents

—

and manpower

proceed in a dictatorial fashion, for that would mean to disregard the personal vocations of its members, for which he had the
to

greatest respect.

We may

ask,

however, whether

we

are doing as

much

as

we

could in trying to discern the Spirit in the times we live in. Even in
our "own" field of foreign missions others seem to be listening
more for the Spirit than we do in terms of missiology, social and

and initianumber. Irreverently expressed, instead of starting
to cackle in unison as Jesuits do when one of them lays an egg,
some of us look with suspicion or indifference on such efforts. As a
minimum, one should expect an honest discussion, as well as a
welcome to new initiatives. If it is bereft of any ray coming from
the Spirit, one need not fear; it will naturally come to naught.

liberation theology. Trailblazing Spiritan publications
tives are

few

in

Perhaps a very modest concrete suggestion may be added to
conclude this paper. One of the greatest needs in the young
churches of Africa is to find their own identity, so that they can
become deeply rooted. To satisfy this need much theological reflection is needed, not in terms of classical theology or Western
theology, but in terms of the African Sitz in Leben, the life situation
of Africans in their culture, their social, political, economical and
historical situations. It is a task that cannot be easily undertaken by
the diocesan clergy, overwhelmed with ordinary day-to-day pastoral care; nor can it be done by expatriate priests or theologians all
by themselves. Don't we have here a field on which the flourishing
young Spiritan provinces of Nigeria and East Africa could try to
concentrate

some

some

They would need to reserve for it
men, they could staff an institute specifically
purpose. Success is not guaranteed, of course, and
of their efforts?

of their bright

devoted

to this
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Libermann says
somewhere, if the apostles had insisted on ironclad guarantees for
their world-wide mission, none of them would ever have left
Jerusalem. All they ever got was "I'll be with you until the end of
certainly not attainable at short range. But, as

time."

1

Your thesis (pp. 78 f.) that modern European civilicame about by the grace of Christian love for fellowmen is

Reader's note.

zation

admirably confirmed by Prof. Yasaki Takagi of Japan, who wrote in
Toward International Understanding that the new Japan made the
fundamental mistake of thinking that it could take over modern
western civilization without "adopting its spiritual foundation,"
i.e., the "Christian concept of human personality." And another
Japanese authority put it even more bluntly: "Young Japanese
don't want to be loyal to the West now; they want to be loyal to
Christ." Reply. Thanks. A feather in my cap. But the thesis is not
just mine; many others hold it and I was not the first to express it. I
acted merely as a journalist.

1.

This paper owes

University.

much

to the lectures of various guest professors at

Duquesne

Spiritan

Lay Associates
(A 1983 presentation, updated)

One

could formulate the charism and spirituality of our society as

evangelical availability in obedience to the

Holy

as

Spirit,

He

manifests himself in the course of history in our concrete situation.

was formulated by Fr Poullart des
and refined by Fr Libermann. The latter incorporated into it
a precious contribution from his pious orthodox Jewish heritage,
which he retained so much that he has been described as both
"Jew and Christian" at the same time (J. Heijke, "Jude und
This evangelical availability
Places

Christ," Geist und Leben, 1963, no.

1,

p. 42).

Martin Buber paints this Jewish heritage in these words: "The
believing Jew lives in the consciousness that the proper place for
his encounter with God lies in the ever-changing situation of
life .... Again and again, the believing Jew hears God's voice in a
different way in the language spoken by unforeseen and changed
situations." (Buber, Der Glaube de Profeten, pp. 104 f.) He does not
silence God on the pretext that He has already spoken before and
in a different way; he does not try to hide from His voice behind a
model of life and works which he had undertaken before in
obedience to that voice, but he always remains in an attitude of
unconditional availability before God (Heijke, loc. cit., 43).
In consequence, openness to God's voice makes religious "withdrawal from the world" become openness to the world around us
in our concrete situation, where the voice of the Spirit can be heard
in the appeal coming from our fellow human beings. "Benedictine" stability loses

its

spatial interpretation to

become

a

God-

anchored committed mobility in answering the appeal coming
89

—
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from anywhere; "Franciscan" romantic love of "Lady Poverty"

for

own

sake becomes poverty for the sake of bringing the gospel
of love to the poor; and "Ignatian" externally imposed systematic

her

approaches and uniform discipline are dropped in favor of letting
the Spirit guide each one according to his own way of being within
the

common framework

of evangelical availability.

Commitment,

availability, mobility, adaptability, flexibility, respect for the per-

son,

and even democracy,

—within

vox Dei

a

mann's approach

as the voice of the people

common bond become key words

to

what

it

means

to

vox populi,
in Liber-

be a Christian.

Although he wrote 140 years ago, Libermann's words in many
sound strangely modern. Small wonder that many of his
contemporaries failed to understand him and even perverted his
thought in such a way that it sometimes was given a meaning that
went exactly counter to what he had said. Libermann had to be
respects

rediscovered again in our time. His up-to-date-ness

Dominican Fr

Tillard

name Libermann

sels in the 1960s as

one

history of religious

life

Francis

way

and

that

is

of the four

—the

made

the

in a public lecture in Brus-

epoch-making figures

in the

other three were St Benedict, St

St Ignatius. Libermann asks us to live the gospel in a
not marred by the time and place of its origin but is

man, for human beings anywhere and at
any time, because it is sufficiently flexible to become inculturated
wherever the Spirit blows.
What has always surprised me is that so little has been done by
the Congregation to foster the development of a Spiritan life-style,
according to the ideals of our founder and Fr Libermann, among
valid for the universal

the people of

God

at large.

We

have, of course, the Archconfrater-

devotion to the Holy Spirit and
support for our works, but it does not aim at forming a body of lay
people who, to the best of their ability, would live a Spiritan
life-style in their concrete situation. Benedictines have their oblates, who live either in the monastery or in what used to be called
"the world"; Franciscans, likewise, have their third order, again
divided into people living in communities and others living in "the
world"; we, we did not try to promote a similar notion, at least not
on a significant scale. Why not? I do not know, but perhaps the
reason may have been that we viewed the spiritual principles of
Libermann on the basis of an individualistic mentality: they were
there to help us secure our individual salvation while we pursued
the salvation of the world.
nity of the

Holy

Spirit to foster

—
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Historical Notes

Yet the notion of sharing our charism outside the narrow conCongregation is not entirely without precedents in our

fines of the

were more a spiritual movement
movement encompassed all those who
Holy Ghost Seminary. They were known at

history. For a long time Spiritans

than an institution. This

had become

priests in

and distinct charism, the
they lived and worked the ideals they had imbued from Fr
Poullart des Places and his successors. Throughout the 18th cenlarge as Spiritans because of their origin

way

tury these priests numbered up to 1,300. Only a few of them
formed an association the Congregation of the Holy Ghost to
direct the seminary and thereby secure the movement's survival.
Significantly, becoming a member of that association required no
vows, no new promises, no new commitments, but only a simple
legal contract, which was just enough to make the association a
moral body that could function in the world as a subject of legal
rights and duties.
Lay associates joined our founder at about the same time as
priest associates, as is evident from Fr des Places's autograph rule
for Holy Ghost Seminary. Without having any religious vows
they were illegal at that time and without any legal contracts we
know of, these laymen lived a very strict religious life of prayer and

—

—

—

like Brothers. In the 1770s we find the first mission associate
layman, a Mr Lamballe if my memory serves me correctly. He
taught mathematics at the college of Cayenne. At the same time,
we have also the first priests who were mission associates in
Guiana, and some of them had not come from Holy Ghost Seminary. By calling these priests associates, Fr Becquet, then superior
general, gave them exactly the same title as the Spiritans teaching

work

in Paris
is

and Meaux. The best known

Fr Lanoe.

He

of these associates in

Congregation, evangelical poverty and community
in the

Guiana

fostered the exact observance of the rule of the
life,

and died

"odor of sanctity" in 1791.

Libermann, on his

side, also accepted at least one lay associate
Dr Brunet, who went to Reunion. When the
term "associate" fell into disuse around the middle of the 19th

for the missions, a

century to indicate members of the Congregation, the lay associates began to be called agreges. There is no corresponding term in
English for this, but we could conveniently continue to call them
still associates. They used to be fairly numerous and in larger
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communities in France and Ireland one could find up
dozen of them at the same time.

to half a

The 1878 edition of the constitutions (no. 25, pp. 83 ff.) has a
on aggregation and affiliation. Affiliation could be granted
to individuals and groups; it implied sharing in the spiritual goods
of the Congregation and an obligation to pray for its works. Some
affiliates also lived in our communities. The best known of these
was the famous editor of the patrologies J. P. Migne, who for
section

our motherhouse. Aggregation applied to
and laymen. The first two
except the blue
of these could wear the habit of the Congregation
rabat, which was then the distinguishing mark of religious
vows and they shared fully in community life. The third class,
consisting of lay associates, while living in community, dressed in
secular clothing and generally did not participate in community
exercises; they were, however, bound to observe the house rules.
All three groups shared in the material and spiritual benefits of
community life. The 1878 edition of the constitutions said nothing
about the marital status of the lay associates but, since they lived in
the community, they could hardly have been accepted if they were

twenty years lived

in

three classes of people: priests, brothers

—

—

actually living as married.

development took place. Basing
on these constitutions, the Congregation's general council
approved Bishop Le Roy's request that married laymen be admitted as associates. Le Roy was then vicar apostolic of Gabon and
had in mind the catechists and other African auxiliaries in his
mission. A few simple rules were drawn up for the married lay
associate. He would wear a pectoral cross in lieu of a habit, could
continue to live with his wife, made no vows, but committed
himself to obedience to the superior and to work for the mission.
He needed the consent of his wife to become an associate. He
shared in the prayerful community exercises of the Congregation
and would be maintained in the style proper to the country (B.G.
In 1895, however, an important

itself

18,

463

f.).

At the general chapter of 1968 the question of married associates

was

raised again in connection with the then expected approval of

a married indigenous clergy in Africa

and Latin America. (That

issue, incidentally, had already been raised for Africa in 1534 by
the papal nuncio in Lisbon with the inappropriate name of Car-

nesecchi;

and

in the 1890s

it

was

raised again

by both Cardinal
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and Bishop Le Roy.) To stick to the chapter of 1968, no
one there seems to have realized that the admission of married
associates to the Congregation had already been approved in 1895.
Lavigerie

Theology of the Spiritan Lay Associate

Updating in the light of a return to the sources began in the
period surrounding Vatican Council Two. The Council put stress

—

on our incorporation into the "People of God" incidentally, this
also a Libermann expression by baptismal commitment. A
consequence of this is that the Church's mission is viewed as
belonging to the whole people of God and therefore also to what

—

is

we

call

pleonastically lay-people. (This expression

because the word

lay itself

means people, so

people-people.) The Church's mission

is

is

pleonastic

that lay-people says

a lay mission in the

original sense of the term.

How does this square with Libermann, who seems to stress the
priesthood as the bearer of this mission? The answer, so it appears
to me, is rather simple. Libermann saw bishops and priests as
sharers in the priesthood of Christ; he says explicitly that Christ's
priesthood is the source of the Church's mission (N.D. 9, 372).
Now, the Council stressed that the entire People of God also share
in the royal priesthood of Christ. By making explicit what Liber-

mann

did not yet say,

we

can

now

just limited to helping priests

assert that the laity's role

and bishops

demands

is

not

in their mission but

that the lay-people put into effect their own royal misBecause bishops and priests also belong to God's laity the
people there is no inherent conflict between the ordained priest
mission and the non-priest mission. The two do not have missions
in opposition to each other or independently of each other, but
share in a common mission: they carry out the mission of God's
people in accordance with their situation in life. It is hardly necessary to add that women also belong to the people of God; they
sion.

—

—

equally share in the

common

mission.

Formerly the lay-people who shared in the Church's mission
were mostly viewed as auxiliaries. Their work contribution was
appreciated, but little thought was given to the notion that they
could be interested in sharing a specifically Spiritan life-style,
based on our spiritual heritage.
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When I was in Canada early in 1982 giving conferences on the
Congregation and its driving force, its soul, married laypeople at
both Montreal and Toronto pointed out that our spirituality is
eminently suitable and practical for them, especially today. Why,
then, were we hiding our light under a bushel basket and why did
we not disseminate it more in the world at large in suitable ways?
Couldn't they associate with us more extensively and more intensively than had been the custom, on the basis of faithfulness to the
Holy Spirit speaking through the voices of our fellow human
beings in concrete life to anyone who is willing to listen with the
necessary openness of mind? I could only agree wholeheartedly
with them that greater efforts should be made to include married
or unmarried lay-people in the "new forms of membership" that
are
If

now permitted.
we recall that the

Spiritan driving force

is

evangelical availabil-

obedience to the Spirit speaking to us through the concrete
situation of life, we can see that we do not have to change one iota
in our spirit to take care of such new forms of membership and
association. We merely have to apply to today's situation that
which was already implicit in it. The notion of married associates is
nothing new for us, and the request now comes from the laypeople themselves.
Let us add that the term "associate" need not imply a second
class position among us. Its origin goes back to the time of our
founder early in the 18th century when being a Spiritan was more a
matter of belonging to a movement than of formalizing a commitment. "Associate" then was the term used to express membership.
ity in

Canada's Role
has been Canada's destiny to play a crucial role in Spiritan
Canada became the recipient of the first recorded
missionary from Holy Ghost Seminary to serve abroad. (Later he
returned to France and taught at the seminary of Verdun, then
entrusted to the Congregation.) The work done by the others who
followed him to distant Canada so impressed the Chaplain General
of the Colonies, the Abbe de ITsle Dieu, that he proposed that the
Spiritans be placed in charge of all the colonies. This proposal
resulted, first, in the acceptance of missions by the Congregation
and, then, the introduction of a category of mission members in
It

history. In 1732
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Guiana, thereby giving the Congregation its missionary impetus. It
served to transform the Society into a congregation with a primary
interest in missions. At its restoration after the French Revolution,
the Congregation was revived precisely because of its commitment
to missions.

All this

we owe

ultimately to the

Canada, as Fr Albert David, the

first

Now, 200 years later, Canada
new epoch-making role.

admitted.
a

work done

in

historian of this work, readily

again seems to be playing

The Ashley Lay Community. Since 1975, the Trans-Canada Province has

had

Toronto.

Its

a lay

community as part of the Spiritan family in
Dr Dermot McLoughlin, his wife
four sons. With them lives another associate

core consists of

Deirdre and their

Miss Margaret Laffey. Across the
these lay associates,

who

street,

another family has joined
now seven adults. They

together count

have night prayers in common, share some household facilities
and frequently meet for fellowship and for meals. They work
among the poor, immigrants and unemployed, in Christian family
week-ends, pro-life and antinuclear movements, and among the
Indians in a kind of Indian ghetto in Ontario. They are more
Spiritan than some professed Spiritans. By 1989 the group included
six adults with a permanent commitment and several others who had
signed

up

for

renewable periods of three years.

In Montreal also there are a
their set-up; so

I

who associate
am less familiar

few lay-people

with
with
beg your indulgence for not saying more about

the Congregation to live our life-style, but

I

them.
Outside Canada there are similar efforts. In the USA an associate
program began to take shape in 1982. In the following years some
fifteen men and women went out in this way to Tanzania on two to
three year commitments. In 1989 these associates obtained a center
in Pittsburgh where they can gather on their own for meetings and
trying to prepare to live a Spiritan commitment. In Spain since 1972
some twenty lay-people have gone out to share the Spiritan work
and life-style in Africa and Latin America on short-time commitments and others are preparing to do so. None, however, as yet
have taken up a permanent bond of association. In Germany also
efforts are being made toward association of a score of lay missionaries and others desirous of living the Congregation's evangelical
commitment.

—
s
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Such types of associations could be and should be, I think
expanded and tried on a larger scale by founding more groups. To
be viable as Spiritan groups, however, some guidelines would be
needed to secure success. I offer some suggestions for discussion:
1. There must be a local center where such associates can either
live together or at least frequently meet to renew their commitment
and experience the benefit of Spiritan solidarity.
2. Groups should be kept small lest the sense of belonging be
lost and regimentation set in. It is better to set up a new group than
to let one group become too large. Of course, different groups can
meet all together from time to time.
3. Initially at least, a group's direction should be under the
guidance of a deeply committed, congenial, prudent, enthusiastic
term as "possessed by God" and
experienced Spiritan who can be a leader without becoming a
dictator. Once there are lay associates who are well-formed in the
Spiritan charism, there is no reason why they could not run their
own affairs as our associates. Care should be taken not to look
upon them as just auxiliaries, but as fellow-Spiritans who share
our life-style and commitment.
in the original sense of the

4.

A

—

top-heavy superstructure of organizing, superintending

and coordinating commissions or committees should be avoided.
As Cardinal Dennis Dougherty wrote to our Father Joseph Rossenbach in 1934 when he consented to become president of the Holy
Childhood Association in the U.S.A., "great movements" are not
carried on by impressive boards of directors, but "through the
driving force of one, or a very few, energetic individuals," en-

dowed

of course with

all

the other necessary qualifications (Our

Province, June 1934).

We

should not worry too much at the start about having the
fully developed theory and plans that should underlie an
attempt to start a Spiritan laity. Obviously, "we must have a
general plan," Libermann would say, and some "practical notions" about how to do it, but "we must remain flexible enough to
modify and change" them if necessary. "Experience will be our
guide (N.D. 9, 43). Right theories will be born from practice, and
not vice versa.
5.

right

and

You should have quoted

also Fr Libermann'
he accepted the first associate of his nascent
congregation: He will be "somewhat more than just a friend of the
Reader's Note.

words when

in 1842
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Congregation. There will be communion of prayer and good works
and him. From time to time he can
between our missionaries
come to spend some days in one of our houses (he had been
But then he will have to observe
assigned to another locality)
the rule and obedience like the members of that community. One
could not regard him as a member of our Congregation and leave
him free to observe or not observe the rules" (N.D. 3, 212). Reply.
You are right. Note that in the last-quoted sentence above Libermann refers to this associate as a member of the Congregation.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Marx, Libermann and Africa
(A 1983

Several writers have tried to

draw our

lecture, revised)

attention to certain similari-

between Libermann and some trailblazers of contemporary
thought. Thus Pierre Blanchard (Le Venerable Libermann, I, 51)
points out that Libermann formulated the keynote of Edmund
Husserl, the founder of phenomenology, fifty years before this
famous Jewish philosopher: "II faut viser droit aux choses" (We
must aim straight at the things themselves) (N.D. 7, 81). John
Heijke has published a brief study on Libermann and Soren
Kierkegaard, the founder of existentialism, who was his contemties

porary

(Spiritus,

German

supplement, 1964, 101

ff.).

And

Joseph Rath, the

drawn attention to the fact
that the two Jews Libermann and Marx came from rabbinical
families living in the same region who, because of the tendency of
historian of the Spiritans, has

such families to intermarry,

were

may even have been

related to each

around the time of the first revolution of 1848 (Spiritus, 1961, no. 4, 291). Although there is nothing to
indicate that Libermann had a hand in that revolution, we know
that he rejoiced over the downfall of "the legal establishment"
(pays legal) (N.D. 10, 146 ff.). So far as I know, however, no one
has as yet drawn attention to certain similarities of ideas between
these two. Yet, they do exist and in this paper I'd like to explore
other. Both also

in Paris

them.

We are all more or less familiar with Libermann's life, but it may
be useful to say a few words about Karl Marx's background. Karl's
father was a lawyer at Trier, in the Palatinate, where his brother
was the local Rabbi a position that had been in the family for

—
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several generations.

In 1816,

this

AND HISTORY
lawyer became a Protestant

Christian in order to overcome the handicap of being a Jew, but he

remained much more interested

and Rousseau than in
would read these authors
together with his father. Karl, who was born in 1818, was baptized,
together with the other children of the family in 1824, and the
following year their mother also became a Christian. There is no
in Voltaire

Christ or Luther. In later years, Karl

evidence, however, that religion ever played
life

much

of a role in the

of this family.

Karl attended the local

were

virtually

priesthood.

all

He

gymnasium, where

Catholic; they included

his fellow-students

many

candidates for the

dutifully attended the religious instruction classes

when he was seventeen, wrote an essay on
which he said: "The history of mankind teaches us the
necessity of union with Christ .... As soon as a human being has
reached this union, he will in all peace and tranquility await
whatever is in store for him, he will courageously face the storm of
passions and fearlessly endure the fury of evil men .... Who
would not be glad to put up with suffering when he knows that by
his perseverance in Christ, by his deeds, God himself is honored?"
(Marx-Engels, MEGA ed., I, 1, 2, 171 ff.). Libermann might have
agreed with him, but this juvenile essay of Marx is not what I have
in mind when I refer to certain similarities between these two.
and, in an examination
Christ, in

After graduation Karl studied law at Bonn, that
father sent

him

year in living

it

is

there to study law, but the son spent

to say, his

much

of the

him to Berlin,
young but gifted

up. Dissatisfied, his father then sent

where he joined the "Doktorsklub", a club of
Ph.D.'s. It was there that he began to develop his theories about
religion, society and history. Obviously, it will be impossible to
present here more than just a few points of his thought.
Let us keep in mind that Marx's era was dominated by belief in
progress a belief that was fostered by scientific, technological and
social developments. While previous ages had viewed man and his
history more or less statically, the new developments made a more
dynamic view almost inevitable (A. van Melsen, Evolution and
Philosophy, Pittsburgh, 1965, 22 f.). With Hegel, Marx was convinced that man was merely becoming man, and that history is the

—

story of this development.

he held,

we must pay

history of the world

is

And

to

understand that development,

attention to work:

"The

entire so-called

nothing but the begetting of

man

through
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human

labor" (Manuscripts of 1844, 113 f.). Work, human labor is
which makes history "tick", it is the central reference point
that makes man and his history intelligible.
Through his work man changes nature and, in the same process,
changes himself for the better, he humanizes himself. By inventing
better tools, he reaches a higher level of existence: and each of
these tools is based on the achievements of preceding generations.
The tools of work tie people together; they bring about specialization of work: human existence is co-existence through and with
and for fellow-men. Thus, the story of co-existence becomes a
that

social history. (Selected Works, "Letter to

Annenkow,"

2, 442.).

way the work-relationships of people— the
—constitute the foundation of everything

In this

economic

structure

else: of social,

what people are because of their workwhat they think. If these relations are not
what they ought to be by their very nature, the entire structure
built upon them is inauthentic and estranges man from himself.
And this is what happens in the capitalistic system: work, which is
man's self-expression, is reduced to a mere means of subsistence;
for the capitalistic owner, the worker is no fellowman but a mere
machine producing things; and for the worker, the owner of the
social means of production is the alien being who robs him of his
political

and

spiritual

life:

relationships determines

existence. On this estranged foundation bourgeois society
has been building its theories of society, the state and religion.
Thus, these superstructures can only serve to confirm man's inauthentic existence. Religion, in particular, serves only to keep the
oppressed from revolting with an empty promise of a happy
hereafter and as an opiate to make them forget their present

human

misery.

By abolishing the inauthentic work situation, one removes the
economic conditions and, in consequence, also
all the other alienations resulting from them. When private interest no longer controls the social means of production, the distinction between individual and society will gradually disappear;
all will work for themselves as social beings. Universal brotherhood will take over and a new man will come about who cares as
much about the others as about himself. Then each one will
contribute to society according to his abilities and receive from it
according to his needs. The people who are to bring about this
change are the proletarians, the workers; disinherited, they have
alienation of the
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defend and therefore are wholly

social.

And

they will be aided by certain elements of the former bourgeoisie

who are sufficiently enlightened to understand the course of human
history.

now

Let us

see certain similarities between

Marx and

Liber-

mann.
Both Marx and Libermann disliked abstract systems and a priori
away from Descartes, says Marx, when
they realized the abstract nature of his philosophy early in the 18th
century and turned from the thinking of thoughts to making
the center of all interest" (The Holy Family,
"earthly things
Moscow, 1951, 170). He criticized Hegel for disregarding "the real
man living in a real world" in favor of an abstraction in which "all
external struggles" are reduced to "pure struggles of thought."
(Ibid., 111). With his merciless wit, he described such ivory tower
speculations as thinking that "people drown only because they are
possessed by the idea of gravity." The abstract methodical thinker
then tries to save them by trying to "knock that idea out of their
head." Absurd, of course, but what else can one expect of a
philosophy that is out of touch with reality? (German Ideology, New
York, 1947, 2; Selected Works, 2, 441 - letter to Annenkow).
1

.

methods. People turned

.

.

.

Libermann expressed

his dislike of abstract systems, not in

explicit philosophical fashion,

but in the

way he approached

an
the

matters that concerned him through his "lived philosophy." Those
matters were the spiritual

Thus,

we

find

him

writing:

life

and the missions, especially Africa.
not impose too many rules, do not

"Do

follow a system in the spiritual

life
Let grace act with great
freedom." (II ne faut pas prescrire trop de regies, il ne faut pas de
systeme dans la vie spirituelle
laissez agir la grace avec une
grande liberte.). (L.S. 3, 349 f.)
Similarly, with respect to prayer, he wrote: "Regarding your
mental prayer, follow your attraction and do not worry about the
method" (Dans votre oraison, suivez l'attrait et ne vous inquietez
pas de la methode) and "Do not try to follow the Sulpician method
point by point" (Ne cherchez pas a suivre point pour point la
methode de St. Sulpice). (L.S. 2, 168 and 3, 462).
With respect to Africa's evangelization, he warned his mission.

aries: "I

most

am

.

.

.

.

.

asking you one thing only and recommend it to you
do not adopt any fixed and determined ideas. It is

earnestly:

too early to adopt an absolute and determined procedure ....

We
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vous prie settlement d'une
c'est de ne pas
chose
prendre des idees fixes et determinees. Le moment n'est pas arrive
de prendre une marche absolue et determinee ... II faut que nous
soyons souple.)

must remain
et je

2.

flexible"

vous

la

(N.D.

9, 43). (Je

recommande instamment:

For both Marx and Libermann the criterion of truth

what they

called "practice." In

Marx

lies in

"practice" constitutes one of

the fundamental principles of his thought; it is the touch-stone by
which everything else is measured. In his view, practice is not the

way

executed

— "put into practice" —

for he
does not hold that ideas make history "tick." On the contrary, it
refers to what people really are, regardless of what they think and
intend to be, and to what, because of what they are, they will be
compelled to do. In this way, paying attention to what people
a conscious theory is

really are will disclose the truth (Holy Family, 52

403

- theses on Feuerbach).

ff.

It

is

his

way

f.;

Selected Works, 2,

of looking at the

principle: action follows being. Differently expressed, to find

what

people are really living by, do not look at what they proclaim to be
their guide lines, but study the way they act; for example, to see
what religion really means concretely, see what it does to them,
how it works.
Libermann discloses his view when he writes to Anne Javouhey:
"To conceive things exactly, one must view them practically"
(N.D. 7, 82). Then he goes on to show that even the best colonial
clergy, endowed with high ideals and the best intentions, could
practically never succeed in the christianization of the slaves; only
priests like those in his own congregation could do that. Similarly,
writing to Fr. Le Vavasseur, he says: "You will have to give some

your principles and examine things practically". (N.D. 8,
Le Vavasseur held extremely lofty principles for admitting
candidates to the Congregation and "threatened" to defect to the
Jesuits because Libermann was too lenient in his view. If he had
prevailed, the Holy Heart of Mary Congregation would have
ended up with a lofty ideal beyond the reach of virtually
everyone including Le Vavasseur himself and empty buildings.
slack to

36).

—

—

makes it impossible for you to look at things
practically," Libermann warned him, "you do not see things in a
practical way" (N.D. 8, 33).
At first blush, it may seem to be going too far to make the
question, Does it work? a criterion or even the criterion of truth.
"Your

rigid attitude

—

—
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where man enters into the picture, this question is
And even in the sciences this principle is accepted:

things

the crucial one.

something looks, acts and reacts like water, then it is water.
Libermann's insistence on practicality was needed to counteract
the "heaven of ideas" from which so many of his contemporaries
if

derived their notions.

both Marx and Libermann aimed at the
comes from experience. Marx had the highest regard
for experience and despised ivory tower speculations that are out
of touch with the world of experience. For him, objectivity would
issue from economic experience, and for this reason he devoted so
much attention to economics. As a young man, he had thought
that it would take about six weeks to establish this experiential
foundation of his theories, but he was still at it when he died in
1883. He often refused to speculate about issues beyond experience and two years before his death wrote to one of his followers:
"To go beyond the immediate data of experience is not only
useless but even dangerous" (Brief an D. Niewenhuis, 22 Febru3.

As

practical people,

objectivity that

ary, 1881).

Libermann, he demanded that we remain open to experirespects. For instance, he did not want a definitive rule
for the missions without "several years of experience" (N.D. 2, 153
f.); he advised a correspondent not to make remarks about projects
which are not "confirmed and proved by experience" and insisted
that when one tries to begin with a perfectly conceived plan,
"speculative views always enter into the picture and experience is
more or less lacking" (N.D. 4, 210). He insisted that "precipitation" be avoided and that one must first gain a "true experience"
(N.D. 8, 47), and that "it is experience which must slowly throw
light on the matter of the changes to be introduced" (N.D. 13, 318).
He advised his missionaries that with respect to the policy to
follow in their work, it will be perfected later "when experience
will come to the assistance of the theory" (N.D. 9, 42 f.).

As

for

ence in

all

4. Both Marx and Libermann speak of "the new man" who is to
come about as the fruit of their initiatives. Let us correct this term
"initiative". For Marx, the new man would come about as a result

which he first
Libermann would merely
wretchedness, the Holy Spirit had wanted

of the interaction of necessary forces, the interplay of

had been privileged
admit

him

that, despite his

to

take

charge

to understand;

of

the

African

missionary undertaking.

—
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Nonetheless, he was conscious of the fact that he proposed a new
approach (N.D. 8, 234 f.). According to Marx, the "new-fangled
men" will come from the poor, the dispossessed workers, who
establish themselves as the proletariat

and become conscious

of

human dignity (Selected Works, 1, 359). For Libermann, "the
new men" (N.D. 8, 248) who are to transform Africa will arise from
the poor and despised blacks who establish themselves as a "people of God" when they become conscious of their dignity as men
their

and as

Christians.

Both Marx and Libermann stress work as basic to the new
society of men. For Marx, man is essentially a worker; he realizes
himself by his work; work is for him the "active way of being (a
fellowman)". And when man's self-alienation through capitalism
is overcome, so that work is no longer a mere means for having
things, he need not be forced to work, but labors happily as a
wholly social being: one for all and all for one (Capital, 1, 177;
5.

Manuscripts of 1844, 113 f., 76, 144, 196).
Libermann also holds that man can realize his potential only

through work.

and accepted

It is

that

only

when

the necessity to

an "advanced

civilisation"

work

is understood
can arise to bring

about an "honest and natural well-being" as well as "social and
civil order" (N.D. 8, 248; 6,66). However, while Marx sees religion
as an aberration caused by man's self-alienation as a worker, for
Libermann religion is an authentic human dimension, so that for
the new man "spiritual and superhuman happiness" will go hand
in hand with his "honest and natural well-being" (N.D. ibid.).
the role which science plays in preparing mankind
world." He paid tribute to the endeavors of the
capitalists to prepare its foundation: they created the material basis
for a universal interdependence of mankind and scientific domination of nature (Selected Works, 1, 358). For Libermann, a "rudimentary civilization which does not go beyond the elementary use of
the spade and the tool cannot go very far in producing lasting
changes in the way people act. That's why it is not enough to show
these new human beings (in Africa) "how to operate things"; they
should also be taught "how things operate, ... for otherwise they
would always remain like children" (N.D. 8, 248). Marx was
optimistic about the proletarians' ability to found and maintain
such a new society: "To work well," he wrote, "the new-fangled
forces of society only want to be mastered by new-fangled men
6.

Marx saw

for "the

new
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such are the working

men"

(Selected Works, 1, 359).

likewise, maintained that blacks

ranks of society"

and

if

8, 227).

minds can

were capable

Libjrmann,

of entering "all

they were "well-instructed from their youth

and backed up

carefully educated,"

(N.D.
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Without

rise to the surface"

(N.D.

by examples
most outstanding

this assertion

of course, "only the

it,

8, 228).

7. Marx rejected the notion of dividing work from education and
advocated an "early combination of productive labor with education" as
"one of the most potent means for the transformation"of the
existing society into the new society of universal brotherhood
(Selected Works, 2, 36). It should help to prevent lingering attitudes
of superiority feelings from surviving if all are equally bound to
work. All should at first receive a uniform education. Libermann,
likewise, says that "for this plan (for Africa) to be fully successful,
there must be uniformity in the education of the different classes".
All would begin with the same program, and only later a separate
program would be set up for those destined for higher intellectual
training and for others who would be prepared for the various arts
and crafts "in accordance with their desires and aptitudes" (N.D.
6, 65 f.). All candidates would have to be animated by the same
spirit, tend to the same goal in bringing civilization. On no account
did Libermann wish to contribute to the formation of a privileged
class at the expense of the others. "It is absolutely necessary," he
wrote, "that the civilization brought to this country (Africa) produce great solidarity among the indigenous population. If it were
to result in disorder, it would not be much of a present for them"
(N.D. 6, 67). When Libermann spoke of forming an elite, he had in
mind people who are well instructed in the sciences, arts and crafts
but, at the same time, endowed with "all the religious and social
virtues" and therefore "capable of making themselves useful with
respect to their fellow citizens" (N.D. 6, 66 f.).

8. Marx realized that the so-called "ragged proletariat" as such
would not suffice to bring about the desired dawn of a new age.
They had become too stupefied by their soul-killing labor. But, he
argued, the ranks of the proletarians are strengthened by former
bourgeois elements who go under in the capitalists' murderous
competition for profits and by others of the ruling class "who join

the revolutionary class

.

.

.

that holds the future in

its

hands."

They include people who are sincere, understand the way society
is moving (Manifesto, 66 f.) and want to join the proletarians.
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rise to

view

the desired level. That's

that, left to itself, Africa

why

their civilizing task as part

"Civilization

is

impossible without
in

its

and parcel
faith.

intellectual

at

to

of their vocation:

Consequently, it is the
not only in its moral

it,

and physical

education, agriculture and the trades" (N.D.
the missionary in the past therefore

could not

he wanted his missionaries

work

task of the missionary ... to

dimension but also
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aspects,

8, 248).

i.e.,

in

This role of

may be compared to that of the
who identified them-

non-proletarian elements in Marx's thought
selves with their oppressed brethren.
9.

Marx savored

his first success

when

the February revolution of

1848 overthrew bourgeois society, even though he refused the
revolutionaries' offer to

(Obviously, such a notion
also rejoiced over the

who

become an honorary
was too bourgeois for

citizen of France

him.).

overthrow of a dynasty and of

cared only for their

own

interests,

Libermann
politicians

"criminals" for

whom

and humanity did not exist." Both expected that the rest of
Europe would be devoured by the revolution and that "the autocrat of Russia would also have his turn" (N.D. 10, 146 ff.). Unlike
Marx, Libermann did not see all this as a necessary process of
nature but rather as a divine punishment of human pride and
"justice

injustice (ibid.).
10. Finally, Libermann experienced a "profound feeling of gratitude" over the downfall of the privileged classes of the rich, "that
bourgeois aristocracy", which he calls "the legal establishment," that
"perverse world" which worships only money and "tramples on
the interests of the poor," while sacrificing their soul and their
country to its wretched egoism and private interests. France and
Europe "perverted each other by their love and esteem of gold.
Any other sentiment would soon have been wiped away from the
hearts of all people", but "God has overthrown their idol" (N.D.

10, 148).

Marx's works abound in similar views: in a capitalistic society
people become mere means, things, by which I can gain more of
the "almighty being called money"; its charity expressed itself in
saying: "let us have a dinner for the poor"; the legal order is
nothing but the privileges of the rich ratified by law as based on
God's "eternal" justice, etc. etc. (Manuscripts of 1844, 137; Holy
Family, 257; Manifesto, 79).

On May 9,

1848,

two months

after the

February Revolution and a
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few weeks before the workers' rebellion against the betrayal of
their Revolution by conservative elements of the government,
Libermann wrote his final evaluation of the events. "The general
mentality is favorably disposed toward religion. Communism (a
communist take-over) does not seem to threaten. (But) perhaps
even today it could still succeed in gaining the upperhand. It
would turn things upside down, but it would not be able to
stabilize things. It would overthrow the money world and dislodge
large fortunes, but then things would resume their course
.

.

.

with this difference that a large number of the rich would become
poor and some of the poor would become rich; moreover, wealth
would be somewhat better distributed than it is today. Religion
would suffer only in a passing way by getting some of the blame,
either because of the communist system itself or because some of
its leaders are impious and despotic men. The system is not
directly opposed to Christianity, but only insofar as it turns things
upside down in changing the established order and in the process
leads to injustices. On the other hand, the communists' hatred and
their actions do not directly attack religion but go against

wealth ... If communism is victorious and becomes established,
the church will accept the (new) established order, and the people
will still be disposed to let themselves be influenced by religion
even more so than (under the rule of) the wealthy who
sacrificed everything to the industrial enterprise." N.D. 10, 182 f.
.

.

Taken together, these various similarities between Marx and
Libermann sufficiently show that they shared some common
ideas. I doubt very much that they ever met or read each other's
writings. Libermann certainly was not a Marxist, although the
preceding quotations show how sympathetic he was to the vindication of the workers'

human rights. On the

other hand, regarding

was not in any true sense a
even though he may have had a better understanding of
Christianity demands than did many of his contempo-

Karl Marx, in his adulthood he
Christian,

what

true

rary "pious" factory owners. Moreover, Marx's ideas are very

often not his own discovery or invention; his merit lies more in
making an imposing synthesis of half-understood ideas proposed
by others than in propounding new ideas. But from their Jewish
background both Libermann and Marx had inherited a certain
openness to the voices speaking to us from the world around us.
While Marx interpreted these voices as the irresistible call of
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its course in keeping with ironclad physithem as a call coming from God
viewed
cal laws, Libermann
man.
voices
of
through
the
speaking
This interpretation gave Libermann a dynamic view of the world
and its history. The past as such meant little for him; that is why he
could so easily drop it when he thought that he could perceive a
new call of the Holy Spirit. Thus he could write after the February
revolution of 1848: "We no longer live in the established order of
the past. It has always been the misfortune of the clergy
that
they remain stuck in ideas that are past. The world has
but we have lagged behind. It is our duty to keep
progressed
abreast of the world in complete fidelity to the spirit of the

objective history running

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

Gospel
Clinging to olden times
will make us ineffective
Let us then frankly and simply embrace the new order
We will
thereby sanctify the world, and the world will be on our side"
(N.D. 10, 151).*
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

* For Marx see Koren, Marx and the Authentic Man, Pittsburgh, 1967; Luijpen and
Koren, Religion and Atheism, Pittsburgh, 1971, pp. 50-103.
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A

Spiritan Educational History

1703-1848
(A 1982 paper)

When

the invitation to address Spiritan educators reached me, it
contained the suggestion that I explain inter alia how we ever got
involved in education. As this paper will show, however, the
proper question to ask is not, How did we get into it? but, How did

we

ever get out of

it?

Foundation of Our Society
of us may be assumed to be familiar with our
not be amiss to recall the foundation of our Society.
A brilliant young lawyer Claude Francis Poullart des Places,
1679-1709, had given up the bright prospect of a career to become a

Although

origins,

it

all

may

priest and, while

and lodging
people

a student of theology, began to provide food
few destitute fellow students. When other

still

for a

—notably the bursar of the Jesuit College Louis

le

Grand

help him, he was led almost unintentionally to the
foundation of a seminary and a governing community for such

began

to

students. According to an ancient record,

"Mr

it

was on

the feast of

then only an
aspirant to the ecclesiastical state, began the establishment of the
said community of the seminary consecrated to the Holy Spirit
under the invocation of the Blessed Virgin conceived without
1
sin."
May 27 the date on which in 1703 Pentecost was
Pentecost 1703 that

Poullart des Places

.

.

.

,

—

1.

Notes

et

documents

relatifs

a I'histoire de la Congregation

Ill

du

St-Esprit, Paris, 1917, p. 1.
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traditionally regarded as the

founding date of both

and the Congregation.
The founder died less than two years after his ordination and the
only written rule he left us is the house rule for the students. It
clearly shows that Fr des Places aimed only at the education of
who ... is not
senior seminarians: "No one shall be accepted

the Seminary

.

.

.

capable of starting either philosophy or theology."
In his

work

2

Seminary the founder was aided by some of

at the

the older ones of his fellow-students; they served notably as

who

played the same role as the Spiritan
still fulfill, at the French Seminary
in Rome: they supervised the students' work by daily reviewing
the topics discussed in regular classes, giving entrance examinarepetitors, i.e.,

tutors,

directors fulfilled,

tions

and perhaps

and semestral

tests, etc.

Among

these

first

constitute the beginnings of the Congregation,

associates,

we may

who

mention:

Fr Rene Allenou de la Ville- Angevin, who had entered in 1703,
founded the Congregation of the Daughters of the Holy Spirit
around 1715, and later came to Canada in 1741, where he is buried
in the cathedral of Quebec;
Fr Michel Le Barbier, who became in 1705 the first priest associate
of the Seminary and who died in May 1710;
Fr Jacques Gamier, who became in 1709 the first successor of
Poullart des Places and who died in February 1710.
Within five years of its founding, Holy Ghost Seminary equalled
St Sulpice in the

number

of students

St Sulpice the average stay

was only

—with

1-j-

this difference that at

years while in the Spiritan

seminary the students could remain for up to 8 or 9 years
wished to pursue a degree in Canon Law. 3

When

in the early 1730s the

Holy Ghost received
State,

Society's

its

they

Congregation and Seminary of the

their first official approval

Fr Louis Bouic,

if

by Church and

Superior since 1710, formulated the

purpose as follows:

Its

"purpose

is

to

educate poor

clerics

and love of virtues, especially
those of obedience and poverty. They shall be ready for everything
under the control of their superiors: ready to serve in hospices, to
preach the gospel to the poor and even the infidels, ready not
merely to accept but to love wholeheartedly and prefer above
in zeal for ecclesiastical discipline

2.

3.

Writings ofFr Claude Francis Poullart des Places, Pittsburgh, 1959, Rules
Michel, Claude-Francois Poullart des Places, Paris, 1962, p. 216.

.

.

.

,

no.

7.
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everything else the lowly and laborious positions in the Church for

which

it is

Let us

and

its

difficult to find ministers."

now have

a look at

4

some elements

of Fr des Places'

work

history, beginning with the period 1703-1761.

1703-1761

Entrance requirements at Holy Ghost Seminary were strict. A
candidate had to be too poor to pay room and board elsewhere, be
of good conduct and possess enough intelligence to pursue the
high level of studies that the founder expected of his fellowseminarians.

5

No

decision on acceptance

was made

until all candi-

dates had undergone written and oral examinations, in order to

make

it

possible to select the

most promising students. 6 These

When, for instance,
Szechwan in China, entered
in 1748, Fr Bouic told him that the philosophy program which he
had taken at the college of Loches was insufficient and that he
would have to start all over again. 7
Until 1761 the Spiritan students attended the Jesuits' famous
Clermont College, which had been renamed Louis le Grand,
where the Society of Jesus had a special program for its own
scholastics. The reason why they did not go to the Sorbonne was
were no mere

examinations

formality.

Francois Pottier, the future bishop of

not intellectual minimalism but the desire to avoid contamination
by the Jansenism then rampant at the university and the wish to
abstain from earning a theological degree which would open
access to lucrative and honored positions.
The Louis le Grand program was strenuous: it demanded 3 years
of philosophy and 4 years of theology. The Jesuit philosophy
curriculum paid considerable attention to modern physics. The
Spiritan students received no dispensation from this requirement.
On the contrary, Fr des Places specifically mentioned that anyone
willing to enter theology would "first be examined ... in physical
8
science" at the Seminary. The reason for including the new
physics in the program was not that this science was viewed as a

4.

Henri Le Floch, Claude-Frangois Poullart

5.
6.

Writings of
Ibid., no. 8.

7.

Le Floch,

8.

Writings of

.

.

.

.,

Rules, no.

5.

Rules, no.

8.

p. 430.
.

.

.
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foundation for theology, but the broadening of the mind which its
study involved. And because one could not undertake a study of
physical science without a good knowledge of mathematics, the
Seminary offered the necessary training at home to those who

needed

it.

At the

9

Jesuit college the Spiritan students

Jesuit scholastics in

number and they

soon equalled the

participated fully in

all

the

educational devices the Jesuits used to stimulate studies, such as

classroom discussions, formal weekly and monthly disputations
and even the solemn annual public defense of theses by outstanding students. We know of two "Placists" as they were then
called
who were chosen to conduct the public annual defense
during Fr des Places' life. They were Rene Le Sauvage and Michel
Granger de la Borde. In a philosophical disputation open to anyone willing to tackle them they held their own on July 28 1708 from

—

—

2:30

P.M.

till

darkness

were

theses: of these 4
in general

and

fell

that

summer

night, in defense of 40

in logic, 3 in ethics, 4 in metaphysics,

special physics.

and 29

10

At home also in the Seminary studies were vigorously promoted
and controlled: 8y hours of studies on school days and 6y on
Sundays. The philosophers had 6 sessions of "repetitions" a week,
and the theologians 11. In addition, the Seminary gave them
courses in moral theology, scripture, catechetics, public speaking

Moreover, there were oral semestral examinawere no formality: in philosophy they took
12
\~2 hours for each student,
which is half an hour longer than my
own oral examination for a licentiate in theology at the Gregorian

and the

liturgy.

11

tions and, again, they

University.

Thus
could

it is

tell

not surprising that one of the directors of the Seminary
his student Francois Pottier:

"When you

leave this

house, you will not be a doctor of the Sorbonne, but you will
perhaps be just as capable of being one as those who acquire such a
degree. All our graduates enjoy universal esteem. We are frequently asked to supply teachers of philosophy or theology, [and

Le Floch, p. 431.
Michel, pp. 200 ff.
11. Writings of
., Rules, nos. 45, 50, 55-57.
9.

Letter of Pottier, quoted in

10.

.

12.

Le Floch,

.

.

loc. cit.
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they are accepted] without previous examination because the reputation of the

house

is

well established."

13

1761-1792

Two

years before the Jesuits were suppressed in France, the
when the government closed their

Jansenists obtained a victory

theological school at Louis le Grand. The Holy Ghost Fathers then
began to offer a complete program of studies at home. The Sorbonne, however, objected alleging that its monopoly on theology
was being violated by the Spiritans. Conscious of the danger that
his seminary could be dragged under in the same oppression that

was threatening the Jesuits, Fr Bouic very reluctantly expressed his
willingness to comply with the Sorbonne's demand, hoping to
offset the Jansenist influence by private lectures at home. However, the powerful intervention on the Spiritans' behalf by Archbishop Chistophe de Beaumont of Paris and by Bishop Pierre
Dosquet, formerly of Quebec, induced the Parliament of Paris to
Holy Ghost Seminary alone was authorized to have its own
professorial staff and teach at home, while all others had to send
14
their students to the Sorbonne.
This situation continued till the
suppression of the Congregation in April 1972. During this period
Holy Ghost Seminary continued to enjoy its reputation for sound
relent:

scholarship.

Scholarship and Priestly Formation

About

achievements of the Spiritan profeswe merely
have their names and sometimes it is mentioned that they taught
for 20, 30 or more years. Fr Pierre Rupalet was a biblical scholar
sors

specific intellectual

we know

renowned

very

for his

little.

For most of these confreres

knowledge

Fr Francois Becquet,

who

of

for

Hebrew. The best known man was

many

years

was deeply involved in
seem to have

the Jansenist controversies; yet even he does not

published any works although two Jansenist pamphlets in the
form of Letters addressed to him were put on the Index of forbidden books in 1746. He and other Spiritans may have answered
13.

Letter of Pottier,

14.

Michel, p. 319.

quoted

in

Le Floch,

p. 430.
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anonymously in the pages of the Supplement
which the Society of Jesus replied to the Jansenist
weekly Nouvelles ecclesiastiques when its barbs were addressed to

Jansenist attacks
jesuitique, in

the Spiritans. But otherwise they either did not write or,

if

they

no one as yet has gone to the trouble of systematically
examining the records to find out. Yet, there was no prohibition in
did,

the Congregation against publishing.

Whether the Spiritan-trained priests did publish is virtually
impossible to determine in most cases because very few of them
are known by name before the 1770s. It should be recalled that
only three boxes of records pertaining to Holy Ghost Seminary
were saved during the French Revolution and they were rediscovered only in 1861. We have some information about those who
went to overseas missions. Fr Pierre Maillard secured a lasting
renown for his works in and about the Micmac language. According to Harvard professor Harry Fell, Maillard's Micmac manuscripts are the greatest cultural contribution made by the French
missionaries in the New World because they preserved the proof

—

that the ancient Egyptians penetrated into America: the
script,

he

is

On

shows

its

Micmac

dependence on Egyptian

hiero-

15

Another Spiritan missionary in India, Fr Jean Perrin,
known for his scholarly books about the Far East.

glyphics.
also

says, clearly

the other hand, from

numerous testimonies we know that
was excellent. The

the priestly formation at Holy Ghost Seminary

had ordered that all candidates for ordination
must prepare themselves by a stay in one of five assigned houses,
but he was so happy with the Spiritans that he dispensed them
Parisian archbishop

from this requirement. Fr Charles Besnard, the 18th century biographer of St Louis de Montfort, wrote about them: "Whether it is
a question of being exiled to the remote countryside or buried in
the caverns of a hospital, teaching in a college, lecturing in a
seminary ... or even crossing the seas and going to the very ends
of the earth
their motto is: 'Behold we are ready to do Thy
.

will'."

.

,

.

16

Abbot of Isle Dieu testified in 1769: "The priests
and educated at Holy Ghost Seminary
have always
surpassed my hopes, without a single one of them ever disapSimilarly, the

trained

.

15.

Harry

16.

Writings of

America B.C.,

Fell,
.

.

.

.,

p. 289.

New

York, 1976, pp. 253
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A little earlier he had written that these priests
"had always lived in perfect unity and harmony with one another"
and had "always professed and practiced a spirit of unselfishness
and evangelical poverty." "I am not afraid," he added, "to state
that in the entire kingdom only Holy Ghost Seminary is capable of
providing as many priests as subsequently will be needed with
respect to both quantity and quality [to staff all colonies], because
the. students trained there are educated for the most difficult, the
most laborious, the least lucrative, and most abandoned posts." 18
To conclude this list of witnesses, the papal nuncio in Paris
concurred with the Abbot when he wrote to the Holy See in 1764:
"Certainly, no better choice could be made, not just under the
circumstances, but absolutely, than the priests of Holy Ghost
Seminary." 19 There may have been some exaggeration in these
recommendations but, on the whole, they were well deserved.
pointing me."

17

Seminaries Staffed by Spiritans

Meaux. Apart from the Parisian seminary, the Congregation
seminary of Meaux. It was offered to them
when they went to thank its bishop for his assistance in the
struggle for legal recognition in 1734. From 1737 till 1807 both the
senior and junior seminaries of Meaux remained under Spiritan
direction. The Fathers transformed the debt-ridden institutions

staffed the diocesan

into flourishing schools, erected

new

imbued the

buildings and

students with the same love for learning, combined with humble

and devoted

service, that constituted the

hallmark ot their Parisian

motherhouse.
Like

all

Meaux went under during the
staff members ended up in
when Church and State made their peace, Fr de

seminaries, those in

French Revolution and several of the
jail.

In 1802

was appointed rector with the mandate to restore the
seminary, but the continued turmoil made this impossible. When
he died in 1807 the Congregation was in no position to assign a
Glicourt

successor and

it

passed back into the hands of the diocese.

Verdun also received a Spiritan
The Congregation had gone there at the pressing invitation of

Verdun. In 1737 the seminary of
staff.
17.

Rapport de

18.

Memoire de l'Abbe de

19.

Arch. Propaganda, SRC, America, Antille,

I'archiviste de la

Province de Quebec, 1937-38, p. 239.
Dieu, in David, Les missionnaires

l'lsle

.

2,

62r

f.

letter

.

.

.,

dated 15

pp. 51
ott.

ff.
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the bishop in an effort to purify this stronghold of Jansenism.

The

however, offered a very strong opposition, so that the
whole diocese was soon in an uproar of controversy. It climaxed in
1741 when two anonymous pamphlets were published, as we have

Jansenists,

seen, against Fr Becquet, the rector of the seminary.

The pam-

"something even worse than a Jesuit,
at least if that be possible" and told the staff to go "back to wallow
in the gutters of Clermont College, whence you have come forth to
breathe over us all the pestiferous and horrid odours that exude
from this source." 20
The bishop's sharp condemnation of the pamphlets did not stop
the turmoil. Things went from bad to worse. Civil authorities
arrested many people and in 1746 the final court of justice deprived
the printer of his license, condemned one priest to three years in
prison and another to the loss of his parish. The mere possession
of the pamphlets exposed their owners to a fine of 100 livres. In the
ensuing bitterness and strife the bishop and the Congregation
agreed that it would be better that they withdraw from the seminary in 1746.
phlets said that a Spiritan

One

is

Verdun had been
another seminary.
He was the first Spiritan missionary to come to the New World. In
1732 he had arrived in Quebec and become a teacher of philosophy
at the local seminary. Two years later, the Isle Dieu Abbot suggested to the bishop of Quebec Pierre Dosquet that he confide the
junior and senior seminaries of the city to Spiritan priests. Officially both were under the control of the Foreign Missions Society,
but the dire shortage of personnel from which that society was
then suffering made the bishop complain about ten vacancies on
the staff. That's why the bishop was vainly trying to be released
from the monopoly exercised by the Foreign Missions Society.
In 1753 the Abbot renewed his proposal to Bishop de Pontbriand
Quebec.

of the Spiritan staff

Fr Francois Frison de

and

la

members

Mothe, and he leads us

in

to

Holy Ghost Fathers are quite willing to take it
back." Again, however, the Foreign Missions
Society obstinately refused to relinquish control. Holy Ghost Seminary, nonetheless, contributed some personnel, such as Fr Columban Pressart, Fr Simon Le Bansais, a former staff member of
Meaux, and the above-mentioned Fr de la Mothe, who later went
over

20.

said that the
"if

you get

Lettre a

M.

it

Berquet,

Cologne, 1741, pp. 3 and

78.
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to Verdun. We may add that, after the conquest of Canada, Bishop
Jean Briand, confident of securing the necessary permissions,
obtained in 1784 from Holy Ghost Seminary his own nephew

Duchene and two other Spiritans, the Fathers Aubert and
Gambieu. However, the British government stopped them in London: no more French priests were allowed into the country, not
even for teaching at a seminary. 21
Fr Yves

Corsica. Furthermore, when Genoa had to surrender Corsica to
France in 1768, the French government sought to obtain Spiritans
for the formation of the local clergy. In 1777 the Congregation
accepted, but in practice nothing seems to have come of the

matter.

U.S.A.

Of more

interest to us

is

the fact that

when

the

USA

became independent and declared freedom of religion, the Catholic
Church could begin to develop. The Holy See negotiated with the
American ambassador Benjamin Franklin in Paris about appointing a bishop and a source of clergy. Both Rome and Franklin
favored Frenchmen for this task. But Cardinal Leonardo Antonelli,
Prefect of Propaganda Fide, rejected the notion of opening a
special seminary in France for this purpose. The best source, he
22
Again, however,
held, would be found at Holy Ghost Seminary.
of
this
proposal,
although
three
Spiritans would
nothing came
of
Bishop
Carroll
and
his
successors.
come to the aid
John
Till its suppression in 1792, Holy Ghost Seminary had formed
about 1,200 priests. To these could be added about 800 others
which is my guestimate for the Meaux seminary. They had an
excellent reputation and none of them appears to have given
allegiance to the Jansenists.

the Jansenist weekly

We

are reasonably certain of this, for

would not have

failed to gloat

over such a

conversion.

1802-1848

When Church and

State

made

their

peace around 1802, the

re-establishment of the Foreign Mission Society, the Vincentians
21.

David,

p. 30; Gosselin, L'Eglise

du Canada

.

.

.

jusqu'a

la

conquete,

Quebec, 1911

Rapport de Varchiviste de la Province de Quebec, 1935-36, p. 371 and
1936-37, p. 334; Koren, Knaves or Knights?, Pittsburgh, 1962, 127.
22. Koren, p. 142; Peter Guilday, The Life and Times of John Carroll, New York,

ft,

II,

p. 249;

1922, p. 191
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and the Holy Ghost Fathers was, in the eyes of Pope Pius VII, one
of the best concessions he had obtained from Napoleon. But in
1804 the Emperor issued a decree merging these three congregations into a single imperial institute. When the Pope strongly
objected, he temporarily dropped his plan, but in 1805 he reintroduced it in a modified form by creating one centralized institute for the missions with three department heads
one of these

—

departments being that of the Spiritans.

The following year Fr Bertout secured permission to open a
two other priests one of
them a fellow-Spiritan who had quietly started a small college in
the rue du Cherche-Midi, he began what has been described as the

—

junior seminary. Joining forces with

—

first

junior mission seminary.

The senior Holy Ghost Seminary could be reopened only in 1817
after Napoleon had been defeated. Let us note here that at this
juncture the first Irish names appear in the Congregation's history.
One of the 1817 staff members was Fr Corrigan, and the student
roll of the Seminary contained a substantial number of Irish names.
Two of these Irish students became bishops John Brady, Bishop
of Perth, Australia, and Richard Smith, Archbishop of Port of
Spain and one prefect apostolic Fr Monahan of St Louis,
Senegal. In the 1820s we find two Irishmen as staff members in the
Seminary, one teaching philosophy and the other theology. The
theologian was Fr Henry Power of Cork, who graduated from the
Seminary and, after joining the Congregation, voted in 1826 in the

—

—

—

official election of

The history
of the
it

first

Fr Bertout as Superior General.

of the Congregation in the dismal political situation

half of the 19th century

was suppressed again

in 1809

again in 1816 by King Louis XVIII,

is

well

known: restored

in 1805,

by an angry emperor; restored
it

was

buildings were seized by the

forced to close

Army

its

doors in

and till 1839 it
remained deprived of the necessary operating funds. At the same
time, the Congregation was caught in the heated struggle between
Church and State over control of Church affairs in the colonies,
which lasted throughout this period; and, in addition, it was
helplessly caught in the middle between political forces in the
1830;

its

antislavery

in 1832,

movement of the 4th decade.
it was falsely accused of providing only

Moreover,

corrupt and indifferent clergy for the colonies. In

its

a greedy,

ceaseless

provide more priests for overseas missions, the Congregation made one serious mistake: it neglected to secure its own
efforts to
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and ended up without a sufficient number of men capable of
providing the leadership it needed. When Fr Fourdinier died
prematurely in 1845 at the age of 56 his predecessors since 1710
had lived till the age of 78, 83, 78 and 80 respectively an outsider
vigor

—

had

to

be called upon to assume leadership. 23

—

In the context of this conference

I will speak only of the educaCongregation in this period. After the restoration of his seminary Fr Bertout proudly maintained the Society's
tradition of excellence in studies. After an interruption of 25 years
in the training of new priests and the resulting gaps in the ranks of

tional history of the

the clergy, others

ments

were making substantial cuts

A Jesuit author,

in the require-

example, indicates
that their newly restored society did so even in the USA: "American Jesuit theological education was a sheer disaster area," he
says. One Jesuit provincial's theology training was limited to the
private reading of a small handbook of moral theology and to one
year of dogmatics, after which he failed in the examination. 24
The Spiritans, on the other hand, resisted the pressure to
shorten their program and required a complete course of philosophy plus four years of theology Libermann demanded only a
little more than 2y years
weekly disputations in Latin and the
speaking of Latin during recreation two days a week. Holy Ghost
Seminary's program was so good that it became counterproductive: bishops refused its students permission to depart for the
missions and called them back home to teach in local seminaries,
while others raided its faculty by peremptorily ordering them to
return home. (Keep in mind that at this time Spiritans were still
diocesan priests.)
of priestly education.

—

When

for

—

Leguay became Superior General in 1845,
was dying of anemia, but there are several points
in his restoration program that deserve our attention.
1. He shortened theology to three years, bringing it more in line
Fr Alexander

the Congregation

with the general practice followed elsewhere, but maintained the
fourth year of study as a period of special courses, undoubtedly
meant to prepare the students specifically for their task in the
colonies. This idea may be compared with the pastoral year introduced in our time.
23.

Koren, To

24.

J.

the Ends of the Earth, Ch. V.
Hennessey, "From One-Mile Tavern

3/23/1976, 252.
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decided to reopen the junior seminary which Fr Bertout

started in 1806

1830. This proposal

and which government action had closed in
was implemented only in the 1850s with the

opening of such a seminary in Cellule.
3. Realizing that Holy Ghost Seminary's bonds with French
colonies were too confining and that the Congregation would
always be exposed to the danger of lacking qualified leadership if it
continued to restrict itself to being nothing but a mission seminary,
he and his council decided to expand at home by accepting again
the staffing of other seminaries. In addition, he offered to provide
priests to other countries, notably the

New Zealand.

USA but

also as far

away

as

For this purpose he sent Fr Loewenbruck to Cincin-

where Archbishop Purcell had asked for priests, and also
wrote to Baltimore. Early in 1848 Fr Monnet could begin to implement the supply of personnel for the USA by sending the Fathers
Arnold and Herzog to Cincinnati. The abrupt end of Leguay's
generalate through the February revolution of 1848 prevented him
from executing the remainder of his plans. 25
nati,

In spite of

become
its

its

leadership anemia, the Spiritan motherhouse had

a vibrant center of ecclesiastical learning at that time,

interest

was not

and

limited to bookish concerns but extended to the

burning issues of the day. In particular, Fr Mathurin Gaultier, who
in 1834 became professor of moral theology at the Seminary,
remained for 35 years one of the leading figures in the Church of
France. He never wrote a book or even a scholarly article under his
own name, but he is held responsible for the purification of moral
theology from the Jansenistic rigorism and Gallicanism that were
still so powerful in the mid 19th century. He also aided effectively
in the renewal of the liturgy and the restoration of Gregorian
chant. He endowed the motherhouse with a fine library, purchased piece by piece from owners who possessed books stolen
from confiscated monasteries during the Revolution. This library
became a source for Migne's many well-known dictionaries and his
famous patrologies still in use today. J. P. Migne himself came to
live in the Seminary for 20 years and became even an official
affiliate of the Congregation. Other illustrious scholars also lived
there, such as the archeologist Dom Pitra, the canonist Bouix, who
founded the Revue des sciences ecclesiastiques and the historian Rene
,

25.

N.D.

9,

App.,

p.

96

ff.
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Rohrbacher. The Gaultier Circle of Catholic intellectuals met regularly at our motherhouse, and among its members one finds
practically all leaders of Catholic thought at that time: Dom
Gueranger, the founder of Solesme, Louis Veuillot, the journalist,
26
Bishop Parisis and Cardinal Gousset.
For the first half of the 19th century we may also note the names
of several Spiritans who published books. They are the two superiors general Fr Nicolas Warnet and Alexander Leguay, who wrote
several spiritual works each; even Fr Jean Hardy compiled a few

them on the

booklets, one of

How

Did We Get out

slavery issue.

of Education

and Concentrate on

"the Missions"?

At the beginning of
question

is

not,

ever get out of

How

and

it

this

did

we

paper

I

mentioned

that the proper

get into education? but,

into missionary

How

work? The answer

question will conclude this paper and lead

up

did

we

to this

to the education

issue from the time of Fr Libermann.

From its very inception in 1703, the Congregation had been
geared to the education of future priests, willing to serve where the
need was

greatest. Like

many

other aspirants to the priesthood,

one time dreamt of going to the missions, but
he ended up founding a seminary and congregation.
Fr des Places

had

at

Actually, in the

first

half of the 18th century

it

was

virtually

impossible for any seminarian who wished to become a missionary
to fulfil his dream unless he joined one of the older religious

However, the reputation of these orders at that time was
not of the best and therefore not very attractive to fervent seminarians. The Foreign Missions Society also, which had been founded
orders.

to give access to the missions to secular priests,

had

times at the end of the 17th century. In 1695

consisted of only

two

directors

and

a handful of aspirants.

its

fallen

on

evil

Shortly after Fr des

had to be expelled for Jansenism
buildings stood empty of aspirants. In 1722 the

Places' death, three of

and sometimes

it

its

directors

personnel of its Far East missions was down to fifteen.
However, in 1725 the Foreign Missions Society decided not to
admit anyone who did not wholeheartedly reject Jansenism and
fully accept the authority of the Holy See. This decision made it
total

26.

Michel, pp. 320
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make use

of the Foreign Missions

they wished to go to the missions.
Secondly, the quarrel over oriental rites such as whether the
Chinese veneration of ancestors is compatible with Christianity
had flared up again in the early 18th century in Paris. Only the
and by no means unanimously took a tolerant position
Jesuits
on this issue, while the Foreign Missions Society occupied the
Society

if

—

—

—

opposite extreme. Since the Spiritans went to a Jesuit college for
their studies, they naturally sided with their teachers against the

Foreign Missions Society.
dislike.

It

took time to overcome the resulting

27

The change occurred in the 1730s. First, Fr Frison de la Mothe
went to Canada in 1732, and the following year Fr Guillaume
Cochin China (South Vietnam). In 1734 the
was approved and it mentioned specifically foreign missions among the works for which
Holy Ghost Seminary prepared its students. Thereafter, increasing
numbers of Spiritans went off to the missions, both in the Far East
Rivoal could
first official

and

in

sail for

rule of the Congregation

Canada and Acadia.

it should be noted, were Spiritans in the broad
sense which this term had at that time, not in the narrow sense we
ascribe to it today since 1848, when it became limited to members
of the Congregation. However, this "member terminology" fails to

All these priests,

take into consideration the reality of
then.

Even registered

the superior general

what

it

meant

to

be a Spiritan

associates of the Congregation

—remained

authority of their bishops,

who

—including

diocesan priests subject to the
could and sometimes did recall

them to their dioceses of origin. This happened to Fr des Places'
first two associates Fr Jean Le Roy and Fr Vincent Le Barbier in
1707 and 1709 respectively. The Congregation was officially an
"association" (sodalitium), and those belonging to it were not called
"members" but "associates." Becoming a legal "associate" involved no religious ceremony, and inscription in the legal "register
of associates" was limited to the directors of Holy Ghost seminaries. One may compare it to becoming member of the board governing a legal corporation, which allows it to function in a civil
society. The life-giving spirit which Holy Ghost students absorbed
in the motherhouse, however, went far beyond the legal fiction by
27.

Michel, p. 254
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which a moral body can function as the subject of rights and duties
in a society; it dominated their lives and they justly and proudly
referred to themselves as Spiritans.

28

A new element,

however, entered the picture after the suppresWhen Holy Ghost Seminary was asked and
supply priests for Guiana in the 1770s, the relationship

sion of the Jesuits.

accepted to
of some of these missionaries was described as that of "associates"
for the missions. We find this term used for the first time in 1774 to
indicate the situation of Fr Robillard. Speaking about him in a letter
to the Holy See, Fr Becquet wrote: "He desired to become our
associate three years ago before departing for Cayenne, we are
happy to admit him this year." 29 Fr Lanoe, who went to Guiana in
or before 1778 and who died in "the odor of sanctity" in 1791,

wrote in 1784: "When I had the honor of becoming an associate of
your institute, I did not seek any salary, old age pension or any
temporal advantage." 30 Other known associates in the mission of
Guiana were the Fathers Le Grand, Moranville, Herard, Hochard
and Duhamel. These associates were distinguished from others

who were mere "affiliates."
Fr Becquet, who introduced

the mission category of associates

and duties in more detail, but the
outbreak of hostilities between France and Great Britain in connection with the American War of Independence made it virtually
impossible to do so. Communications became very difficult. One
letter which he wrote about it to Fr Lanoe took two years to
reach its destination. From Lanoe's answer we know that this man
wished the priests to constitute "one heart and one soul," living
like the Spiritans in Paris "in a kind of community, with a
bursar providing for each one's needs," and a superior at the
central community of Cayenne, who would "see to it that the rule
of the Holy Ghost be carefully observed." 31 From Lanoe's letter we
also learn that Becquet had submitted a plan for the central community and wanted to do away with the isolation of priests in
one-man parishes. We see here the beginning of the transformation of the purely educational Congregation into one with "members" in the missions. It was the execution of a project already
planned

to specify their rights

28.

Koren, To

29.

Letter to

the

Ends of

the Earth,

Ch. IV,

sect. 1.

Propaganda Fide 2 Oct 1774 (Arch. Prop. SRC, America,

271r.).

30.
31.

Arch. C.S.Sp. 4-B-III: M. Lanoe a M. Becquet, 6 Nov. 1784.
See preceding reference.

Antille, 2,
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conceived by the Abbot of Isle Dieu for Canada, and one can
accurately say, with Fr Albert David, that it is in North America
that our congregation received the impetus which changed it into
the missionary congregation with which we are familiar.

We do not know exactly what, if anything, Fr Becquet decided
about the status of the mission associates. What we do know is that
they took their commitment seriously. With the exception of
Fr Robillard, who returned to France rather quickly and withdrew
in 1779, all the others persevered until the end of their lives. They
publicly identified themselves as such to clergy and laity alike,
referred to one another as "confreres," recognized Fr Becquet's
successors as "their" superiors, and sought their approval after the
Revolution for the positions which they occupied. Their biographies, written by an outsider, do not refer to them simply as
secular priests but as "missionaries of the Holy Ghost," and one of
them who had sought refuge in Maryland was mocked by a
neighboring pastor as a "vagabond monk." Three of them ended
up in the USA: they are Fr Duhamel, who served in Hagerstown
and Emmitsburg, Herard, who also worked in Pittsburgh around
1835, and Fr Moranville, who labored for 30 years in Baltimore and
died "in the odor of sanctity" in mid 1824. 32

A

further

development occurred

in 1778

when

Glicourt, a registered associate in Paris since 1771,

Guiana and departed

to

for

this

mission in

Fr

Dominic de

was appointed
company with

Fr Jacques Bertout, the future superior general, but then
as a novice in the Paris registers.

still

listed

We see here that the line between

professorial associates and missionary associates became blurred at
about the same time as it was being established. At least one could
pass from one category to the other. Other registered novices
followed, such as Julien Becquet, Theodore Le Maire and Poncelet,

who

all

went

When

to the missions.

33

three decades later Fr Bertout

restored the Congregation, the emphasis
sions as the Congregation's sole
its

avowed purpose

ancient recognition in France.

restoration

members
32.

33.

it

was decided

became the man who
wholly on the mis-

fell

And from

in order to regain

the very start of this

that the missionaries sent out

of the Congregation.

As

would be

Fr Jean Perrin, a Spiritan

Various letters in Sulpician archives. See Koren,
Koren, op. cit., Ch. IV, sect. 1.

op. cit.,

Ch. IV,

who

sect. 1.

A
was
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and who had been appointed

prefect apostolic of Martinique, wrote to the Minister of Religious
Affairs in 1807: "All priests sent out [to the missions] will be

members

of the Congregation and, consequently, subject to

its

superior .... All sick and retired missionaries will be taken care
of in

its

establishment."

34

It

was 1848 before

the decision could be

carried out.

One may wonder why Fr Bertout so readily decided to limit the
Congregation to the training of missionaries. The answer is that
the concordat with Napoleon provided the diocesan seminaries
with all the needed scholarships for poor students and thereby
removed the main reason for the existence of Holy Ghost Seminary. The only gap left was to assume the training of the colonial
clergy.

And

34.

J.

this brings

us to the end of this presentation.

Janin, Le clerge colonial de 1815 a 1850, Paris, 1936, p. 253.

Spiritan Educational History

Since 1848
(A 1982 paper,

In this paper

we

will consider the

revised)

Congregation's educational

However, the fact that in this year the Holy
Heart of Mary congregation "merged" into ours and that its
superior, Fr Libermann, became superior general makes it necessary to go back and trace certain features which exercised great
influence on the Congregation's subsequent history.
history since 1848.

Libermann 's Intellectual and Spiritual Formation
For the son of a pious Jewish family living in Alsace early in the
19th century education typically began at the age of about 5 with

From

would proceed to reading
commentary of Rabbi
Jaecke. In addition, he would learn to write Yiddish in Hebrew
characters. At the age of about 12, if he was still attending school,
he would devote himself to the books of Jewish laws known as the
Mischna, and then, guided by a learned Rabbi, to the study of the
Talmud commentaries on the laws.
Jacob Francis Libermann' s legal name whose father was an
expert in Jewish learning, showed his intelligence and application
by being admitted to Talmud studies at the age of 10. He pursued
this task daily for 5 years and then lived all this scrupulously under
the eagle eyes of his ultra-orthodox father for 5 more years. Thus
he became permeated to the very core of his being with the
the learning of Hebrew.

there he

the Torah, followed by the unpunctuated

—

—
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genuine piety of the orthodox Jew during the formative period of
his

life.

1

At the age of 20, in 1822, he went to Metz in Lorraine in
accordance with his father's wishes. The old Rabbi, however, was
thinking not so much about adding more advanced studies to
Jacob's learning as about showing his talents and learning to a
wider audience and thereby drawing attention to his son as a
future Rabbi. Away from home, Jacob for the first time came out
into contact with European culture. He secretly studied French,
Latin and even some Greek, avidly read the classics of the time,
such as J.J. Rousseau's Emile, and even the New Testament in
Hebrew. Emile, however, interested him more than the Gospel at
that time and, religiously, he became an agnostic. But on Christmas Eve 1826, he followed the example of three of his brothers and
was baptized in Paris.
When he expressed a desire to become a priest, he was admitted
to Stanislaus' College, a school which just then was becoming the
headquarters of the Missionaries of France, a group of priests to
which two well-known future Spiritans, Fr Loewenbriick and
Fr Leguay, also belonged. He spent about 7 months there following
its philosophy classes and, reportedly, also audited some lectures
at the Sorbonne. (There was no way for him to qualify as a
matriculated student.) Stanislaus
success in philosophy, but

its

was renowned

for its

academic

courses then seem to have consisted

mostly of Cartesian and Leibnitzian notions. 2
Admitted to St Sulpice in 1827, he studied theology till in 1831
epilepsy excluded him from advancing to major orders. Going to
Issy, the Sulpician house of philosophy and novitiate, he continued to live there for nearly 6 years, until in the fall of 1837 he
accepted to become assistant novice master of the Eudists at
Rennes. He left there two years later to go to Rome in connection
with the founding of the Holy Heart of Mary congregation.

At the Sulpician seminary, as nearly everywhere
at that time,

the intellectual level

was not very

else in France

high, says the

French historian Guillaume de Bertier de Sauvigny of the Institut
Catholique of Lyon. This statement does not mean that some of the
Sulpician professors did not attain a distinguished personal level of

1.

2.

N.D.
N.D.

1,
1,

35 ff.
106 f.
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excellence, but refers to the attitude cultivated

De Sauvigny quotes

1848

among

131

students.

its

Fr Etienne Mollevaut, a Sulpician superior at

who advised a newly appointed teacher at the seminary
Mans: "Beware of new ideas .... Be fearful about encouraging the spirit of curiosity .... Remember that a large majority
of your students are destined to serve
peasants and in that
light consider what will be most useful to them." Felicite de
Lamennais lamented in 1828: "Never for many, many centuries,
has the clergy, taken as a whole, been so ignorant as it is today,
and never, however, has real learning been more necessary." 3 It
was a period of great intellectual effervescence in which the modern sciences of man, such as economics, psychology and sociology,
were born and in which, consequently, a well-informed clergy was
a necessity. Libermann himself was to recognize this later when he
complained in 1848: "The misfortune of the clergy in these times
has always been that it remained stuck in the past. The world has
moved foreward, and the enemy has adapted his batteries to the
conditions and* spirit of the time, but we remain behind .... We
must attack the enemy's batteries where they are and not allow
him to fortify himself by looking for him where he is no longer." 4
But in 1837 he had not yet reached this position and thought that
the Sulpicians overemphasized intellectual preoccupations at the
expense of spiritual formation. "They misconceive the Sulpician
spirit," he wrote, and "imagine that for a Sulpician it is enough to
have a certain degree of piety, ordinary piety. Provided he is a
good scholar, provided he does a good job as a teacher
he
that time,

of Le

.

.

.

.

succeed

will

saint

.

.

.

.

,

marvellously

and with

achieve this."

.

.

.

that kind of

.

.

.

,

must be a
lightheadedness one cannot

[But]

a

Sulpician

5

While agreeing with Libermann that holiness is of primordial
I'd like to recall Fr Poullart des Places' famous saying
that a fervent priest who lacks learning is blind in his zeal, even as
a learned priest who lacks piety is close to falling into heresy and
importance,

rebellion.

6

On the spiritual level, Libermann at first inevitably took over the
views prevailing in the French school of thought and he did so
3.

4.
5.
6.

de Sauvigny, The Bourbon
N.D. 10, 151.
N.D. 1, 384 f.
Le Floch, C.F. Poullart des Places,
Bertier

Restoration, p. 309.

p. 571.
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with the usual fervor of a convert. In consequence, during this
time, says the Libermann expert Fr Paul Sigrist, he showed then a
kind of unyielding harshness, excessive pessimism about "the
natural" and occasionally unrestrained anxiety. All this, however,
went contrary to the optimism and the absolute confidence in God
that had become deeply ingrained in him during his Orthodox

Jewish period.
"The pious Jew," Martin Buber tells us, "lives in the consciousness that the proper place for his encounter with God lies in the
ever-changing situation of life .... Again and again, the pious
Jew hears God's voice in a different way in the language spoken by
unforeseen and changed situations." He does not silence God
under the pretext that He has already spoken before and in a
different way. He does not try to hide from this voice behind a
model of life and work which he has undertaken before in obedience to that voice, but he always remains in an attitude of unconditional availability before

Once Libermann had

God. 7
left

the Sulpicians

and the

Eudists, this

Jewish spiritual attitude became again predominant in his outlook.
As another Libermann scholar expressed it, he was "Jew and
Christian" at the same time. In Christian terms, he wished to live
under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, manifesting himself in the
concrete situation of life. He came closer to St Paul, St Augustine
and Luther, says another Libermann expert, Fr Paul Sigrist, than to
St Ignatius and Olier. And this attitude ruled not merely his own
life but also imposed on him the greatest reverence for the way of
being proper to individuals and for the way God's grace acts on
them. It gave his spiritual message a timelessness and suitability
that makes it proper to any age and any human condition. The past
that is really past means nothing to Libermann; only unconditional
availability before God counts. It stands to reason, of course, that
Libermann did not speak about availability as an abstraction, but
referred to concrete availability in the light of each one's potential
and limitations in his or her life situation.
Faithfulness to the Holy Spirit speaking through life's changing
situations became his leitmotiv not just with respect to his congregation but also for the total openness with which he wished its
members to approach those entrusted to their care. That was why
7. Martin Buber, Der Glaube der Profeten, 1950, 104
Christ," Geist und Leben, 1963, no. 1, p. 43.

ff.;

J.

Heyke, "Jude und
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he stressed mobility rather than being stuck in the groove, flexibility rather than being frozen in a system, and adaptability which
keeps trying to see what the Spirit wishes us to do in a world that
moves on and away from the past. All this, of course, implies great
trust in experience, familiarity with the world without being overwhelmed by it, and an aversion to drawing up irrevocable lines for
the future.

was necessary

we wish

understand
he had said
he needed for laying the foundation of the Congregation, and in
particular to understand how easily he changed his attitude with
It

to recall these points

how Libermann changed

respect to scholarship

if

to

in the course of the ten years

and education.

Libermann 's Change of View with Respect

to Education

For most of the nearly 14 years he spent after his conversion in
seminaries and novitiates at St Sulpice, Issy and Rennes, Libermann had been involved in the formation of future priests. When

he went to Rome and wrote there his provisional rule
Holy Heart of Mary congregation, he specified its purpose
as "foreign and distant missions." "None of its subjects," he
added, "may remain in Europe solely to serve there for the salvation of souls. It is only for the benefit of our missions that a few of
them may live there." 8 Moreover, even though in the foreign
missions its subjects should do everything possible to create a
in late 1839
for the

make provisions for junior seminary training, they themselves should "never assume the task of
9
teaching them letters." They would be allowed only to teach
theology and devote themselves to the spiritual formation of future
native clergy and, consequently

priests in junior seminaries.

As soon, however, as Libermann had entered the seminary of
Strasbourg to prepare himself for his ordination in early 1841, his
desire to participate in the formation of diocesan priests in Europe
became very strong and he saw this desire as an indication coming
from the Holy Spirit speaking through the voices of men. In
Strasbourg he heard exaggerated reports about the sad condition of the German clergy
possibly inspired by the recent condemnation of George Hermes' s theology and wanted to make

—

8.

9.

N.D.
N.D.

2,

240.

2,

254.

—

—

—
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himself "useful to that country by assisting in the formation of holy
priests."

The

10

interesting point

is

1841 he wrote a long letter to

formation of the

German

he intended

that for this reason

establish his congregation in Strasbourg, close to

Mr Le Vavasseur,

Germany.

explaining

to

In July

how the

clergy could be undertaken without

betraying the purpose of his congregation, despite

its

consecration

and distant missions." Unfortunately, this letter is one
of the estimated 16,000 Libermann letters that have not been
preserved. Perhaps Le Vavasseur's reaction to the whole notion
to "foreign

can account for the

loss.

Libermann had already rented a house in Strasbourg to serve as
the cradle of his congregation and its intended work when he got a
painful shock. "Without my knowledge," he wrote, "several
priests who are interested in our little work for the blacks have
taken steps to get our foundation established in the interior of
11
France." These priests were Fr de Brandt of Amiens and several
Sulpicians, notably Fr Galais, who thought that it was about time
to put Le Vavasseur at the head of the congregation. Imagine the
idea of establishing it in the distant province of Alsace, where the
people spoke a strange dialect, the clergy conversed in German,
and hardly anyone was fluent in French. Writing to Libermann,
deacon Le Lavasseur told him that, in agreement with Fr Pinault,
he thought that "our work needs the whole of you and that you
should come and bury yourself with your novices in solitude
without having to worry about anything else." 12 Although he signed
"Your obedient son," Le Vavasseur's letter clearly showed that
Libermann was not expected to make any decisions; others would
do it for him.
Seeing unity threatened and considering that de Brandt could
offer a furnished house, episcopal support and a promise of vocations, Libermann gave in because he saw in this concrete situation
13
But he confessed to
a sufficient indication of the Holy Spirit.
Schwindenhammer: "As far as Germany is concerned, I am forced
to give up the idea. It causes me great pain, but what to do? Our
Lord has not judged me worthy of such a great work." 14
.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.

2,

376.

3,

543.

2, 423.
3, 65.
3, 192.

.

.
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Let us note here that Libermann had prudently called his
rule a "provisional rule."

teaching "letters"

open

a junior

and

was

He soon

too rigid.

a senior

As

seminary

obliged to take charge of

it."

15

wanted to
March 1844
assume the

early as 1843, he
in Haiti,

14a

and

he wrote to Le Vavasseur: despite our rule not
instruction of boys, "conditions

first

realized that his rejection of

show

that

Three months

we

in
to

will

later, in

probably be
the

month

of

same year he told the Blessed Anne Javouhey: "You
June
put a very attractive bait on your hook: the junior seminary. That's
16
In his famous 1846 memorandum to
the way to catch me."
Propaganda Fide he viewed it as "wholly the duty of the missionalso at the intellectual and physical aspects [of
ary to work
civilization], i.e., in education, agricultural and technical knowlof the

.

.

.

edge." 17 When his priests objected that "the missionary is not a
school-master," he countered: "I understand that it would cost the
missionaries very much [to act as teachers]. Nevertheless, it is
urgent to undertake this step." "To abandon the schools is to
18
destroy the future of the missions."
The following year Libermann had given up his notion that no
one should be kept home, except in the service of the foreign
missions. Writing to Le Vavasseur, whom he was grooming to
become his successor, he said that if this rule is to be interpreted in
such a way that everyone must go to the missions and that "we
may not have several houses in Europe, it is important that the
19
constitution of the congregation be changed." As a matter of fact,
Libermann had great plans for Europe. (America was still out of
the picture then, save as a possible black mission, but this situation

would change

a

few years

later.)

Leaving aside his plans to open up houses for social work among
and retreat work, which do not
concern us here, we will speak only about educational work.
Regarding junior seminaries, Libermann had been in a lively
correspondence with a Father Guibou of Nantes since about 1843.
He knew this priest, who had opened a junior seminary for late
vocations, from his days in Saint Sulpice and he wrote him some
the poor, naval chaplaincies

14a.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

N.D. 4, 381, 384, 386,
N.D. 6, 121.
N.D. 6, 237.
N.D. 8, 248.
N.D. 9, 50 and 44.
N.D. 9, 293.

389, 458.
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unfortunately

lost,

in order to

encourage and guide this somewhat disorganized man in his
work. In 1847 Libermann offered to take over the faltering foundation; yet he wished it to remain open to all suitable candidates and
193
not only to aspirants of his own congregation.
When this attempt failed, Libermann asked Fr Briot, in April
1848, to prepare the opening of a junior seminary in St Brieuc,
19b
Brittany,
but the impending merger with the Holy Ghost Congregation and the second revolution of 1848 suspended this project.
A third attempt began in 1850, but it also came to nought
although it supplied the Congregation with several excellent candi19c
All these attempts,
dates, such as saintly Fr Joseph Guyodo.
however, served to formulate a policy which matured a few
months after Libermann's death, viz., to establish as soon as
possible junior seminaries in Brittany, Alsace, the south of France

and

Germany.

in

Regarding senior seminaries, the merger of 1848 with the Holy
Ghost Congregation provided another voice of the Holy Spirit
speaking to him. For the "registered" Holy Ghost Fathers the
education of the clergy had always been the essence of their work,
although from the 1770s on some of them had begun to go to the
missions. By accepting the merger, as outlined by the Holy See,
Libermann had to view their rule as a clear indication of God's
will
one which marvellously coincided with his own vision in
1841 and from that time on he no longer ceded to the oppo-

—
—

sition.

20

—

In 1850 he published a brochure about the Congregation

which Pere Cabon neglected

of

to include in his 14

most
volumes of

et Documents. In its first paragraph he spoke about Fr Poullart
des Places as the founder of the Congregation, and in its final
paragraph he made an appeal for candidates having a special
vocation to teach, adding that this would be their almost exclusive

Notes

task.

203

Notre
19a.

19b.

(At that time the Congregation

Dame du Gard and
N.D.
N.D.

9,

200

ff.

10, 571

19c. B.G. 30, 681

had only two seminaries:

Paris.)

ff.
ff.

20. N.D. 10, 186, no. Ill: Libermann's outline of proposed merger: "The Congregation takes charge of the education of the secular colonial clergy by operating
seminaries."
20a. Notice de la Congregation, pp. 1 and 8; Coulon, Libermann, 663, 669.
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Libermann accepted Archbishop
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Purcell's offer to staff

the interdiocesan seminary of Cincinnati; in June 1851 he ap-

Schwindenhammer its director. Three other Fathers, says
German historian of the Congregation Fr Joseph Rath, were

pointed
the

already in Lorient, the port of embarkation, to be his fellow
professors

when

entirely clear.

the affair

fell

through

for reasons that are not

21

Pope Pius IX, on his own initiative, charged
Libermann to undertake the foundation of
Segur
to
ask
Msgr de
Rome, although none of the negotiators
French
Seminary
in
the
mentioned
him
or his congregation among the societies
had
there
considered for this work. But when de Segur returned to Paris,
Libermann was dying and he arrived only in time to sketch him on
his deathbed. Yet, as we all know, a year later, Libermann' s former
secretary, Fr Lannurien, opened that papal seminary in Rome for
diocesan students and thereby effectively resumed the Spiritan
tradition of educating the clergy.
In January 1852

The widening of Libermann' s horizon should not surprise us. As
always, he wished to be guided by what the Holy Spirit indicated
in the concrete situations of

life.

When he realized that the Congre-

would "probably" be obliged

to undertake the education of
boys in junior seminaries, he also knew that this practically meant
accepting colleges. He said so explicitly with respect to Reunion.
The Jesuits wanted to open a college there, but Libermann warned
them that the bishop wanted a junior seminary and could view the
college as competition. So he advised them to offer to staff the
seminary, for "this junior seminary will be practically nothing but

gation

a college."

22

If he had lived longer, he would probably have followed the
same path as St Vincent de Paul, whom he greatly admired.
St Vincent lived for 38 years after the founding of his work and
thus had ample time to formulate its objectives. Two years before

he wrote that these were: 1. personal sanctification;
evangelizing the poor; 3. training the clergy, and "to these was
added in recent years a fourth objective, which is a corrollary of the
his death
2.

previous ones, to perform works of charity and education." 23
21.

Koren, To

the

Ends

A. Le Roy, Le T.R.P. Frederic Le
Rath, Pater Libermann, Knechtsteden, 1980, 291 f.

of the Earth, ch. 7, sect. 3;

Vavasseur, Paris, n.d., p. 220;

J.

N.D. 13, 35.
N.D. 11, 553; see also Spiritus 4, 1960, pp. 353 ff. (article by J. Le Meste); F.J.
Easterley, "The Vincentian Fathers," St Vincent de Paul, New York, 1961, p. 121.
22.

23.
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that

accordance with the Holy
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if

this diversity of

works was

God would

provide the
needed manpower and resources. He said so explicitly with re24
But he did not
spect to social works and the naval chaplaincies.
want to divert missionary vocations away from their task for it.
really in

Spirit,

Before speaking about the expansion of educational works after
Libermann, let us say a few words about intellectual education
under Libermann. There is no need to stress his lofty ideals and
effective ways of fostering a high level of spiritual life and zeal
here; they are well-known.
The level of studies in Libermann's seminary was not very high.
In 1847 it consisted of one year of philosophy and a little over 2y
years of theology. There was no course in scripture only private

—and none

reading

sisted mostly of

in

Church

—

history.

The seminary's

young men who had completed

a

staff

con-

seminary pro-

gram but no advanced

studies; sometimes a senior student taught
philosophy in his spare time. Libermann even sent some seminarians out to the missions to be ordained there after completing their
25
Yet, writing to the Holy See
studies privately in their spare time.
about a merger with the Holy Ghost Fathers in 1845, he spoke
about the need to establish in their seminary "a solid program of
26
studies" At that time this seminary still had a program of four full
years of theological studies, although its staffing was not up to par.
Libermann's low esteem of scholarship in his earlier years revealed itself also in his rules for the library. In his first rule he had
restricted the library to the Bible and a few pious commentaries,
but "never any scholarly commentaries"; some of the fervent

Church

Fathers; a few of the best and most solid theologians; a
couple of books on canon law; some fervent books of sermons, a
few inspiring lives of saints and some devotional ascetical works.
"Any other type of book must be banished from the library." 27

When around

1845 priests formed under Bruno Liebermann, the

theologian at Strasbourg, told

him

that

he went too

far in his

aversion to scholarly works, they did not quite convince him; yet,

he added

24.

25.
26.
27.

N.D.
N.D.
N.D.
N.D.

to the exclusion of scholarly

9, 275; 11,
9,

198

7, 95.

2,

263.

f.;

323

ff.

Compl. 52

f.

commentaries the words:
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"save if they are needed." And he also qualified the ban "of any
other type of book" with "unless they are needed." 28

Then

merger with the Spiritans he met the scholar Fr
our motherhouse with a rich library,
extensively used by J. P. Migne, the famous editor of the patrologies and of many other standard works. Gaultier was also the
soul of a circle of intellectuals meeting regularly at the motherhouse. Libermann's first view of this learned priest was "a rather
harmful man," but he changed his mind very quickly. Acquaintance with the scholars belonging to the Gaultier circle must have
opened a new world to him. It comprised such people as Migne,
at the

Gaultier,

who had endowed

the archeologist Pitra, the canonist Bouix, the distinguished jour-

nalist Veuillot, the historian Rohrbacher, the liturgist Dom Gueranger and many others. (Let us recall that there was not yet an
Institut Catholique in Paris; our motherhouse acted as a clearing
house of ideas.) The result of all this was that in 1849 Libermann
revised his rule for the library in a very reasonable way: "Luxury
and refinement must be avoided in the acquisition of books. Each
house, however, must have a library in keeping with its needs." 29
Mention has already been made of Libermann's appeal for
candidates with a teaching vocation; he warned them that they
should devote themselves wholly to the pursuit of their task
without doing more than incidental ministry. He did not want

"frustrated missionaries" in either social

which

works or educational

wholly in keeping with his profound respect for
each one's personal vocation. At the same time, this policy would
provide the Congregation with a number of experts and specialists
in various fields, who would be needed for a well-informed adpositions,

is

ministration of the Society.

293

Education under Schwindenhammer and Emonet, 1852-1895
This evolution of Libermann laid the groundwork for what
followed after his death. First of all, as we saw, the Congregation
accepted the challenge of founding a seminary for the best of the

French clergy in Rome; and we all know that it met this challenge
very successfully. Its founder was Fr Lannurien, who justified the
N.D. 2, 262 footnote 1845 ed.
N.D. 10, 560.
29a. N.D. 9, 292 f.
28.

29.
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undertaking by saying that, in addition to direct ministry among
the poor, the Congregation "should be charged with the formation
suitable for
of secular priests filled with a similar spirit,
preaching the Gospel to the lower classes of society, the poor, who
long enough have been abandoned to their fate." 30 By engaging in
this indirect apostolate among the poor the Congregation would
.

greatly enlarge

its

.

.

.

effectiveness for the neglected of the earth.

.

.

To

remain faithful to Libermann's ideas, Lannurien concluded, the
Congregation should accept seminaries whether in Germany or
other countries.

From

is only a small step. We may
1806 the Spiritans had re-established themselves by

senior to junior seminaries

recall that in

opening a junior seminary in Paris and in 1845 Fr Leguay had
planned to reopen it. Even in the 18th century they had directed
one in Meaux as well as a college in Cayenne. Libermann himself,
we saw, realized that a junior seminary is "about the same as a
college," as most of its students do not reach the priesthood so that
such a school de facto contains a mixed student body of future
priests and future laymen. Both of these categories, incidentally,
are needed to form a "people of God," as Libermann expressed it.

Thus it is not at all surprising that Schwindenhammer took the
course he did. Let us recall that in the 30 years of his administration the

of

Congregation opened a

which only one

In addition,

it

total of 31

seminaries and colleges,

—Chevilly—was reserved

established 15 trade

and

for future

members.

agricultural schools, mostly

staffed by Brothers, who were officially recognized by the government of France as teachers. Some colleges were short-lived; others
combined with existing institutions, so that by 1882 their total
number was 19.
The best known Spiritan schools date from the Schwindenhammer period. We may name, in addition to the French Seminary in
Rome, Blackrock and Rockwell in Ireland, Holy Spirit in Braga,
Portugal; others at Cellule, Beauvais, Merville and Mesnieres in
France, Duquesne in the U.S.A., St Martial's in Haiti and St Mary's

mention should also be made of the senior
which began to function in the 1850s and
holds the distinction of being the oldest extant senior seminary in
all of Africa. One of its graduates was Fr Joseph Strub, the founder
in Trinidad. Special

seminary

of the
30.

in Senegal,

USA

Province.
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The year of Schwindenhammer's death, 1881, may deserve a
more attention. That year is also about the time Fr Libermann
would have died if he had lived as long as St Vincent de Paul did
after this saint founded his little work for "preaching the gospel to
the poor." St Vincent was a man greatly admired by Fr Libermann,
even though he joked that all he had in common with him was that
he fell out of a carriage at the same place the saint had done so.
(That joke was the way he parried an admirer's compliment about
little

his similarity to the saint.) In his old age St Vincent looked at the

—

works undertaken by his followers missions, semiand the oppressed, and schools and
marvelled: "Good God! who would ever have thought that it
would have become all this. If anyone had told me then, I would
have thought he was mocking me. Yet it was from that ["preaching
the gospel to the poor"] that God wished to begin what you see
now." 30a Although Libermann had been dead for nearly 30 years in
1881, his charism had been at work in the Congregation for apvariety of
naries,

care of the sick

—

proximately as long as that of St Vincent when this saint died.
could have made St Vincent's exclamation his own.

Schwindenhammer's

successor, Fr

Ambrose Emonet, continued

the policy of his predecessor. Omitting the

may

list

He

new

social

works,

we

the schools opened under his administration: at Epinal

and Castelnaudary in France, at Rathmines in Dublin, Ireland, at
Porto in Portugal and John Fisher's College in the Azores, at Para
in Brazil and Lima, Peru, and in Ballarat, Australia.
It

and

would be wrong to think that the staffing of all the educational
social works in the home countries diminished the personnel

One could object that at Libermann's
were stationed there while shortly after
Schwindenhammer's death it was down to 57% and at the end of
Emonet's generalate it was only 53%. While the percentages are
correct, in 1852 the total number of priests in the Congregation
amounted only to 56, so that one priest made all the difference
between 59% and 57%. And in Emonet's time, one should take
sent out to the missions.

59%

death

of the Fathers

into consideration that his superiorship coincided with that of the

great explorations of Africa

withdrawals because of

30a.

Quoted

Spiritus,

and the

illness.

resulting higher death rate

and

Before his time, the average age at

in Jean Le Meste, "Dans
No. 4 (Pentecote I960), 363 f.

le

sillage

de Saint Vincent de Paul",
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death of Spiritans in Africa had risen to about 36 years; when he
resigned in 1895 it was down again to less than 30. Around the
time of 1895, 60% of the African missionaries of the Congregation
31
failed to reach their 30th birthday.
As had happened already in Libermann's time, the missionaries
including Fr Emonet before he became
in Africa and elsewhere
superior general strenuously objected to the retention of personnel in Europe or America, except for skeleton staffs in the scholasticates and the motherhouse, even when they received all the
personnel they could support. Schwindenhammer himself was
partly to blame for this. In practice, he abandoned Libermann's
profound respect for each one's personal vocation and assigned to
teaching positions at home people who had entered the Congregation to become African missionaries. He replaced this respect by
the notion of absolute obedience to his decision after the supposedly Jesuit model a model which Libermann had explicitly
32
rejected as "out of date."

—

—

—

Schwindenhammer's influence was so

great that his idea per-

Congregation till about the time of Vatican Council
Two. By then Libermann's view had become known again, but an
attempt to re-assert it was countered with an authoritarian "That is
not the way we do things in the Congregation."
sisted in the

The Le Roy Period

Abp Le

Roy's generalate marked a striking departure from the
preceding period with respect to education. His personal experience may have had something to do with it. He had joined the
Congregation to become an African missionary. However, being
one of the few Frenchmen in the Congregation with a bachelor's
first appointment after his ordination at the age of less
than 23 "condemned" him to the college of St Denis in Reunion,
then to that of Cellule and, two years later, to that of Pondicherry
in India. When he finally made it to Africa in 1881, he was assigned
to the orphanage of Bagamoyo and ruefully wrote that his task
consisted in "seeing to it that each little boy has a chamberpot."
Restless, he obtained permission to travel around the immense

degree, his

31.
32.

Koren, The Spiritans, 1958, pp. 200 and 282.
Koren, To the Ends of the Earth, pp. 222 (., 305

f.
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vicariate to replace ailing confreres

new

locations for

Gabon.
Four years
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and to determine the best
became vicar apostolic of

missions. In 1892 he

chapter elected him superior general and
aided him greatly in diminishing the role of colleges
and social works in order to concentrate on the continent of the
future Africa. In 1895 the German government had allowed the
Congregation to return to Germany, but now it stipulated that the
Spiritans limit themselves exclusively to the training of missionaries. Then, in 1904, Combes' persecution forced the French province to withdraw from all colleges and seminaries, except Chevilly,
and to give up its industrial and agricultural schools. That meant
that about 300 Spiritans had to leave these institutions although a
later a

political forces

—

few houses managed to stay open under pro forma secularized
members. Finally, the Portuguese revolution of 1910 chased us
from the celebrated colleges of Braga and Porto. When the Congregation was allowed to return after World War One, it was again on
condition that it abstain from non-missionary work.
Moreover,

in the

missions the volcanic eruption of 1902 de-

stroyed the college of St Pierre in Martinique, killing most of

new

its

bishop of Belem efficaciously assisted
in closing the Spiritan college of Para by imposing additional
burdens on it in 1897, and the government helped him by cutting
its subsidies to the school. Across the continent, at Lima, Peru, the
very success of St Louis College killed it in the same year: it
required new buildings and increased staff just when the Congregation was in a severe financial crisis and the African missions
staff.

In Brazil the

local

were expanding mightily.

In

Ireland also financial difficulties

caused the closing of the college in Rathmines.
St Patrick's College in Ballarat, Australia,

had already been closed

in 1892 before

was

sold in 1905

—

it

Le Roy became superior

general, mainly because of internal divisions in the Irish-German-

French

staff

("The

Irish

and the French here hate each other as the
says a contemporary letter) but also

devil hates holy water,"

because of a difference of opinion with the local bishop (about
which the Australian Cardinal John Moran said: "Any reasonable
man would settle it in half an hour.")
The persecution in France led to the foundation of new provinces in Belgium, Holland, Canada, England, Switzerland and
Poland an attempt in Spain failed and these provinces bore the

—

—
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stamp of Le Roy in that they were exclusively missionary; none
developed a college except Canada, whose original agricultural
school failed as such but gave rise to an open seminary-college.
Thus, at the end of Le Roy's generalate in 1926 the only remaining schools in Europe were the two colleges in Ireland and the
French Seminary in Rome; in North America Duquesne and St
Alexandre near Ottawa. In addition to these, the people of Trinidad and Haiti had succeeded in blocking the closing of their
Spiritan colleges, and in Martinique the Congregation continued to
staff

the seminary-college of Fort-de-France. In

all,

then, only eight

schools survived the regime of Le Roy.

He

want any more. In 1923 the Holy See
strongly urged the Congregation to open a seminary for Russian
priests in France. If anything would have been in accordance with
Libermann's wishes, this was it. But that was not the way Le Roy
saw it. He vigorously resisted but had little hope of succeeding and
had already resigned himself to the inevitable. However, when
Pope Pius XI decided that the Russian college should be established in Rome, Le Roy renewed his objections. The Pope's answer
was almost, but not quite, a formal order, couched in rather severe
terms again something which would have caused Libermann to
comply at once. Le Roy, however, risked the Pope's displeasure
and, as we know, got away with it. That's why the Russian college
was entrusted to the Jesuits.
Incidentally, although Le Roy pleaded lack of personnel, he had
the personnel available. Just then he had a dozen German Fathers
whose assignment to Africa was blocked by the colonial powers.
Their provincial, wrote Le Roy, "does not know what to do with
them. I don't know either." "Let them go to Russia," he added
33
sarcastically.
The thought of using them for the Russian College
does not even seem to have entered his mind.
definitely did not

—

While one can understand Le Roy's reluctance
college or to staff anything with

German

to accept

Spiritans,

another

one can also see

down a splendid opportunity to get the
Congregation involved in a work among nations living by Marxist
and
rule before the 1989 events they were one third of mankind
to develop specialists in this field of work among some of the most
abandoned people in the world. Libermann would have said: If the

his refusal as turning

—

—

33.
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Arch. 2B-23: Le Roy a Phelan.
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send us the

when we start it. And he would not have

voiced any objections based on nationalistic considerations.
Before

consider

we pass on to the era after 1926, we may pause to
how these schools did perform. Obviously, we will have

to limit ourselves here to a

The French Seminary
tations

few

in

points.

Rome succeeded beyond

all

expec-

— so much so that the government became alarmed over the

gradual disappearance of Gallicanism and rightly blamed the Congregation for a large share of responsibility for it. When the school
celebrated its centenary it could point to more than 3,000 alumni
who had been formed within its walls. A considerable number of

them

rose to the ranks of bishop or cardinal in France or elsewhere.

—
—60 became bishops. The Congregation's influence

For example, of those
22 year period

who studied there between

1904 and 1926

on episcopal appointments was such that it was commonly believed at that time that no one could become a bishop in France

without Spiritan approval.
A story which I have not been able to verify says that once the
Sulpician Cardinal Archbishop of Paris Verdier complained about
the resulting diminished prestige of his society to the Pope. "How
many priests of their own order," His Holiness asked him, "did
the Holy Ghost Fathers recommend as bishops for France?"

"None," replied Verdier. "And whom do you think recommended
you for Paris?" the Pope continued. When Verdier answered that
he did not know, the Pope said, "They did."
The colleges in France by and large also did very well. They
became so important that some Jesuits took alarm and tried to
scare the Spiritans by prophesying the impending doom of the
Spiritans: "Their success dooms you to failure, for you have deviated from your purpose."
In Ireland, Blackrock rose almost at once to eminence. Disturbed
Jesuits

combined two of their schools into one to offer
When newspapers continued to praise the

better

competition.

school out of proportion to

its

Jesuit

relative achievements, the arch-

bishop of Dublin took them to task for sacrificing the truth to
favoritism. Rockwell also, despite some ups and downs, secured
its

place

among

the leading schools.

— including

prominent Irishmen

cation at the Spiritan schools.

The

A

substantial portion of

—received

politicians

their

edu-

lay apostolate received a world-
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wide boost by the work of one alumnus, Frank Duff, the founder of
the Legion of Mary. Rockwell also became a center of all things
Irish, from sports to Gaelic. Interestingly, one of the experts in
Gaelic was an Irish-educated German Holy Ghost Father.
In Portugal, Holy Spirit College in Braga occupied a similar
position as Blackrock in Ireland. St Mary's in Porto did not stay far

behind although the Jesuits
school in close proximity.

tried to

Alumni

compete by opening a similar
two schools played an

of the

important role in support of the Congregation when in the 1920s it
could return to their country.
In the USA, Holy Ghost College or Duquesne for more than 50
years educated practically all diocesan priests of the area, while
also maintaining its own junior seminary for the Congregation. (It
had about 100 students prior to its transfer to Cornwells.) In 1911
Duquesne became the first Catholic university in Pennsylvania and
also, reportedly, the first co-educational Catholic college in the

USA. Although Duquesne had
velop mightily after World

its

ups and downs,

War Two and

in

some

it

would de-

areas acquire a

and even international reputation.
Alexandre in Canada, after many trials and tribulations, also
assured its place among the many fine schools in that country. In
Haiti, St Martial's did much to prevent this island nation from
utterly collapsing. And in Trinidad it is generally agreed that the
Church would not have flourished as it did without the excellent
education provided by St Mary's College (and the college of St
Joseph de Cluny Sisters for girls).
national
St

From 1926

to 1962 (Vatican Council

Two)

A few months after Le Roy's resignation, Fr Richard Harnett,
Provincial of Ireland, reopened St Mary's College at

the

Rathmines

and was "very proud of it." At the same time, the Irish missionaries in Africa, who had complained about the time that was being
wasted by letting future missionaries pursue university studies,
changed their minds about the uselessness of such degrees. It was
the era when especially in the British colonies an enormous expansion of schools was taking shape. In the Onitsha vicariate of
Nigeria alone the mission had nearly 4,000 schools in 1932. Colleges and teachers training schools were needed in large numbers;
they required personnel equipped with suitable diplomas. Thanks
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to the educational tradition of their province, the Irish Spiritans

were ready for the opportunity. As the apostolic delegate Archbishop Arthur Hinsley had written in 1928: "If necessary, neglect
your churches to perfect your schools."
In 1950 Bp Joseph Whelan's Owerri diocese in Nigeria alone took
care of nearly 25% more students than did all government and
mission schools together in the whole of French Equatorial Africa.
And the two dioceses of Onitsha and Owerri at that time taught
more children in their schools than did all schools of French Africa
although these French colonies had five times their population. By
1960 the four Spiritan districts of Onitsha, Owerri, Otukpo and
Kabba had 83 colleges, teacher training schools and technical schools.
Similar but less massive expansion of higher education took

where Spiritans worked. As a
were staffing or helping to staff 30

place in the other British colonies
result, in the late 1950s Spiritans

colleges,

training

schools and seminaries in British-controlled

and 19 others

in French, Belgian and Portuguese territories.
Outside Africa, a seminary-college was reopened in Reunion
and Holy Spirit College in Mauritius in the 1930s, in addition to
two junior seminaries in Madagascar. Just before World War Two,
another seminary-college reopened in Guadeloupe, and during
that war Fatima College was built in Trinidad. When after the war
the Dutch Province accepted missions in Brazil, it infused new life
in Holy Spirit College of Tefe and, in addition, opened two colleges
in Itauna and Curvelo in eastern Brazil, as well as two seminaries
for the Congregation.
In North America, the Irish accepted the Neil McNeill High
School in Toronto in 1958. Duquesne in Pittsburgh expanded
mightily and the American Province accepted high schools in
Rockcastle, Va., Chicago, Tucson and Riverside, Calif. Corn wells
Heights became a Preparatory School. In Europe, Knechtsteden
opened St Norbert gymnasium in 1947 and the junior seminary of
Broich, near Aix-la-Chapelle, also became a public gymnasium. In
Holland, the Spiritans seriously considered the opening of a gymnasium at Zeist, near Utrecht, but ultimately dropped the plan. In
Ireland, the colleges of St Michael and Templeogue in the Dublin
area came into being or acquired a separate identity.
Altogether, by the time of Vatican Two, the Congregation's
educational commitments extended to about 80 colleges and
seminaries for the general public, in addition to about 50 houses of
Africa,

study reserved for

its

own

aspirants.
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Two

World War Two was the epilogue

to

an era of

human

history,

"the end of a world," and the decades following it may be viewed
as the beginning of a new world-in-the-making. Most people,

however, were not at once aware of this, and for many Catholics
the Council brought them face to face with the crisis, i.e., the
sifting of ideas and values that is still going on. Obviously, no one
can predict with certainty how either the world or the Church will
evolve. Who e.g. could have predicted, even 3 months before, the
events of late 1989 in Eastern Europe.? Meanwhile a significant
number of changes have taken place. Let us mention those that are
relevant to our topic here.
As African colonies became independent, some took over the
mission schools; others were racked by internal convulsions resulting in the massive expulsion or departure of missionaries.
Nearly everywhere the missions became young self-determining
churches within the universal Church, and the Holy See abolished
the jus commissionis by which hitherto whole dioceses had been
entrusted to the Congregation. Except for a few scholasticates, we
no longer have colleges in Africa that are "ours," although in many
places Spiritans continue to play a role as teachers

and

directors of

schools.

In the 1960s, as vocations diminished sharply in the First World,
religious societies experienced a decline in personnel.

all

It

has

happened before. For example, the various branches of Franciscans numbered about 142,000 in 1775, 25,000 in 1900, 81,000 in
1969 and 40,000 in 1977; an estimated 60 % of religious institutes
did not survive the French Revolution of 1792. In our Congregation
the

number

of priests shrank

from nearly 3,600

in 1969 to 2,300 in

1989.

began to appear to
meaning to the priesthood
and to be a function that could just as well be filled by lay people.
Thus the Spiritan educational role has diminished sharply. The
Congregation still operates a number of schools: 8 in Europe and 6
in North America and Trinidad, with about 20,000 students. Their
staffs, however, are mostly composed of lay people. There are also
still some junior and senior seminaries for future Spiritans, largely
staffed by members. In addition, the Congregation contributes
Moreover, spending one's

many

as a less desirable

way

life

as a teacher

of giving
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members to diocesan or regional seminaries or colleges in
some African countries. Young Spiritans usually live in residences
near a university or central institute, where members of the Constaff

gregation often participate in teaching. Finally, there are Spiritans

who,

for

one reason or another, occupy educational positions

at

schools that otherwise have no connection with the Congregation.
If

present trends continue, like other religious institutes,

we

also

membership till the First World
"bulge" of 1920-1950 has disappeared; in other words till about the
year 2000. Then, always on condition of a continuation of present
trends and the continued growth of the rising new Third World
provinces, we would stabilize at about 2,500 to 3,000 members.
This is still a respectable membership, but nonetheless it will mean
must expect

a continued decline of

increasing retrenchment, especially in the hardest-hit provinces.

Lacking the will to

live or

racked by dissension, some

may

not

even survive as provinces.

With respect to education
by way of conclusion:
1.

I

would

like to

make two

points here

The profound respect for each one's personal vocation, so
by Libermann, demands that no one be forced into edu-

stressed

cation against his will nor, conversely, kept out of

vocation and aptitude for
2. If

the Congregation

modern world

is

it if

he has the

it.

to play

its

role in the exceedingly

in a responsible fashion,

it

needs

complex

specialists in

men are not going to be
continue to have teachers and scholars in our
society. Historically speaking, we are not justified in excluding
such teaching vocations from our Congregation.

various fields. Concretely speaking, such
available unless

we
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